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Join us for an experience of transformation!
Once upon a time, the path to becoming a psychotherapist was pretty straightforward. You went to graduate school and—depending on the decade—you
studied family systems, psychodynamic therapy, or some strand of cognitive
behavioral therapy. That was about it, choice-wise. You got your diploma, hung out

THE NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM

your shingle, and got on with the business of helping people in a fairly prescribed way.
Now, it’s a markedly different world. An explosion of brain science, the imperatives of the
digital age, the influx of non-Western healing approaches, and a super-charged consumer culture have
converged to create a sprawling marketplace of therapies and therapy-like practices. As the choices have
multiplied, so has the range of possible identities for psychotherapists. You may see yourself as an agent
of deep healing, working with people long term to resolve their suffering. Or you may view yourself as
more of a coach, inspiring clients to realize their dreams. You may envision mind-body practices as a

An experience designed to enhance your practice:
n Practical insights for your toughest cases from 100 of the field’s most
acclaimed teachers

cornerstone of your approach, or follow a specific protocol to reduce symptoms, or look to Buddhism to
move clients toward acceptance of those symptoms. Maybe you do all of it, and throw in some polyvagal
work for good measure. It can be exhilarating to be a psychotherapist today. But the mélange of clinical
possibilities can also be overwhelming, and treatment paths sometimes unclear.

n Hands-on opportunities to develop new skills in 130 workshops and deepen
your appreciation of therapeutic craft

n New models to revitalize your practice and help you thrive in today’s
competitive marketplace

n Personal renewal in a creative atmosphere of collegiality, support, and adventure

Finding our way through this dizzying therapeutic bazaar is the focus of the 41st annual Networker
Symposium, The Many Paths to Transformation: From Problem Solving to Deep Healing. It’s a celebration of our professional diversity, and a chance to ponder: Is there a common denominator that unites
these many paths? What’s at the heart of your own identity as a therapist, and do you find yourself
curious about other paths to growth and healing?
This year, we offer the opportunity to hear from a distinguished lineup of teachers and clinicians
from a range of disciplines and points of view. But the Symposium is much more than a seat-in-the-chair

From beginning to end, find what you’re looking for:

conference—it invites you to experience yourself more directly and vividly through a host of creative
offerings, from dance and yoga to theater arts and storytelling. It’s a bona fide festival of conversation,

n Zero in on the workshops that match your specific needs and interests with

with plenty of opportunities to discuss the issues that matter to you with colleagues from around the

n Rekindle your imagination and supercharge your sense of possibility at

some vital element of your professional or personal identity. Who knows? You just may surprise yourself.

our Clinical Specialty Guide (page 3)

world, as well as to just schmooze and unwind. In the process, we hope you discover—or rediscover—

Creativity Day (page 16)

n Discover inspiration and unique perspectives with our celebrated Featured

Rich Simon
Editor, Psychotherapy Networker

Speakers (page 6)

n

Register today

(page 82)
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Zoom in on the workshops that match your specific needs and interests.

6

Meet Our Featured Speakers
	
Check out the range of important issues this year’s celebrated keynoters
will address.

16 THURSDAY Workshops and Events

S P E C I A L T Y

Find What

You’re

Looking For

Rekindle your imagination, energy, and sense of possibility at Creativity Day.
Plus, see options for pre-conference clinical workshops.

To make it easier to find the workshops that fit your needs, we’ve grouped this year’s
program into four main categories.
Anxiety, Depression, and Trauma. These workshops focus on clients’ presenting
symptoms and how to address them.
Mind, Body, and Brain. Go beyond traditional talk therapy to explore mindfulness,
somatic practices, and applications of brain science.
Couples, Kids, and Families. These workshops emphasize the unit of treatment—
couples, kids, adolescents, and families.

30 FRIDAY Workshops and Events

Personal and Professional Development. Explore new clinical tools, ways to
grow personally and professionally, and therapeutic ethics.

Whatever your clinical interest, you’ll find all-day intensive workshops and two-hour
sessions designed to answer your most pressing questions, expand your skill set,
and broaden your vision of the therapist you want to be.

48 SATURDAY Workshops and Events
Anxiety, Depression, and Trauma

Your clinical quest continues with more exciting all-day intensive workshops and
two-hour sessions.

68 SUNDAY Workshops and Events
Start the day with our Morning Keynote. Then select from a range of compelling
workshops. All sessions end at 1:00 p.m.

82 REGISTRATION Information
Everything you need to know about making your Symposium experience as
affordable, enjoyable, and hassle-free as possible. Find out about the benefits
of our Full Pass options.

86 General Information
87 Continuing Education Information

ANXIETY & DEPRESSION

111 Befriending Stress
GEORGE FALLER

206 306 Helping Clients Find Their
Ruby Slippers LISA FERENTZ

225 Grieving and Remembering Well
DAVID KESSLER

DAVID KESSLER

123 A Map to Self-Compassion

207 307 Disrupting Rumination

318 Brain Switch KATE COHEN-POSEY
411 511 Making Your Best Sessions

604 Demystifying Acceptance and

TIM DESMOND

202 302 Healing with Hypnosis
COURTNEY ARMSTRONG

203 303 The Dos and Don’ts of
Working with Children LYNN LYONS

209 309 Using Group Process to
Promote Healing JAMES GORDON &
SABRINA N’DIAYE

Happen More Often

BRUCE ECKER

Psychopharmacology?

Commitment Therapy (ACT)

DJ MORAN

609 EMDR as a Model for Practice

415 All Together Now

DEANY LALIOTIS

424 Working with Autism and Anxiety

SUEANNE PILIERO

517 Bringing a Polyvagal Perspective
into Therapy DEB DANA

607 MDMA and Psychotherapy

JACK KORNFIELD & TRUDY GOODMAN

222 What’s New in

FRANK ANDERSON

615 The Power of Embodied Presence

MARGARET WEHRENBERG

TRAUMA

210 310 Treating the Traumatized
Child and Family SCOTT SELLS

317 Integrating Neurofeedback

223 Cultural and Historical Traumas

406 506 Working in the Crucible
of Complex PTSD MARY JO BARRETT &

522 New Perspectives on Intergenerational and Collective Trauma

609 EMDR as a Model for Practice

313 The Dark Secret of Incest

LINDA STONE FISH

PATRICK DOUGHERTY

407 507 Treating Traumatized Teens

615 The Power of Embodied Presence

316 Treating Complex Trauma Clients

MARTHA STRAUS

602 Couples Therapy

for Treating Trauma

414 514 Mastering the Craft of

JOHN GOTTMAN & JULIE GOTTMAN

89 BookShelf

ANITA MANDLEY

95 Treatment & Recovery Programs

MARY JO BARRETT

98 List of Presenters

MARGARET WEHRENBERG

524 Grief and Addiction

at the Edge

FRANK ANDERSON

with Psychotherapy

Treating Trauma

SEBERN FISHER

MICHAEL MITHOEFER

DEANY LALIOTIS

SUEANNE PILIERO

DEANY LALIOTIS

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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KIDS AND TEENS

Mind, Body, and Brain

203 303 The Dos and Don’ts of
Working with Children

LYNN LYONS

210 310 Treating the Traumatized
Child and Family SCOTT SELLS

MIND

104 Mindfulness-Based Stress
Reduction (MBSR)

GINA BIEGEL

106 The Path of the Shaman

121 Putting Positive Psychology
into Practice

JONAH PAQUETTE

123 A Map to Self-Compassion

218 Opioids and Chronic Pain

MARTHA TEATER & DON TEATER

219 Hacking Happiness

TIM DESMOND

JONAH PAQUETTE

110 The Journey to Oneness

206 306 Helping Clients Find
Their Ruby Slippers LISA FERENTZ

402 502 The Therapist as Healer

115 Mindful Aging ANDREA BRANDT
119 Recapturing Your Inspiration

211 311 The Power of Hakomi

415 All Together Now

IRENE SIEGEL

RUDOLPH BAUER

HALKO WEISS & MACI DAYE

RICHARD SCHWARTZ

Go Wrong

Commitment Therapy (ACT)

122 Becoming a More Magical Therapist
DAFNA LENDER & JON BAYLIN

107 Yoga and IFS to Clear the
Constrictions AMY WEINTRAUB

215 Welcoming the Body to Talk
Therapy DANIEL LEVEN

421 Focusing and the Felt Sense
JOAN KLAGSBRUN

521 When Mind-Body Practices
Go Wrong AMY WEINTRAUB

113 Awaken Your Heart DANIEL LEVEN
114 Break Through with Breathwork

218 Opioids and Chronic Pain

422 Helping Clients Unlearn Their Pain

619 Keeping the Inspiration Alive

120 Opening the Heart JANINA FISHER

JODY WAGER & NAOMI NIM

316 Treating Complex Trauma
Clients at the Edge

LINDA GRAHAM

202 302 Healing with Hypnosis

FRANK ANDERSON

COURTNEY ARMSTRONG

317 Integrating Neurofeedback
with Psychotherapy SEBERN FISHER

204 304 Catalyzing Brain

318 Brain Switch KATE COHEN-POSEY

Change

LINDA GRAHAM

411 511 Making Your Best Sessions
Happen More Often

BRUCE ECKER

517 Bringing a Polyvagal Perspective
into Therapy

DEB DANA

205 305 The Crisis in Masculinity
TERRY REAL

208 308 Confronting the Narcissistic
Client

WENDY BEHARY

519 Breaking the Spell of Our

Digital Devices

617 Making Couples Therapy Stick

410 510 Accessing the Optimal
Future Self NANCY NAPIER

609 EMDR as a Model for Practice

222 What’s New in Psychopharmacology?

420 Disarming Shame DAVID WEXLER
421 Focusing and the Felt Sense

614 The Myth of Sex Addiction

KEITH MILLER

FRANK ANDERSON

224 When the Therapeutic Relationship
and Impact

Transformation WILLIAM DOHERTY,
ESTHER PEREL, KENNETH HARDY &
RICHARD SCHWARTZ

JUDITH BECK

312 Creating Lasting Change
TONY ROBBINS Special Session

319 Borderline Personality Disorder

DEANY LALIOTIS

JOE KORT

JOAN KLAGSBRUN

423 The Millennial Lovelink

SIGNE SIMON & SIMONE HUMPHREY

516 Millennials Rising 2.0 RON TAFFEL
518 New Perspectives on Porn
IAN KERNER

and Co-occurring Disorders

MELISSA O’NEILL

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

STEVEN STOSNY

118 Expanding Your Sexual Comfort
Zone TAMMY NELSON
JAMES GORDON &
SABRINA N’DIAYE

212 Therapy and the Promise of

418 A Time for Senior Clinicians

WILLIAM DOHERTY,
ESTHER PEREL, KENNETH HARDY &
RICHARD SCHWARTZ

DAVID TREADWAY

613 The Fundamentals of Sport
Psychology MITCHELL GREENE

603 Therapy with a Coaching Edge

618 Creating a Group Practice

Transformation

312 Creating Lasting Change

and Impact

TONY ROBBINS Special Session

COUPLES

LYNN GRODZKI

JOE BAVONESE

605 Issues for Therapists of Color
KENNETH HARDY

EXPRESSIVE ARTS

118 Expanding Your Sexual
Comfort Zone TAMMY NELSON

401 501 Learning from Affairs
ESTHER PEREL

BARRY JACOBS & JULIA MAYER

201 301 Harnessing the Power
of Emotion SUSAN JOHNSON

405 505 High-Impact Couples Therapy

525 Working with Cross-Cultural

213 Enhancing Assessment in Couples
Therapy JOHN GOTTMAN, WILLIAM

408 508 To Stay or Go?

BUMBERRY & VAGDEVI MEUNIER

214 The Four Myths About Domestic
DAVID WEXLER

216 The Sex-Starved Marriage
MICHELE WEINER-DAVIS

315 Healing from Infidelity
MICHELE WEINER-DAVIS

TERRY REAL

523 Preventing Gray Divorce

610 The New Monogamy

102 Discover Your Inner Dancer

105 Writing to Awaken

109 The Gift of Storytelling

103 The Actor’s Secret BETSY POLATIN

108 Sing from Your Soul

112 A Day of Qigong

ETHICS

CULTURAL COMPETENCE

116 The Ethical Dilemmas No One Talks
About MARY JO BARRETT &

217 Therapy and Our Polarized and
Polarizing Culture MICHAEL ALCÉE

Treating Trauma

LINDA STONE FISH

JOHN GOTTMAN & JULIE GOTTMAN

404 504 Ethics Made Fun

220 An Introduction to GenderAffirmative Care MARGARET NICHOLS

403 503 Race In and Outside Therapy

& LAURA JACOBS

KENNETH HARDY

223 Cultural and Historical Traumas

522 New Perspectives on

Couples

KIRSTEN LIND SEAL

TAMMY NELSON

BABA RICHARD GONZALEZ

612 The Last-Chance Couple
PETER FRAENKEL

526 It’s Time to Retool “The Talk”

616 Creating Secure Connection in

ALEXANDRA SOLOMON

Couples Therapy

416 Creating Safety with High-Conflict
Couples JANINA FISHER

601 Maintaining the Heart

617 Making Couples Therapy Stick

426 Sex Therapy for the 21st Century

IRVIN YALOM & SUSAN JOHNSON

WILLIAM DOHERTY

IAN KERNER

515 The Magic Trio JOHN GOTTMAN,

JULIE GOTTMAN, WILLIAM BUMBERRY
& VAGDEVI MEUNIER

and Soul of Therapy

MARK MATOUSEK

DANA LACROIX

NOA BAUM

113 Awaken Your Heart DANIEL LEVEN
619 Keeping the Inspiration Alive
JODY WAGER & NAOMI NIM

PATRICK DOUGHERTY

KATHRYN RHEEM

STEVEN STOSNY

602 Couples Therapy for
606 From Dysfunction to Erotic Discovery

CLIFTON MITCHELL

SUZANNE IASENZA

ANITA MANDLEY

FAMILIES

314 Advanced Issues in Gender-Affirmative Therapy

MARGARET NICHOLS
& LAURA JACOBS

525 Working with Cross-Cultural
Couples

KIRSTEN LIND SEAL

605 Issues for Therapists of Color
KENNETH HARDY

Intergenerational and Collective Trauma

PATRICK DOUGHERTY

117 Laughter and Joy in the Consulting

313 The Dark Secret of Incest

417 What Parents Really Want

425 Healing Parent-Child Cutoffs

203 303 The Dos and Don’ts of
Working with Children LYNN LYONS

413 513 The Power of Family
Attachments

419

611 Therapeutic Activities with Kids
and Families MARTHA STRAUS

210 310 Treating the Traumatized

GEORGE FALLER & JAMES FURROW

4

221 Working with A@@holes

RICHARD SCHWARTZ

LINDA GRAHAM

Couples, Kids, and Families

BEN FURMAN

Child and Family

519 Breaking the Spell of Our Digital
Devices LINDA GRAHAM

MARGARET NICHOLS
& LAURA JACOBS

212 Therapy and the Promise of

Promote Healing

Room

613 The Fundamentals of Sport
Psychology MITCHELL GREENE

402 502 The Therapist as Healer

Affirmative Care

Is Challenged

209 309 Using Group Process to

Violence

220 An Introduction to Gender-

211 311 The Power of Hakomi
HALKO WEISS & MACI DAYE

BRAIN

101 Brain Care

520 Taking in the Good GINA BIEGEL

611 Therapeutic Activities with Kids
and Families MARTHA STRAUS

TOOLS

BODY

517 Bringing a Polyvagal Perspective
into Therapy DEB DANA

HOWARD GLASSER

608 From Ego to Self LOCH KELLY
106 The Path of the Shaman

410 510 Accessing the Optimal
Future Self NANCY NAPIER

Child

Personal and Professional Development

DJ MORAN

IRENE SIEGEL

JIM MORNINGSTAR & JESSICA DIBB

409 509 Playful Approaches with
Kids and Teens BEN FURMAN

412 512 Transforming the Difficult

AMY WEINTRAUB

604 Demystifying Acceptance and

KAREN KISSEL WEGELA

HOWARD SCHUBINER

MARTHA STRAUS

520 Taking in the Good GINA BIEGEL
521 When Mind-Body Practices

JACK KORNFIELD & TRUDY GOODMAN

MARTHA TEATER & DON TEATER

407 507 Treating Traumatized Teens

MARY JO BARRETT

LAURA MARKHAM

Promoting Positive Caregiving

BARRY JACOBS & JULIA MAYER

RON TAFFEL

SCOTT SELLS
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Meet Our

Featured Speakers
Saturday

Friday
MORNING KEYNOTE

MORNING KEYNOTE

Jack Kornfield
What Really Heals and Awakens

Esther Perel
The Future of Modern Love

Trained as a Buddhist monk and clinical psychologist, Jack Kornfield will explore

Bestselling author Esther Perel will open up a wider cultural conversation about our

how to embody a fuller spiritual wisdom in your work with clients, getting to the heart

notions of traditional couplehood, the role therapists can play in helping clients

of the perennial human questions of suffering and freedom, identity and meaning,

explore beyond one-size-fits-all notions of intimacy and commitment, and what the

love and possibility.

all-too-common experience of infidelity can teach us.

LUNCHEON ADDRESS

LUNCHEON ADDRESS

Harriet Lerner
Healing Betrayals Large and Small

John Gottman & Julie Gottman
The New Science of Couples and Family Therapy

Psychologist Harriet Lerner, bestselling author and expert in women’s issues and therapy,

Having spent decades developing an evidence base for couples therapy through their

will examine the often bewildering dynamics of forgiveness, taking a fresh look at the power

research, relationship experts John and Julie Gottman will explore how to better help

of the good apology, the various ways people unwittingly muck it up, and how therapists can

couples develop the trust, enduring commitment, and physiological calm that are

help clients navigate the process.

key to achieving more robust and measurable clinical outcomes.

F R I DAY D I N N E R E V E N T

S AT U R D AY D I N N E R E V E N T

Stephan Wolfert
Cry Havoc : A Solo Play of Trauma and Transformation
Experience a searing, critically-acclaimed solo play that interweaves Shakespeare with

Susan Johnson, Martha Manning,
David Treadway, Kirsten Lind Seal, David Kessler
My Most Transformative Therapeutic Moment: An Evening of Storytelling

actor/veteran Stephan Wolfert’s own memories and struggles with PTSD, bringing us

Join five Master Therapists for an evening of deep listening and authentic experience.

face-to-face with the challenges our soldiers encounter when they return from combat

As in the acclaimed first-person storytelling program The Moth, each therapist will

and find themselves unable to be “non-combat ready.”

recount a deeply felt, real-life experience that will inspire, provoke, and enchant.

SPECIAL SESSION

Sunday
MORNING KEYNOTE

F R I DAY A F T E R N O O N

Tony Robbins
Creating Lasting Change and Impact

6

Networker Lifetime Achievement Award

Irvin Yalom
Reflections on the Therapist’s Journey

In this special event, Tony Robbins, life strategist and peak performance coach,

Having dramatically shaped our field over the course of his storied career, pioneering

whose approach to personal transformation has reached millions of people through

therapist and acclaimed writer Irvin Yalom will discuss what he believes lies at the heart

his writings and live seminars, will demonstrate the key to creating an alliance for

of what we do—our ability to forge a true connection with the client—and how therapists can

change and getting to the heart of what clients truly want in their lives.

deepen the impact of their work through the different stages of their careers.
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Name

Name

Name

Name

Name

Name

Afternoon 3:00 –5:00 p.m.

LEADING JOURNALS IN CLINICAL & COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY

Online Practice Management
Software for Behavioral Health
Evaluati
on
Progress Note

11:30AM Appt with Kyle

https://www.therapynotes.com

Claim for John with Acme

Treatment Plan

Called in to say he may be a little late

Diagnosis:

12:00PM Appt with Susan

DSM-5

anxiety

Presenting Problem:

Remember to collect paperwork

Treatment Goals:

Create a Progress Note for your
appointment on 4/16

12/2

$100

90791

12/9

$75

90832

Submit Claims
Acme Insurance
Company

Electronically Sign this Note

Psychotherapy

Official Journal of APA Division 29 (Society for the Advancement of Psychotherapy)

Scheduling & To-Do Lists

Robust Notes & EMR

Electronic Billing

Optimize how you manage appointments,

Document your clientsʼ growth with

Streamline your billing with seamlessly

notes, and billing. Your To-Do list

powerful form-based notes, each uniquely

integrated electronic insurance claims, ERA

automatically keeps track of notes you need

designed for behavioral health. Go paperless

payment posting, credit card processing, and

Abstracts Now Available in Chinese and Spanish

to write, pending billing actions, and much

by uploading your patient ﬁles into

more. Submit insurance claims with a single

more. Sync your calendar to your smart

TherapyNotes. All of your data is secure,

click. Easily generate patient statements,

phone to view your schedule on the go.

encrypted, and backed up automatically.

superbills, revenue reports, and more.

Journal of Psychotherapy Integration

...AND MANY MORE FEATURES!
Automatic Reminders

Custom Client Portal

Unlimited Support

Automatic text, phone, and

TherapyPortal, your own

Superior, unlimited phone

email reminders to reduce

custom client portal for

and email support included

no-shows and decrease

appointment requests

with your TherapyNotes

My experience with
TherapyNotes has been
fantastic!

account

Firstly, the system is easy to navigate,

expenses

2.573 Impact Factor* | Indexed in MEDLINE®

Official Journal of the Society for the Exploration of Psychotherapy Integration

Practice Innovations

Official Journal of APA Division 42 (Psychologists in Independent Practice)
*©2016 Journal Citation Reports® (Clarivate Analytics, 2017)

thorough, ﬂexible, and extremely clinically
intuitive. Secondly, technical and customer

Special Oﬀer!
Just for Psychotherapy
Networker Symposium
Attendees!

support has been eﬃcient, fast, and very

Sign Up and Receive Your First

personal. I am leaving another EHR system
for TherapyNotes...gladly. I'm very happy

2 Months FREE!
Use Promo Code: PNCONV18

that you've created such a quality product.
Thank you!

Cloud-Based

Dr. Christina Zampitella, FT, Licensed Clinical Psychologist

S O FT W A R E

Oﬀer Expires 5/1/2018

Many more stories on TherapyNotes.com!
Mac

Windows

iPad

View Features and Sign Up Today at www.TherapyNotes.com
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Discover all of APA’s scholarly journals in clinical and counseling psychology:
visit www.apa.org/pn17 or call 800-374-2721

For online access to all of APA’s 90 scholarly journals, subscribe to APA PsycNET®
or ask your institution for access to the PsycARTICLES® database.
Learn more at: www.apa.org/pubs/databases/pn17

750 First Street, NE | Washington DC 20002-4242

Internal Family SystemsSM is at the forefront of a movement in
psychotherapy toward a more collaborative approach that relies on
clients’ intuitive wisdom. Developed by Richard C. Schwartz, PhD,
IFS offers a clear, empowering, and non-pathologizing view of
human cognitive and emotional life and provides for a dynamic
therapeutic environment that allows therapists and clients to enter
transformational relationships in which healing can occur. IFS is now
posted as an evidence-based practice on NREPP.
The Center for Self Leadership provides a variety
of learning opportunities:
• Level 1, 2 and 3 Training Programs
• IFS Online Circle and Online Circle Continuity
Webinar Programs
• IFS Annual Conference
• Speaking engagements featuring Dr. Richard Schwartz
• IFS online bookstore and IFS Practitioner Directory

Internal
Family
Systems

NEW RELEASE IN THE IFS ONLINE BOOKSTORE!
Many Minds, One Self:

The Center for
Self Leadership

Upcoming IFS Trainings
LEVEL 1 IFS TRAININGS
Boston, MA
New York Metro Area
Washington, DC
LEVEL 1 IFS RETREAT-STYLE
Texas & Florida
LEVEL 2 IFS INTENSIVE TRAININGS
IFS, Trauma & Neuroscience
Deepening & Expanding with IFS
Intimacy from the Inside Out
IFS, Addictions & Eating Disorders
LEVEL 3 IFS TRAININGS
Austin, TX
Boston, MA
Delray Beach, FL

Evidence for a Radical Shift in Paradigm
by Richard C. Schwartz & Robert R. Falconer

INTERNATIONAL TRAININGS
Portugal, England, France

A chronicle of the widespread evidence for the
natural multiplicity of the mind as well as an
undamaged healing essence in each of us—and
a compelling argument for the potential of this
paradigm to bring harmony, connection, and
positive leadership to the distresses of our planet

Visit our website
for more information &
a complete list of trainings

www.selfleadership.org

Talk Is Not Enough
Activate Deeper & Broader Levels of Healing
with Your Clients
Essential Skills in

COMPREHENSIVE
ENERGY PSYCHOLOGY
Richmond, VA
Level 1 | Feb
24-25, 2018

San Francisco, CA
Level 1 | March
3-4, 2018

Long Beach, CA
Level 1 | Feb
24-25, 2018

Miami, FL
Level 1 | March
17-18, 2018

• Use more holistic methods
• Learn specific tools to positively influence the body-mind interaction
• Earn 12 CE hours

This broad-based program is a two-part series designed to give you skills in
combining conventional psychotherapeutic modalities with meridian interventions, chakra techniques and biofield practices.

REGISTER NOW!

energypsych.org | 619-861-2237

Save $100 | promo code CEP100 – ends Nov 30, 2017

FREE REPORT: Learn the #1 block to therapy and how to easily remove it.
www.therapy-blocks.com
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Medical Billing Professionals
Mental Health Billing Service

NEUROFEEDBACK
CALM THE BRAIN - REACH THE MIND

Visit Us at Booth 115 at Symposium 2018

Neurofeedback in a Clinical Practice
4-Day Course
with

Ed Hamlin, PhD, BCN

and

Meet the author
at our booth.

Mary Ammerman, PsyD, BCN

Courses held in

For therapists interested in learning
how to do neurofeedback training, the
courses taught by Hamlin offer scope,
depth, and hands-on training. Highly
recommended.”

ASHEVILLE, NC • BURBANK, CA • NORTHAMPTON, MA

Fees As Low as $1.59 Per Claim

Ask us about CEs for social workers,
counselors, and psychologists.

• Prompt & Accurate Submissions
• Fast reimbursement
• Reduce operating costs
• Eliminate Billing headaches
• Money Back Guarantee
• Serving Behavioral Health Providers
since 1995

Neurofeedback is applied neuroscience – it is a
new frontier in helping innumerable people who
up until now have been condemned to just make
the best of feeling chronically fearful, unfocused
and disengaged.”
- Bessel A. van der Kolk, MD
Medical Director , The Trauma Center at JRI
Professor of Psychiatry, Boston University School of Medicine

Mention this ad and save 20% off any
prepayment purchase.

www.mbpros.com

info@mbpros.com

- Sebern Fisher, author of Neurofeedback in
the Treatment of Developmental Trauma

877-762-7767

To register for a course or to learn more
Call

1-800-789-3456 x1

or visit

training@eeger.com

www.eeger.com

2017 & 2018

NEW from JOHN & JULIE GOTTMAN and W. W. NORTON

F E A T U R E D F A C U LT Y

D E C E M B E R 1 5 – 1 7, 2 0 1 7

S Y LV I A B O O R S T E I N ,
BRAHMANI LIEBMAN,
& JASHODA EDMUNDS
Wisdom in Every Cell:
A Meditation, Mindful Yoga,
and Dharma Retreat

DECEMBER 17 – 22, 2017

ALOK HSU KWANG-HAN
A Brush with Emptiness:
Zen Creativity and the Art
of Life

T

he Science of Couples and Family Therapy:
Behind the Scenes at the Love Lab completes

ENGAGE

the general systems theory of the 1960s by
presenting a new theory that is viable, precise,
and measurable—the results of a second empirical
revolution. John and Julie Gottman, world-

YOUR MIND.

renowned for bringing an evidence base to couples
therapy, have written a book both theoretical and

C H R I S S H E LT O N
Foundations of Qigong:
Eastern Wisdom for
Western Minds

J A N U A R Y 5 – 7, 2 0 1 8

ROB SCHWARTZ

highly practical that helps clinicians become more
effective in their everyday work.

Ignite

“Couples therapists must read this fascinating

your heart.

book! A wealth of science linked to practice in a
fun, readable way and the engrossing history of
the Love Lab come together to make ANOTHER
memorable contribution to the couples literature

”

from the Gottman team.

—Sue Johnson, PhD, author of Hold Me Tight
and Love Sense

Don’t miss the Gottman’s Symposium
keynote on Friday, March 23, at 1:15pm, and
their workshops throughout the conference.
Stop by the Symposium Bookstore for your
copy of The Science of Couples and Family
Therapy and Ten Principles for Doing Effective
Couples Therapy. Other Gottman books are
available onsite at the Norton booth.

JANUARY 1 – 5, 2018

Also by John & Julie Gottman, from W. W. Norton

Nourish yourself and build your skills at 1440 Multiversity,
an extraordinary new learning destination in the redwoods
near Santa Cruz, California. Immerse in a weekend or fiveday program (CEs available) with renowned faculty in
neuroscience, mindfulness, integrative medicine, authentic
leadership, and more. Enjoy daily meditation, yoga, healing
arts, and fresh, locally sourced cuisine. Walk away with new
perspectives to enhance both your life and your work.

Awakening to Your
True Purpose:
Discover Your Life Plan

JANUARY 12 – 15, 2018

DANIEL SIEGEL
& MARC BRACKETT
The Art and Science of
Connecting Mind, Body,
and Emotion for Student
Success Conference

JANUARY 21 – 26, 2018

RANDY KAMEN
Retrain the Brain:
Strategies for Positivity
and Success

JANUARY 26 – 28, 2018

ALEXANDRA SOLOMON

Schedule your first visit at 1440.org/psychotherapy

Loving Bravely:
A Relationship Readiness Course

JANUARY 26 – 28, 2018

wwnorton.com/psych

twitter.com/wwnortonMH

facebook.com/NortonMentalHealth

youtube.com/NortonMentalHealth

MARTIN ROSSMAN
Put an End to Worry:
Positive Imagery for Health
and Happiness

NORTON MENTAL HEALTH

1440.org/psychotherapy

Thursday Creativity Day

— For Self-Expression, Personal Growth, and Healing

All-Day Workshops
 rain Care
101 B
Baba Richard Gonzalez

Daniel Leven

Jody Wager

Highlights

102 Discover Your Inner Dancer
103 The Actor’s Secret

BABA RICHARD GONZALEZ

 utting Positive Psychology into Practice
121 P

ANDREA BRANDT

JONAH PAQUETTE

 ecoming a More Magical Therapist
122 B

108 S ing from Your Soul

117 L aughter and Joy in the Consulting Room

3:30 p.m. Exhibit Hall Opening

 Day of Qigong
112 A

118 Expanding Your Sexual Comfort Zone

 pening the Heart
120 O
NOA BAUM

RUDOLPH BAUER

GEORGE FALLER

PATRICK DOUGHERTY

8:00 p.m. 	Welcoming Event
	
“The Doorway to Engagement:
Freeing the Body and
Awakening the Mind”
Daniel Leven & Jody Wager
CONT I NUI NG EDUC AT I ON I NFORM AT I ON
CE credit from boards may vary for some presentations and
workshops. For more information, see page 87 or
psychotherapynetworker.org for the most
up-to-date details.
Note for Thursday: CE credit available for all
pre-conference clinical workshops (115-123)
as well as other Thursday workshops
unless otherwise indicated.

TAMMY NELSON

AMY WEINTRAUB

 ecapturing Your Inspiration
119 R

110 T he Journey to Oneness

BEN FURMAN

IRENE SIEGEL

KAREN KISSEL WEGELA

DANA LACROIX

109 The Gift of Storytelling

 efriending Stress
111 B

DAFNA LENDER & JON BAYLIN

MARK MATOUSEK

 oga and IFS to Clear the Constrictions
107 Y

1:00 p.m. Workshops Continue

NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM 2018

 indful Aging
115 M

MARY JO BARRETT & LINDA STONE FISH

106 T he Path of the Shaman

16

Pre-Conference Clinical Workshops

116 T he Ethical Dilemmas No One Talks About

GINA BIEGEL

9:00 a.m. 	 Introduction and Warm-Up
Baba Richard Gonzalez

12:00 p.m. Lunch Break

JIM MORNINGSTAR & JESSICA DIBB

 indfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR)
104 M
 riting to Awaken
105 W

9:30 a.m. 	Pre-Conference Clinical
Workshops
#115–123

 reak Through with Breathwork
114 B

DANIEL LEVEN

BETSY POLATIN

8:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast

9:30 a.m. 	
Creativity Day Workshops
#101–114

 waken Your Heart
113 A

LINDA GRAHAM

JANINA FISHER

 Map to Self-Compassion
123 A

TIM DESMOND

Workshops

Andrea Brandt

Pre-Conference
115

Family
Misc

Trauma

Mindful Aging
Finding Fulfillment, Purpose,
and Joy in Later Life
ANDREA BRANDT

More than 100 million Americans
are over the age of 50 today, and
while research concludes we can
grow and enhance our lives at
every age, stereotypes about aging
still plague us, contributing to the
boredom, isolation, depression, and
decline we often see in older clients.
In this workshop, you’ll gain insight
and practical tools to help older clients find fulfillment. You’ll explore:
Specific mindfulness practices
that may increase self-awareness
and decrease reactivity for clients

■■

A nine-step process that helps
clients get unstuck from their past,
release emotional wounds, combat limiting beliefs, and let go of
resentments and regrets

■■

Methods to help clients make new
choices that can energize them

■■

The scientifically supported
benefits of exercise, creativity,
spirituality, and service to others
as we age, and the implications for
client treatment

■■

Strategies for clients who are facing life-altering questions as they
approach retirement

■■

Andrea Brandt, PhD, MFT, is a therapist and author of Mindful Aging:
Embracing Your Life After 50 to
Find Fulfillment, Purpose, and Joy.
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Richard Gonzalez

Mary Jo Barrett

Betsy Polatin
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101

Brain Science
Family

Misc
Trauma

Brain Science

102

Misc

Brain Care

Family

Trauma

Brain Science

103

Misc

Discover Your Inner Dancer
Learning to Let Yourself Move

The Keys to Transforming Habitual Patterns

LINDA GRAHAM

BABA RICHARD GONZALEZ &
COMPANY

BETSY POLATIN

Implement lifestyle choices that
protect the physical brain as our clients
age, and extend the “health span”
portion of our lifespan

■■

Apply the tools of self-directed
neuroplasticity in therapy that help
reverse the impact of stress and
trauma on emotional regulation,
learning and memory, and empathy

■■

Engage clients with practices such
as guided visualizations and process
journaling that enhance the higher
brain’s capacity for response flexibility, discernment, planning, creativity,
and imagination

■■

Apply interventions that help prevent/reverse addiction to digital
technology and recover capacities for
focused attention, relational intimacy,
introspection, and self-reflection

■■

Use valuable resources in the latest findings about the brain and the
mind-body connection

■■

Linda Graham, MFT, integrates relational
psychology, mindfulness, and neuroscience in
her trainings. She’s the author of Bouncing
Back: Rewiring Your Brain for Maximum
Resilience and Well-Being.

We all admire the grace, fluidity, and
freedom dancers express, and their
ability to step out of ordinary life into
the realm of pure, rhythmic movement. But few of us feel we have the
ability—or the nerve—to do much
dancing ourselves. In this workshop,
you’ll learn about the practical craft of
dancing—basic Afro-Carribbean dance
movements, different kinds of rhythms,
and the physical language of expressive
symbolic movements. Whatever your
experience with dance, explore how to
cast off self-judgment, and learn how to
wholeheartedly throw yourself into the
larger healing dance of life. You’ll have
an opportunity to:
Move beyond your inhibitions and
expressive limitations

■■

Reframe the moment of being in
the limelight as one to savor and not
to fear

■■

Explore how rehearsal skills can build
your self-assurance in other settings

Expand the capacity to express yourself by using a unique approach that
combines the Alexander Technique for
neuromuscular reeducation, breathing
coordination, and somatic experiencing. This workshop will offer handson guidance and simple exercises to
enhance sensory skills by exploring the
musculoskeletal, respiratory, and nervous systems. While many techniques
and self-help books teach a new way of
“doing,” the secret of this approach lies
in “nondoing.” You’ll discover how to:
Stand, sit, speak, and walk with more
ease to unleash your creative potential

■■

Brain Science

The
Symposium
is way too
much fun
to miss!

116

Misc

The Ethical Dilemmas
No One Talks About
Clarifying Boundaries
MARY JO BARRETT &
LINDA STONE FISH

The ethical rules for therapists used
to be straightforward no gifts, no dual
relationships, and no out-of-session
contact. But the ease of digital connection and the shift in our profession’s
norms have introduced new questions
about professional boundaries. How
exactly do we manage relationships
through email, texting, and social media? Should we Google clients before
our first session? How do we deal with
rating sites like Healthgrades? In this
workshop, you’ll explore:
How to set the ground rules that
establish norms for transparency
and client empowerment
■■

Awaken inherent potential by finding the support from the ground that
can lead to full stature and expansion,
while noting how trauma and overwhelm can interfere with this process

■■

■■

Immerse yourself in traditional
African-infused Caribbean dances

Betsy Polatin, MFA, SEP, AmSAT, an
internationally recognized movement and
breathing specialist, is a master lecturer
at Boston University. Her book, The
Actor’s Secret, shares her 40 years
of teaching experience.

Baba Richard Gonzalez is an award-winning choreographer and performer of
Afro-Caribbean folkloric and contemporary
dance, who’s shared the stage with some of
our most notable artists during his 37-year
career. His teaching exhibits a strong fusion
of the African, Spanish, and Taino influences of the Caribbean.

Trauma

Practice and teach diaphragmatic
breathing according to the design of
the respiratory system

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.

Family

■■

■■

■■

Clinical Workshop

The Actor’s Secret

Applying the Neuroscience of Well-Being
Even as we look to the latest brain research for techniques to apply in our
therapeutic work, we too often neglect
the damaging impacts of stress, poor
lifestyle choices, and overstimulation
from digital devices on our brains and
bodies. To recharge and better serve
our clients, you’ll explore how to:

Linda Stone Fish

Pre-Conference

9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. & 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Clinical Workshop

Brain Science

Linda Graham

The do’s and don’ts of therapist
self-disclosure
How to maintain our energy to
ensure we make wise ethical decisions

■■

How to handle online and social
media boundaries with clients
■■

Best methods for handling client
celebrations and ritual occasions
■■

Note: This workshop fulfills many
state board requirements for training
in ethics and risk management.
Mary Jo Barrett, MSW, is the director of
the Center for Contextual Change and the
coauthor of Treating Complex and
The Systemic Treatment of Incest.
Linda Stone Fish, MSW, PhD, professor of
marriage and family therapy at Syracuse
University, is the author of Nurturing
Queer Youth.

thursday All Day

uma

All-Day

Family
Trauma

Trauma
Brain Science

Laughter and Joy in the
Consulting Room
A Solution-Focused Approach
BEN FURMAN

What if instead of asking couples
and family therapy clients to
recount their hurts and frustrations,
you asked them to play the Happy
Family game? And if that went well,
you introduced them to the MiracleMaking Love Potion, or got them
to answer the Awesome Celebration
Question? In this workshop, you’ll
discover how to add laughter and
joy to your sessions. You’ll explore
how to:
Engage the creative and playful
part of the brain to bring more
spontaneity and imagination into
therapy

■■

Use clinical tools based on the
latest advances in solution-focused
therapy and insights from the gaming industry

■■

Approach even serious problems,
such as trauma, suicide attempts,
and psychotic symptoms, with a
more light-hearted approach

■■

Help clients envision their future
with more boldness and imagination

■■

Follow up with clients to ensure
they bring the creative sense of
freedom and fresh possibilities to
their everyday lives

■■

Ben Furman, MD, director of the
Helsinki Brief Therapy Institute, is
author of Never Too Late to Have
a Happy Childhood, Hosting
Therapeutic Conversations, and
Kids’ Skills in Action.
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104

Brain Science
Family
Misc

Misc
Trauma

Brain Science

Mindfulness-Based
Stress Reduction (MBSR)
A Day of Powerful Practices
GINA BIEGEL

Kick judgments, worries, daily to-do
lists, and everyday stressors to the curb.
Immerse yourself in practices from the
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction
(MBSR) Program developed by Jon
Kabat-Zinn and colleagues. Simple and
powerful practices such as the body
scan, mindful movement, and lovingkindness will help you experience
effective tools to use with clients. This
day-long workshop is a game changer:
you’ll return to your practice refreshed
and ready to implement new approaches with your clients! You’ll explore:
Specific mindfulness-based practices
that teach the importance of, and ways
to cultivate, self-care for your clients

■■

Mindful practices that can be used
in daily life to facilitate inner sources
of personal renewal and growth for
your clients

■■

105

Misc

Family

Pre-Conference
Family
Trauma

106

Trauma
Brain Science
Brain Science
Misc

Writing to Awaken
Story as a Path of Transformation
MARK MATOUSEK

Are you challenged by clients unwilling
to question the truthfulness of their
stories? What about your own self-stories? When people can step back from
narratives that define them and begin
to tell the uncensored truth about
themselves, they can gain important insight into the fictions that are limiting
their self-knowledge and causing distress. In this workshop, you’ll be guided
through the Writing to Awaken process
of targeted question-prompts aimed at
radical truth telling, self-inquiry, and
lasting positive change. You’ll discover
how to:
Discern between people’s life situations and their stories, and identify
outdated fictions that serve as obstacles to personal authenticity

■■

Incorporate radical truthfulness
into storytelling by overcoming shame
and fear

■■

Deepen creativity and emotional
flow through engagement with the
written word

Clinical Workshop

Misc

The Path of the Shaman
Evoking Alternative Realities in the
Consulting Room
IRENE SIEGEL

The modern therapist and the ancient
shaman share a desire to alter negative
mindsets, create healing, and inspire
transformation. In fact, therapists can
learn from shamans’ recognition of
multidimensional realities and the
power of altered consciousness, as well
as their ability to access inner teachers
or guides. Through guided mediation
and other exercises, this experiential
workshop will help you discover how to
translate traditional shamanic healing into a Western psychotherapeutic
framework. You’ll explore:
How to access inherent skills of
inner vision, inner hearing, deep intuitive knowing, and kinesthetic sense

■■

Family

Trauma

118

Brain Science FamilyMisc

Shamanic philosophy and techniques, such as energy balancing and
soul retrieval, that can help with ego
integration, internal resourcing, and
emotional regulation

■■

How to walk between the ordinary
and nonordinary worlds, accessing
inner guides and animal allies to
accelerate client healing as inner wisdom and soul awareness emerge

■■

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.
Irene Siegel, PhD, LCSW, studied shamanism throughout the Americas, teaches
integration of Western psychotherapy with
ancient healing arts, and is the author of
The Sacred Path of the Therapist and
Eyes of the Jaguar.

Getting Comfortable with Alternative
and Fringe Sexual Issues
TAMMY NELSON

Working with the often edgy, erotic
behavior people engage in today can
challenge a therapist’s own attitudes,
values, and deeply held beliefs. This
workshop can serve as an introduction to sex therapy. Intensive and fun,
it includes video, demonstrations,
and small group discussions, and
provides essential training and background to help therapists face their
own preconceived notions and countertransference issues around eroticism and intimacy. You’ll explore:
How to create a safe, comfortable,
nonjudgmental environment for
clients
■■

Alternative sexual practices that
may come up in therapy, such as
fetishes, BDSM, and cross-dressing
■■

How to process triggers and any
vicarious trauma that may be activated by issues around open relationships, polyamory, and swinging

Ways to help clients take in the
good and create beneficial, lasting
resources

■■

■■

Mindful approaches to teach clients
to satisfy fundamental human needs
for safety, security, and connection

■■

Create an ongoing expressive writing practice to aid physical as well as
psychological health

■■

How to teach your clients methods
to maintain a mindfulness practice in
daily life

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.

■■

Gina Biegel, MA, LMFT, is the author
of Be Mindful & Stress Less and
The Stress Reduction Workbook for
Teens, among others. She’s the founder of
the Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction
Program for Teens (MBSR-T) and CEO of
Stressed Teens.

Mark Matousek, MA, is the author of the
memoirs Sex Death Enlightenment:
A True Story and The Boy He Left
Behind: A Man’s Search for His Lost
Father, and three other books. His latest is
Writing to Awaken: A Journey of Truth,
Transformation, and Self-Discovery.

Brain Science

Expanding Your
Sexual Comfort Zone

■■

■■

Trauma

How to expand your ability to
communicate about sexual issues by
exploring safe dialogues and interventions for couples and individuals
Your own sex-related stereotypes,
resistance, guilt, and shame, as a
foundation to better help clients
■■

Tammy Nelson, PhD, is a board-certified
sexologist, AASECT supervisor, Imago
therapist, and author of Getting the Sex
You Want and The New Monogamy.
REGISTER AT PSYCHOTHERAPYNETWORKER.ORG
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thursday All Day

Clinical Workshop
117

Tammy Nelson

Irene Siegel

All Day 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. & 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Pre-Conference
Family

Mark Matousek

Gina Biegel

Ben Furman

Misc

Pre-Conference

Clinical Workshop
119

Brain Science

Misc

Recapturing Your Inspiration
Enriching Therapy with
Buddhist Psychology
KAREN KISSEL WEGELA

With clients you find particularly
difficult to work with it can be a relief to reconnect with what the Buddhists call bodhichitta, the innate,
heartfelt kindness that inspires you
to help others. In this workshop,
we’ll explore practical options
from Buddhist psychology that can
help you connect with your clients.
You’ll discover:
The power of using traditional
mindfulness and compassion practices—such as metta, and tonglen—
to work with inner discomfort

■■

The Through the Empty Mirror
guided contemplation, which helps
you fully enter a client’s experience,
reconnect with your natural compassion, and be more fully present
when you meet next

■■

Family

Trauma

107

Brain Science

Karen Kissel Wegela, PhD, is a psychologist and professor at Naropa University.
Her most recent book is Contemplative
Psychotherapy Essentials: Enriching
Your Practice with Buddhist
Psychology.
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Brain Science

AMY WEINTRAUB

This day of LifeForce Yoga practices
will nourish your physical, emotional,
and mental body, clearing whatever
blocks you from reconnecting with a
vision of your true nature. The unique
and evidence-based breathing, meditation, and movement practices, adapted
for clinical settings, will enhance your
capacity for openness and authentic
connection to Self and to others. This
integration of accessible yoga exercises
with Internal Family Systems (IFS) is
a great way to work with your overstressed parts, and prepare you for the
fullness of the Symposium experience.
You’ll discover how to:
Incorporate simple yoga skills like
adapted breathing and meditations in
clinical settings

■■

Apply simple self-inquiry exercises
based on the IFS model that enhance
client insight and self-awareness

■■

■■

Methods to help clients relieve
stress and connect with their hearts

Trauma

Revealing Your Soul’s Purpose

How to enrich therapy for yourself and your clients with key practices from Buddhist psychology

■■

Misc
Family

Pre-Conference

Yoga and IFS to Clear
the Constrictions

■■

■■

Janina Fisher

All Day 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. & 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

How to expand your therapeutic
range and ability to stay present
with more challenging clients

■■

Noa Baum

Dana LaCroix

Develop a personal practice of
accessible movement, breathing, and
meditation for self-care
Use compassion-enhancing strategies from both the IFS and LifeForce
Yoga models to deepen your sense of
calm, purpose, and joyful receptivity
Note: No CE credit for this workshop.
Amy Weintraub, MFA, ERYT 500, C-IAYT,
author of Yoga Skills for Therapists and
Yoga for Depression is the founder of
LifeForce Yoga.

108

Misc
Family

Trauma

Brain Science

109

Misc

Sing from Your Soul
The Transformative Power of Song
DANA LACROIX

Singing is a primal way of communicating passions, creating meaningful
connection, and experiencing rejuvenation. Too often, however, feelings of
inadequacy obstruct our natural desire
to express ourselves through song. In
this workshop, designed for people of
all musical ability and experience—no
singing experience required—you’ll
delve into the joy of soulful singing in
a safe, supportive environment. Those
who wish will be able to sing solos to
deepen their experience of self-transformation. Led by a professional singer
and vocal coach, you’ll discover how to:
Explore the soulful nature of your
natural singing voice through call-andresponse, folk and pop songs, rhythm,
simple harmonies, movement, and
theater games

■■

Dig into a collective beat and sing in
harmony with others

■■

Develop more attuned listening
skills with fun choir exercises that
help your voice resonate with others

■■

Unlock the resources of your subconscious, creative mind and become
more comfortable with spontaneity

■■

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.
Dana LaCroix is a professional singer, songwriter, and critically acclaimed recording
and touring artist. She’s written songs for
feature films, been director of music at the
New Drama School in Copenhagen, and
worked as a vocal coach.

Clinical Workshop

Family

Trauma

120

Brain Science

The Gift of Storytelling

Misc

Opening the Heart

Discovering a Path to Connection
and Creativity

How to Deepen the Experience of Therapy

NOA BAUM

JANINA FISHER

Humans have been telling stories
since the beginning of time that ignite
our connection to self and affirm our
belonging to community. When we can
connect our personal stories with traditional stories we can access a deeper
wisdom about life. In this workshop,
you’ll explore the intersection between
the art of storytelling and the healing
arts, and learn how you can use stories
to offer clients a fresh, creative, and
enlivened experience. Through a variety of interactive exercises—including
movement, voice, and visual arts—
you’ll discover:

We often use terms like hard-hearted
to describe those who can’t seem to
feel empathy or connect to their own
emotions, forgetting that the roots
of open-heartedness grow out of safe
and loving relationships early in life.
Emotionally disconnected clients
often flee from the deepening we try
to facilitate in therapy because their
bodies simply don’t know how to
do empathy. In this workshop, we’ll
explore simple, body-oriented ways
of helping clients have more open,
connected, heartfelt experiences.
You’ll discover:

How to tell a simple traditional tale
and uncover personal meaning in
timeless archetypes and structures

■■

■■

The universal element in your
personal story

■■

Skills to guide clients in a nonthreatening creative process of exploring a traditional story that leads to
insight, resilience, and transformation

■■

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.
Noa Baum, MA, is an Israeli storyteller and
educator performing internationally. She
leads workshops on the power of narrative to
heal across the divides of identity. Her memoir is A Land Twice Promised: An Israeli
Woman’s Quest for Peace.

Specific and simple movement
interventions that physically open
the heart and allow clients more
access to emotion
Ways to transform fear of emotional vulnerability through the
body, including engaging the spine
and core

■■

Which somatic experiences contribute to an open heart by experimenting with movement and tension

■■

How to use the heart as a resource
in treatment by changing heart-rate
variability

■■

Methods to support the heart
physically and relax the extremities
to relieve stress

■■

Janina Fisher, PhD, is an instructor
at the Trauma Center in Boston and a
senior faculty member of the Sensorimotor
Psychotherapy Institute.
REGISTER AT PSYCHOTHERAPYNETWORKER.ORG
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uma

Amy Weintraub

Karen Kissel Wegela

Rudolph Bauer

Clinical Workshop
121

Family
Misc

Trauma

Putting Positive Psychology
into Practice
What Works and What Doesn’t
JONAH PAQUETTE

Although the field of mental
health has traditionally aimed to
“fix what’s wrong,” the newer subfield of positive psychology instead
helps us to “build what’s strong.”
In doing so, we buffer against a
variety of mental health difficulties
for clients, and may even enhance
a broad range of physical health
outcomes. This workshop draws
from positive psychology, mindfulness-based approaches, and
cutting-edge neuroscience. You’ll
consider:
Common barriers to happiness
and strategies for fighting clients’
negativity bias

■■

The impact of happiness on
health, relationships, creativity,
and job performance for clients as
it relates to treatment

■■

110

Brain Science

Misc

Family

Dafna Lender

GEORGE FALLER

Throughout the world’s contemplative
traditions, the spiritual journey usually
involves an expansion of consciousness from everyday experience to an
awareness of oneness with the universe.
The journey’s stages begin with a
heightened appreciation of thinking,
sensation, and fantasy, followed by an
awareness that we’re not our thoughts
and feelings, then a sense of “awareness
of awareness,” in which we come to experience the field of awareness as our
own self. The fourth and rarest stage is
that of pure awareness or pure radiant
void—the highest mystical state of
Tibetan Buddhism. In this workshop,
you’ll experience a rich and profound
journey to the edges of your current
state of awareness. You’ll discover
how to:

As a society, we often appear to be
waging a war on stress, but we have a
choice about whether to view stressful
situations as being invariably toxic
or as opportunities to face a healthy
challenge. This experiential workshop
will present a therapeutic model that
assumes that all too often it’s our
confused relationship with stress that’s
the problem, not the stress itself. You’ll
focus on how to:

Shift from being in your mind alone
to being in a state of awareness

■■

Move into an awareness beyond
thoughts and into spaciousness,
energy, and light

■■

Jonah Paquette, PsyD, director of clinical
training for a postdoctoral program
at Kaiser Permanente, is author of
Real Happiness: Proven Paths for
Contentment, Peace, and Well-Being.

NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM 2018

Access a sense of both oneness and
separateness as you experience different levels of consciousness

Rudolph Bauer, PhD, director of the
Washington Center for Phenomenological
and Existential Psychotherapy, has published extensively on existential psychotherapy and studied with many Tibetan
Dzogchen and Chinese Qigong masters.

Family

Trauma

Brain Science

112

Misc

Befriending Stress

RUDOLPH BAUER

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.

How to integrate practices from
positive psychology into your
current approach

Misc

Who Says It’s Always Toxic?

Exercises for encouraging forgiveness, gratitude, and compassion to
boost resilience in clients

■■

Brain Science

Jonathan Baylin

Pre-Conference

The Four Levels of Consciousness

■■

■■

111

Trauma

The Journey to Oneness

The 10 key evidence-based
principles that may increase
lasting well-being

■■

24

Patrick Dougherty

All Day 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. & 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Pre-Conference
Brain Science

George Faller

Empathetically explore and reframe
the stresses in clients’ lives to provide
a pathway that allows important vulnerabilities to emerge

■■

Turn post-traumatic stress into
post-traumatic growth by learning how
to use stress to increase energy, focus,
performance, meaning, and resilience

■■

Evoke the challenge response
(instead of fight or flight) to help clients discover that regular experiences
of stress can empower them

■■

Integrate insights from cutting-edge
science and spiritual traditions to
transform clients’ responses to everyday stressors

Clinical Workshop

Family

Trauma

Brain Science

A Day of Qigong

I love
the energy
and creativity
of the
Symposium!

Learning to Balance Your Life Energies
PATRICK DOUGHERTY

Reframe society’s one-sided view of
stress as negative in a way that inspires
client resiliency
George Faller, LMFT, founder of the
New York Center for EFT, teaches at the
Ackerman Institute for the Family and is the
director of training at the Center for Hope
and Renewal.

Becoming a More
Magical Therapist
Harnessing Your Social Engagement System

You’ve no doubt heard about Qigong,
but how much do you really know
about the benefits of this simple practice? Here’s your chance to directly
experience its positive effects. Qigong
opens up any blocked energy channels
in the body and offers greater engagement and more profound connection
with all life. In this workshop,
you’ll discover:
The simple movements, visualizations, and breathing exercises of
Qigong—and how to develop your
own daily practice

■■

How to use Qigong as an antidote
to emotional fatigue, burnout, anxiety,
depression, and a range of physical
ailments

■■

How to enhance your capacity for
connecting with clients by balancing
your own energy, especially when your
clients’ energy is out of balance

■■

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.

■■

■■
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Misc

Patrick Dougherty, MA, LP, a psychologist,
has been studying Eastern philosophies
and practices for 25 years and integrating
them into his clinical work. He’s the author
of Qigong in Psychotherapy: You Can
Do So Much by Doing So Little and A
Whole-Hearted Embrace: Finding Love
at the Center of It All.

DAFNA LENDER & JON BAYLIN

We all know therapists who seem
magically able to establish a powerful
sense of trust and connection with
even the most distrusting clients. In
this workshop, we’ll take a close look
at the power of the polyvagal system
and the way certain vocalizations,
facial expressions, and gestures elicit
more open and collaborative communication. You’ll explore how to:
Connect with defensive clients,
eliciting novel responses that grab
their attention, interrupt automatic
defensiveness, and generate curiosity
■■

Practice exercises for helping
guarded or angry clients feel more
open

■■

Develop skills to create small but
transformative moments in therapy

■■

Use games to make anxious clients
more relaxed and depressed clients
more energized

■■

Master specific behaviors that elicit
trust, like a sing-songy, rhythmic
voice; open, curious eyes; reassuring
touch; and sounds of empathy

■■

Dafna Lender, LCSW, is the program
director for The Theraplay Institute. She
trains clinicians around the world.
Jon Baylin, PhD, is a clinical psychologist and coauthor of Brain-Based
Parenting and The Neurobiology of
Attachment-focused Therapy, with
Daniel Hughes.
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thursday All Day

uma

Jonah Paquette

Trauma
mily

THURSDAY
WELCOMING EVENT
Tim Desmond

Pre-Conference

Clinical Workshop

Daniel Leven

All Day 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. & 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
113

Family
Brain Science
Family
Trauma Trauma
Brain Science
Misc
Brain Science
Misc
Trauma
Brain Science
Misc

123

A Map to
Self-Compassion
A New Approach to Overcoming
Self-Criticism and Self-Sabotage
TIM DESMOND

When our clients are overwhelmed
by anxiety, adrift in depression,
or hobbled by trauma, a lack of
self-compassion is often at the
heart of their difficulty. But research has shown us that if practiced regularly, self-compassion
can regulate emotions, transform
negative core beliefs, and heal trauma. This workshop will help you
integrate self-compassion training
into your work with clients. You’ll
focus on how to:
Guide clients through highly
individualized training sessions
based on their specific strengths
and obstacles

■■

Apply the eight core practices of
The Map to Self-Compassion

■■

Help clients feel revitalized and
avoid burnout

■■

Choose practices for client problems—including complex trauma
and self-sabotage—based on key
assessments

■■

Use the brain’s care circuit to
regulate emotions and heal trauma
in clients

■■

Tim Desmond, LMFT, teaches at
Antioch University New England, and
is the author of Self-Compassion
in Psychotherapy and The SelfCompassion Skills Workbook.
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Jessica Dibb

Jim Morningstar

Misc
Family

Trauma

114

Brain Science

Awaken Your Heart
A Day of Movement, Meditation, and Dance
DANIEL LEVEN

The heart is our core, our vital energy
center. In this full-day experiential
workshop, awaken your heart to new
energy through a balanced blend of
movement, meditation, and dance.
You’ll discover a sense of aliveness and
compassion that’s the source of healing
joy, well-being, and deep connection
with others. Please bring your yoga mat
if you have one. All fitness levels are
welcome. You’ll discover how to:
Release tension in your body
through somatic movement exercises

■■

Cultivate heart energy through loving-kindness meditation

■■

Experience connection and attunement to others through dance

■■

Explore how music and movement
can enhance your capacity for intuition, empathy, and a calm mind

■■

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.

Misc

Break Through with Breathwork
Applications in Therapeutic Process
and Healing Trauma
JIM MORNINGSTAR & JESSICA DIBB

Sometimes the simplest solutions to discomfort can be right under our noses.
When breathing gets deregulated as
the result of emotional habits and past
traumas, debilitating behavioral and
psychological patterns can be perpetuated. Conscious breathing helps break
those patterns and has been shown to
alter mood states and increase energy
levels. In this workshop, you’ll experience breath awareness for enhancing
results with clients. You’ll discover:

Doorway
T HE

ENGAGEMENT

Freeing the Body and Awakening the Mind
Daniel Leven & Jody Wager
8 : 0 0 P. M .
Prime your body and mind for the Symposium
experience by taking part in this opportunity

The benefits of speeding up and
slowing down normal breathing to
enhance clients’ self-discovery and
help them cope with trauma

to let go of the ordinary stresses, pressures, and

How to identify clients who will most
benefit from breathwork applications

attendees and Symposium veterans alike to gather

■■

responsibilities we so often carry with us. This
special evening event is designed for first-time

■■

and prepare for the adventure to come.

Ways to integrate breath techniques
into a variety of psychotherapeutic styles

■■

Using physical movement, music, and play,

How therapists can apply breathwork for well-being and to avoid
taking on clients’ trauma

somatic movement therapist Daniel Leven and

■■

Daniel Leven, MPC, RSMT, is founder
and director of the Leven Institute for
Expressive Movement and a faculty member
at the Hartford Family Institute’s professional training program in In-Depth
Body Psychotherapy.

TO

dance therapist Jody Wager will lead an evening

Breathwork methods to help clients
regain highjacked mental abilities

devoted to helping you open yourself to the new connections, insights, and

Jim Morningstar, PhD, is a psychologist,
director of Transformations Incorporated, and
founder of the School of Integrative Psychology.
His five books include Break Through
with Breathwork.
Jessica Dibb is codirector of the Global
Professional Breathwork Alliance, and
founder of the Inspiration Consciousness
School.

mind and body in a fun and creative atmosphere, while bringing into focus

■■

inspirations that the Symposium offers. Here’s a chance to engage your
your vision for what you wish to learn and experience in the days to come.
All fitness levels are welcome and absolutely no dance experience
is necessary.
Note: No CE credit for this event.
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Be Mindful & Stress Less

Lynn Grodzki

50 Ways to Deal with Your (Crazy) Life
by Gina M. Biegel

LCSW, Master Certified Coach

Individual Business Coaching for Therapists

This toolbox for teens introduces them to
mindfulness and shows them how it can ease
fears and anxieties, help develop more measured responses to stressors, and build strong
relationships. In fifty short activity chapters,
mindfulness teacher and family therapist Gina
M. Biegel offers meditations, breathing and
thought exercises, and stress-reducing solutions
that can be done as an ongoing practice or in
the moment.

Privatepracticesuccess.com

With coaching sessions, you can:

• Develop more confidence as a business owner
•

Build a profitable practice with or without insurance

• Enhance your reputation as a speaker & writer

• Get empowered and motivated to reach your goals
Go to privatepracticesuccess.com to schedule your introductory session,
or email: info@privatepracticesuccess.com / Ph: 301.434.0766

WORKSHOPS - Advanced Level

Philadelphia
Child and
Family Therapy
Training Center

ESFT Socio-Cultural: Power and Ethical/Legal Issues in Family
Treatment
Privilege
9/11/18, 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

ESFT with Adolescents

ESFT Socio-Cultural Influences:
African American Families

2/2/18, 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

ESFT with Adult Children

4/20/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

9/12/18 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

4/20/18, 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

ESFT Stage I: Constructing a
Therapeutic System

ESFT with Divorcing Families

ESFT with Single Parent Families
5/4/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

ESFT with Remarried or
Co-habitating Families

• Patients

Provided
• Live Supervision • Courses

5/4/18, 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

Distance Education

9/12/18, 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

ESFT Stage II: Assessment to
Reframing

9/13/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

ESFT Individual Diagnosis

9/13/18 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

ESFT Stage III: Parental Executive
Skills-Teenagers

9/14/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

ESFT Stage III: Parental Executive
Skills-Children

ESFT Stage III: Promoting
Growth Experiences

11/9/18, 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

ESFT Stage III: Trauma

9/28/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

11/30/18, 9:00-12:15 $90, 3CE

ESFT Stage III: Caregiver-Child
Attachments

ESFT Stage III: Sexual Abuse

11/30/18, 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

ESFT Stage III: Co-Caregiver
Alliance

12/4/18, 9:00-12:15 $90, 3CE

10/19/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

Consultation

ESFT Stage IV: Termination

10/19/18, 1:15-4:30, $90, 3CE

CLASSROOM/CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Ecosystemic Structural Family Therapy • Developmental and Clinical Issues • Ethical, Legal and Professional Issues in MFT
Theoretical/Historical Development of Family Therapy Parts I and II • Couples and Couple Therapy
Treatment of Substance Abuse in Families and Couples • Research Methods in Marriage and Family Therapy
Family-Centered Treatment of Problems in Early Childhood • Assessment and Treatment of Trauma • Psychopathology
CLINICAL TRAINING
Provides: Live/videotape supervision; Part-time
COAMFTE-Accredited, Part-Time Intensive, Families provided

Arranged at your site

Call for Brochure with Dates,
Times & Locations
or visit our website at:

Program; Helps fulfill clinical requirements for:
• AAMFT certification
• Psychological licensure
• MFT State licensure
• Social Worker licensure
• Professional licensure
• Prof. Counselor licensure

Supervision, (indiv., group, live or phone)

NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM 2018

Visit our booth at Psychotherapy Networker Symposium 2018!

Shambhala
Publications

11/9/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

(These courses are post-master/post doctoral advanced courses and have been developed to be in compliance with the
policies of the American Psychological Association and the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy)

Contract Training
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ESFT with Children

9/11/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

2/2/18, 9:00-12:15, $90, 3CE

Clinical Programs

www.philafamily.com

ESFT: Conceptual Foundations

1/12/18, 9:00-4:30, $150, 6 CE

Marion Lindblad-Goldberg, Ph.D., Director

• Courses •

Ecosystemic Structural Family
Therapy (ESFT) with Couples

Gina M. Biegel, MA, LMFT, is a psychotherapist, researcher, and author of
Be Mindful & Stress Less; The Stress Reduction Workbook for Teens, Second Edition;
and the Be Mindful Card Deck for Teens. She is the founder of the MindfulnessBased Stress Reduction Program for Teens (MBSR-T) and CEO of Stressed Teens.

Extern Program, 9/11/18-5/4/19
2-week Summer Practicum, 6/11/18-6/22/18

Taking in the Good
Mindfulness for Teens
and Young Adults
Sessions with Gina M. Biegel
To make it through the emotional
dysregulation of these complex
years, teens and young adults
need a strong inner compass.
In this workshop, you’ll discover
evidence-based protocol combining mindfulness and positive
neuroplasticity to help establish
that compass.

Symposium Attendees receive
20% Off
individual courses and full-price books and
audio with code PNCN17 through April. 30, 2018.
Enlighten your inbox: Shambhala.com/email
www.Shambhala.com

New and Forthcoming
To Heal a
Wounded Heart
by Pilar Jennings
paperback | $18.95

Mindful Eating
by Jan Chozen Bays
paperback | $16.95

Mindfulness
on the Go Cards

Mindful Games
Activity Cards

by Jan Chozen Bays
card deck | $15.95

by Susan Kaiser Greenland
with Annaka Harris
card deck | $19.95

FridayClinical Workshops I
All-Day Workshops
All-day workshops are for exploring a clinical approach in depth. The morning
session is a prerequisite for the afternoon session. If you wish to switch from
an all-day program, there will be open sessions from which to choose.

 arnessing the Power of Emotion
201 301 H
Jack Kornfield

Harriet Lerner

Stephan Wolfert

Highlights
7:00 a.m. Yoga
		 Amy Weintraub
7:45 a.m. Continental Breakfast
8:45 a.m. Welcome and Keynote
		“What Really Heals and Awakens”
Jack Kornfield
11:00 a.m. Morning Workshops
		#201–225
1:15 p.m. Luncheon Address
		“Healing Betrayals Large
and Small”
Harriet Lerner
3:00 p.m. Afternoon Workshops
		#301–319

 ealing with Hypnosis
202 302 H

— Sharpen your skills and broaden your horizons

Morning Workshops
212 T herapy and the Promise of Transformation
WILLIAM DOHERTY, ESTHER PEREL, KENNETH HARDY
& RICHARD SCHWARTZ

SUSAN JOHNSON

COURTNEY ARMSTRONG

203 303 T he Dos and Don’ts of Working with Children

213 E nhancing Assessment in Couples Therapy
JOHN GOTTMAN, WILLIAM BUMBERRY & VAGDEVI MEUNIER

214 T he Four Myths About Domestic Violence

DAVID WEXLER

LYNN LYONS

204 304 C atalyzing Brain Change
205 305 T he Crisis in Masculinity

 elcoming the Body to Talk Therapy
215 W

DANIEL LEVEN

LINDA GRAHAM

216 T he Sex-Starved Marriage

217 T herapy and Our Polarized and Polarizing Culture

 hat’s New in Psychopharmacology?
222 W
223 C ultural and Historical Traumas

FRANK ANDERSON

ANITA MANDLEY

 hen the Therapeutic Relationship Is Challenged
224 W
 rieving and Remembering Well
225 G

DAVID KESSLER

MICHAEL ALCÉE

 isrupting Rumination
207 307 D

 pioids and Chronic Pain
218 O

MARTHA TEATER & DON TEATER

MARGARET WEHRENBERG

208 308 C onfronting the Narcissistic Client

 acking Happiness
219 H

JONAH PAQUETTE

WENDY BEHARY

 sing Group Process to Promote Healing
209 309 U
JAMES GORDON & SABRINA N’DIAYE

210 310 T reating the Traumatized Child and Family
SCOTT SELLS

211 311 T he Power of Hakomi

Afternoon Workshops
312 C reating Lasting Change and Impact Special Session
TONY ROBBINS

HALKO WEISS & MACI DAYE

316 T reating Complex Trauma Clients at the Edge
FRANK ANDERSON

313 T he Dark Secret of Incest

MARY JO BARRETT

317 I ntegrating Neurofeedback with Psychotherapy
SEBERN FISHER

7:00 p.m. Dinner Event
		Cry Havoc: A Solo Show
Stephan Wolfert

 ealing from Infidelity
315 H

NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM 2018

KEITH MILLER

LISA FERENTZ

 dvanced Issues in Gender-Affirmative Therapy
314 A

30

 orking with A@@holes
221 W

JUDITH BECK

5:00 p.m. Symposium Reception
		 Exhibit Hall

9:00 p.m. Symposium Dance Party

MARGARET NICHOLS & LAURA JACOBS

MICHELE WEINER-DAVIS

TERRY REAL

 elping Clients Find Their Ruby Slippers
206 306 H

 n Introduction to Gender-Affirmative Care
220 A

MARGARET NICHOLS & LAURA JACOBS

I use what I learned at Symposium
every day in my practice.

MICHELE WEINER-DAVIS

 rain Switch
318 B

KATE COHEN-POSEY

 orderline Personality Disorder and Co-occurring
319 B
Disorders

MELISSA O’NEILL

CO N T I N U I N G E DUC AT I O N I N FO R M AT I O N
CE credit from boards may vary for some presentations and workshops.
For more information, see page 87 or psychotherapynetworker.org for the
most up-to-date details.
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All-Day

Workshops

Jack Kornfield

Morning Keynote
What Really Heals and Awakens
JACK KORNFIELD

How to embody a fuller spiritual
wisdom in your work with clients
to heal difficult emotions, create
calm focus, and connect deeply
with others

■■

Approved for 1 CE hour
Jack Kornfield, PhD, is a psychologist
and one of the key teachers to introduce
mindfulness to the West. An author of
many bestselling books, he teaches meditation to large audiences nationwide.
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Courtney Armstrong

Lynn Lyons

11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Trauma
Family
201 301 Trauma FamilyBrain Science

Family

Harnessing the Power
of Emotion
A Step-by-Step Approach to EFT
PARTS 1 & 2
SUSAN JOHNSON

Even as advances in neuroscience and
attachment theory have led to an increasing appreciation of the centrality
of emotions in human relationships,
it’s ironic that therapists are so often
intimidated by the raw power of clients’
feelings. This workshop will guide you
through the process of helping clients tap into their deepest emotional
reserves as a positive force for shaping
growth and transformation. Through
exercises and viewing sessions of Emotionally Focused Therapy (EFT), you’ll
develop skills to:
Distinguish between primary and
secondary emotions and use attachment theory as a road map for couples work

■■

Encourage vulnerability by incorporating the “Soft, Slow, Simple”
approach into your therapeutic style

■■

Use focused empathic reflection to
reconnect, repair, and rebuild clients’
bonds

■■

202 302

Brain Science
Misc
Misc
Trauma
Brain Science

Misc

Family

Healing with Hypnosis

Brain Science
Misc

The Dos and Don’ts
of Working with Children

Misc

PARTS 1 & 2

Creativity and Problem Solving

to change entrenched patterns that
reinforce their children’s problems.
You’ll discover how to:

COURTNEY ARMSTRONG

PARTS 1 & 2

■■

Gentle Protocols for Rewiring the Brain

Hypnosis is making a comeback as
research demonstrates its effectiveness
in relieving anxiety, resolving traumatic
memories, and reducing chronic pain.
Find out why hypnosis is an effective
tool for influencing subcortical areas of
the brain, and learn the art of communicating with the subconscious using
metaphor, multisensory language, and
techniques that engage your client’s curiosity and imagination. You may even experience your own transformative trance
with live demonstrations and experiential
activities. You’ll discover how to:
Safely guide your clients into hypnotic
states, effectively frame suggestions,
and activate innate healing responses

■■

Provide clients with self-hypnosis techniques they can use to evoke self-compassion and stop self-defeating behaviors

■■

Craft direct and indirect suggestions for
relieving anxiety, pain, and depression

■■

Deepen emotion to build “Hold Me
Tight” bonding conversations

Resolve traumatic memories safely,
using a simple five-step protocol that
accesses clients’ strengths and leaves
them feeling empowered, resilient,
and uplifted

Continued with workshop 301

Continued with workshop 302

Susan Johnson, EdD, developer of
Emotionally Focused Therapy, is the
Director of the International Center
for EFT. Her latest book is Love Sense:
The Revolutionary New science of
Romantic Relationships.

Courtney Armstrong, LPC, trains professionals
in creative therapy techniques and is the author
of The Therapeutic “Aha!”: 10 Strategies
for Getting Your Clients Unstuck and
Transforming Traumatic Grief.

■■

203 303

Trauma
TraumaFamilyBrain Science

■■

LYNN LYONS

When doing therapy with children,
we don’t often think of creativity and
problem solving as equal partners. But
when struggling families arrive at your
office, it’s the immediate blending of
these two components that allows the
family to move quickly from being overwhelmed to engaged, and from feeling
confused to having a more targeted
focus. This workshop will help clinicians clarify the new skills clients need

Use the three frames of flexibility,
parts, and action to identify salient
problems, teach skills, and set goals
with families
Demonstrate the mind-body connection to children to interrupt common
somatic symptoms like GI issues, sleep
problems, and headaches

■■

Create assignments for families that
develop flexibility, action, and emotional management

■■

Avoid the common therapeutic
pitfalls that can reinforce anxiety and
depression in families and children

■■

Continued with workshop 303
Lynn Lyons, LICSW, specializes in treating
anxious families. She’s coauthor of Anxious
Kids, Anxious Parents and Playing with
Anxiety, and author of Using Hypnosis
with Children: Creating and Delivering
Effective Interventions.

friday All Day

Trained as a Buddhist monk
and clinical psychologist, Jack
Kornfield has been a pioneer in
bringing meditation, mindfulness,
and Buddhist psychology to the
West. He cofounded the country’s
first major mindfulness meditation center in Massachusetts, and
now runs Spirit Rock Center in
California. In his bestselling books
and countless trainings, Kornfield
has always emphasized the central
importance of loving awareness in
bringing about positive change.
Through transformative stories, clinical examples, and some
shared practices of the awakened
heart, Kornfield will explore how
Buddhist psychology gets to the
heart of the perennial human
questions of suffering and freedom, identity and meaning, love
and possibility. In this keynote,
you’ll discover:

Susan Johnson

uma

Linda Graham

Terry Real

Lisa Ferentz

Margaret Wehrenberg

Wendy Behary

All Day 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Trauma
204 304 Misc

Brain Science
Family

Brain Science

205 305

Catalyzing Brain Change

The Crisis in Masculinity

Transforming Adversity into Learning
and Growth

How to Engage, Understand, and Transform
Male Clients

PARTS 1 & 2

PARTS 1 & 2
TERRY REAL

Helping clients develop flexible and
adaptive strategies for coping with both
everyday disappointments and extraordinary disasters is at the heart of the
therapeutic process. In this workshop,
we’ll focus on showing clients how to
harness their own brain’s capacity for
rewiring negative coping patterns that
block growth. We’ll also identify empirically validated tools to encode new,
more flexible patterns of response.
You’ll discover how to:

At no other time in history have men
been so awash in mixed cultural messages and in such a state of transition,
confusion, reactivity, and trouble.
Despite being basically good hearted,
many men continue to make a hash of
their relationships. We therapists can
help, but not before rethinking some
of the sacred cows of therapeutic practice. Men need action and leadership
from us, challenging them while still
loving the little boy inside them and
offering guidance and tools to their inner grown-up. In this workshop, you’ll
discover how to:

Teach clients tools of self-directed
neuroplasticity to reverse the impact
of stress and trauma on brain functioning and their capacities to cope
Cultivate positive emotions to shift
brain functioning from contracted
survival responses to greater openness
to change

■■

Use practices of mindfulness and
self-compassion to recover the capacities of the prefrontal cortex for
response flexibility and resilience

■■

Strengthen capacities for empathy
and deepen skills of relational intelligence to foster more healthy relationships

■■

Continued with workshop 304
Linda Graham, MFT, is a psychotherapist
who integrates relational psychology, mindfulness, and neuroscience in her international
trainings and is the author of Bouncing
Back: Rewiring Your Brain for Maximum
Resilience and Well-Being.
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Enlist your client’s “functional
adult” into an alliance with you

■■

Use judicious self-disclosure to help
diminish shame while confronting
men’s difficult behaviors and traits

■■

Link the current resurgence of
patriarchy to an invitation to move
beyond it and reclaim passionate connections to self and others

■■

Invite male clients to a therapeutically meaningful reconfiguration of
what it means to be “a man”

■■

Continued with workshop 305
Terry Real, PhD, LICSW, is author of the
bestselling I Don’t Want to Talk About
It: Overcoming the Secret Legacy of
Male Depression, and has been featured on
national news programs. He’s the founder of
The Relational Life Institute.

Trauma
Family

206 306

Brain Science
Misc
Trauma
Brain Science

Misc
Family

Helping Clients Find
Their Ruby Slippers

I love the
atmosphere
of intellectual

excitement
and
challenge.

Bringing Transformative Life Lessons
into Therapy
PARTS 1 & 2
LISA FERENTZ

Whatever they’ve been through, all our
clients retain an inner wisdom that can
help lift them, like a pair of ruby slippers, up and out of dissatisfaction and
despair. In this workshop, we’ll focus
on helping clients reconnect with that
wisdom and channel it to overcome
obstacles and fear, reduce codependency, live more in the present moment,
and increase positive self-talk. We’ll
also explore the power of journaling
to jumpstart forward movement in and
out of therapy. You’ll discover how to:
Help clients use positive mantras,
reevaluate shaming self-statements,
and try on new behaviors

■■

Apply techniques like Somatic
Resourcing and Remembered
Resources to access inner wisdom

■■

Identify and address the thoughts
that promote learned helplessness, client “stuckness,” and victimization

■■

Use journaling prompts to improve
positive self-talk and healthy risk taking

■■

Continued with workshop 306
Lisa Ferentz, LCSW-C, DAPA, a practitioner and educator specializing in trauma,
is the founder of The Ferentz Institute.
Her many books include Treating SelfDestructive Behaviors in Trauma
Survivors and Finding Your Ruby
Slippers: Transformative Life Lessons
from the Therapist’s Couch.

Brain Trauma
Science
207 307

Family
Trauma

Brain
MiscScience

Disrupting Rumination
Changing the Cognitions that Underlie
Anxiety and Depression

208 308

Misc

Confronting the
Narcissistic Client

PARTS 1 & 2

How to Set Limits and Hold
Them Accountable

MARGARET WEHRENBERG

PARTS 1 & 2

Overactive brain circuitry can trap clients in cycles of rumination that keep
them anxious and depressed. Letting
go of ruminating worries, or banishing
persistent thoughts, like I’m not good
enough or I’m worthless, isn’t easy for
clients. And when ruminations don’t
shift, therapists can begin to feel stuck
themselves. In this workshop, we’ll examine why clients lock into depressive
thought patterns and feel they need to
hold on to worry. We’ll explore pragmatic, achievable solutions for eliminating these patterns and replacing them
with attitudes of calm and competency.
You’ll discover how to:
Frame the four purposes of worry,
including when a cause of worry is
legitimately important

■■

Provide methods that “erase the
trace” of worry, including transferring
worry to another person and using ritual to contain worry

■■

Identify cognitions that decrease
energy, and apply self-reinforcing
techniques that energize clients, like
three ways to “get the train rolling”

■■

WENDY BEHARY

Narcissists are notoriously difficult to
work with. They can be arrogant, condescending, lacking in empathy, and
so self-absorbed they seem incapable
of forming genuine relationships with
anyone, including their therapist. Since
being nice is usually ineffective with
such clients, in order to get through
to them, you’ll need to use a different
method—empathic confrontation. In
this workshop, you’ll:
Develop a comprehensive conceptualization of narcissism and a detailed
treatment approach informed by
the evidence-based Schema Therapy
model

■■

Practice being direct with these
clients, using customized scripts that
will hold them accountable for their
behavior

■■

Discover how to say “no” with
your face and body language as you
develop your ability to not look, act, or
feel like a doormat

■■

Teach clients tools for accurate observation that also spur motivated action

Identify your own trigger points
and vulnerabilities, and enhance your
ability to empower yourself to express
difficult but necessary truths to clients

Continued with workshop 307

Continued with workshop 308

Margaret Wehrenberg, PsyD, is a clinical
psychologist, international speaker, and
author of The 10 Best Anxiety Busters
and The 10 Best-Ever Depression
Management Techniques.

Wendy Behary, LCSW, is the founder and
director of The Cognitive Therapy Center
of New Jersey and The New Jersey Institute
for Schema Therapy. She’s the author of
Disarming the Narcissist and Let’s Face It!.

■■

■■
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LINDA GRAHAM
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Morning
James Gordon

Sabrina N’Diaye

Scott Sells

Halko Weiss

Workshops

Maci Daye

11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

All Day 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
209 309

rain Science TraumaMisc Brain Science
mily

Misc
Family

210 310

Treating the Traumatized
Child and Family

A New Model for Private Practice

A Step-by-Step Family Systems Approach

PARTS 1 & 2

PARTS 1 & 2

JAMES GORDON & SABRINA N’DIAYE

SCOTT SELLS

Improve self-awareness and self-care
for group members through guided
meditation, drawing, movement, and
other mind–body exercises

■■

Offer techniques tailored for a
range of problems including anxiety,
depression, and PTSD

■■

Transition to the role of group
leader, educator, guide, and coach

■■

Develop a model for expanding
your practice and reaching large numbers of people you might otherwise
not serve

■■

Continued with workshop 309
James Gordon, MD, is the founder of the
Center for Mind–Body Medicine and professor at the Georgetown University School of
Medicine. He’s author of Unstuck: Your
Guide to the Seven-Stage Journey Out
of Depression.
Sabrina N’Diaye, PhD, LCSW-C, is a
therapist working with survivors of gender-based violence, police departments,
and peace builders.
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It’s not easy when a therapist who’s
meeting a traumatized family only
possesses the tools to treat an individual child. Unfortunately, until now,
systemic treatment for the traumatized
family has been limited. In this workshop, you’ll gain tools based in systems
theory for working effectively with both
child and family. You’ll discover:
Systems approaches to cases involving cultural differences, inner-city
youth, complex grief, domestic violence, and sexual abuse

■■

Therapy and the Promise
of Transformation

Enhancing Assessment in
Couples Therapy

PARTS 1 & 2

How Do We See Our Role?

New Approaches to Improving Outcomes

HALKO WEISS & MACI DAYE

WILLIAM DOHERTY, ESTHER PEREL,
KENNETH HARDY & RICHARD SCHWARTZ

JOHN GOTTMAN, WILLIAM BUMBERRY
& VAGDEVI MEUNIER

We’re certainly in the business of
helping people change, but are we also
invested in getting them to experience
transformation? Is our mission to go
beyond relieving symptoms and help
clients shift into new ways of being? After successful therapy, do your clients’
family and friends say to them, “I’m
glad you’re back to your old self,” or
instead “What a different person you’ve
become!” These questions underlie
many debates in our field, creating a
sense for some therapists that they may
be short-changing clients, and for others that we too often overpromise the
benefits of psychotherapy. To launch
this year’s Symposium, this session will
use a panel of experts with varied viewpoints and a novel process of engaging
attendees in a collective conversation to
explore this issue. You’ll examine:

When couples come to us in pain,
we’re often tempted to jump into
treatment before really getting the
systemic information we need to work
most effectively. We may also worry that
couples find the assessment process
frustrating, failing to recognize how its
impact can heighten their strengths
and make them feel understood. In this
workshop, we’ll examine the crucial
nature of assessment, and introduce a
groundbreaking technology solution
that will improve outcomes. You’ll
discover how to:

Applying Dyadic Mindfulness in Your Work

While traditional talk therapy relies largely on conscious awareness,
research shows that explicit brain
functions have only limited impact
on our feelings and behaviors. In this
experiential workshop, we’ll explore
how to use Hakomi’s mind-body
approach to transform limiting beliefs
and mental models. It’s active, dyadic
form of mindfulness can gently and
rapidly tap into often ignored implicit
brain functions—the learned but not
remembered—to facilitate change at a
core level. You’ll discover how to:

Continued with workshop 310
Scott Sells, PhD, is the founder of Parenting
with Love and Limits. He’s author
of Treating the Tough Adolescent
and Parenting Your Out-of-Control
Teenager, and coauthor of Treating the
Traumatized Child.

William Doherty

Esther Perel

Use dyadic mindfulness to foster
exploration of the core beliefs shaping the client’s difficulties and secure
attachment in the therapy relationship

■■

Concrete tools to work with families
and communities who experience catastrophic events, such as mass shootings, hurricanes, floods, and fires

Brain Science

The Power of Hakomi

Structural and strategic directives
called “wound playbooks” to help family members quickly clarify their roles
in dysfunctional sequences, develop
a collaborative plan to address problems, and heighten abilities to experience connection in the here and now

■■

Trauma

213

Family

■■

■■

Family

212

Misc

How to use handouts and assessment tools to help you quickly diagnose and treat trauma in both the
child and family

■■

Misc

Provide needed experiences to promote reconsolidation

Kenneth Hardy

Combine mindfulness and somatic
methods to rewire neural connections
and heal early wounding

■■

How your vision of yourself as a
healer, problem solver, coach, or any
other therapeutic role shapes your
work with clients

■■

Help clients discover the difference
between observing rather than reflecting on moment-to-moment experience

■■

Continued with workshop 311
Halko Weiss, PhD, is a clinical psychologist and cofounder of the Hakomi Institute.
He’s the author of six books, including The
Handbook of Body Psychotherapy and
Somatic Psychology.
Maci Daye, LPC, is a certified Hakomi therapist and trainer, and certified sex therapist.
She’s also the creator of Passion and Presence
mindful sexuality trainings.

The upsides and downsides of being
a problem solver vs. a personal paradigm shifter

■■

Richard Schwartz

The changing expectations clients
have today of what they want from us
and for themselves in therapy

■■

William Doherty, PhD, is director of the
Minnesota Couples on the Brink Project.
Esther Perel, MA, LMFT, is author of The
State of the Affairs. Kenneth Hardy, PhD,
is director of the Eikenberg Institute for
Relationships. Richard Schwartz, PhD, is
the originator of the IFS therapy model.

Trauma

Brain Science

Misc

John Gottman

friday Morning

Using Group Process to
Promote Healing

Increasingly, therapists are looking for
alternatives to the rigidity of traditional
private practice. This workshop offers a
new vision of practice, which includes
a dynamic group process that can be
used in a variety of settings with many
populations, such as healthcare professionals and community leaders, as well
as people suffering from problems like
depression, anxiety, chronic illness, and
trauma. You’ll discover how to:

211 311
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William Bumberry

Conduct a thorough assessment
of a couple’s relationship using the
Gottman Relationship Checkup

■■

Give effective feedback about your clients’ relationship’s strengths and how to
best address their areas of concern

■■

Vagdevi Meunier

Develop a personalized treatment
plan based on each partner’s responses
to the assessment questionnaire

■■

John Gottman, PhD, is cofounder of The
Gottman Institute. The author of hundreds of journal articles and 48 books, he’s
received numerous awards for his marriage
and family research.
William Bumberry, PhD, is a psychologist,
a Gottman Therapist and Master Trainer,
and an adjunct professor at St. Louis
University.
Vagdevi Meunier, PsyD, is a psychologist,
a Gottman Therapist and Master Trainer,
and the founder and executive director of
The Center for Relationships in Austin.
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David Wexler

Daniel Leven

Michele Weiner-Davis

Michael Alcée

Martha Teater

Don Teater

Morning 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
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Family
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The Four Myths
About Domestic Violence

Welcoming the Body to
Talk Therapy

What We Know Now That
We Didn’t Know Then

How to Embrace Somatic Wisdom

The field of partner abuse has always
been riddled by controversy and misinformation, but recent research has
deepened our understanding of what
underlies abuse and how best to treat
abusers. This workshop will break down
four common myths about partner
abuse and articulate what research tells
us about the best ways to help both
offenders and victims as well as kids
who witness domestic violence.
You’ll discover:
How to recognize the motivations
underlying a wide range of partner
abuse, such as power and control,
anxious attachment, and narcissistic
injury

■■

Contemporary perspectives about
female abusers, including the myth of
self-defense, the impact of trauma history, and effective interventions

■■

The myth some victims perpetuate
that “it’s not that bad,” or “it’s my fault
too,” as well as gaining a deep understanding of counterintuitive victim
behavior that can impede treatment

■■

DANIEL LEVEN

Too often our focus as therapists is on
our client’s verbal narrative. What happened? Where? When? We tend to neglect another powerful storyteller: the
client’s body. In fact, the body records
our emotional experience as adeptly
as our mind. Our viscera, muscles, and
nervous systems record trauma, which
expresses itself in the form of chronic
tension, physical imbalance, depression, anxiety, and disease processes.
This workshop will focus on how to
help clients express their somatic experience in ways that go beyond traditional talk therapy. You’ll explore:

Family
Family

How to incorporate body scans and
body checks into your approach
Right-brain exercises that access
body feelings and emotions in your
clients
How to stay in your own body as
you invite your clients to embrace the
wisdom of their somatic experience
more fully

■■

Daniel Leven, MPC, RSMT, is founder and
director of the Leven Institute for Expressive
Movement and a faculty member at the
Hartford Family Institute’s clients training
program in In-Depth Body Psychotherapy.

Brain
Science
Brain
Science

The Sex-Starved Marriage

■■

■■

Trauma
Trauma

How to Revive Erotic Passion
MICHELE WEINER-DAVIS

One out of every three couples struggles with mismatched sexual desire—a
formula for marital disaster. When one
spouse is sexually dissatisfied and the
other is oblivious, unconcerned, or
uncaring, sex isn’t the only casualty; a
sense of emotional connection can also
disappear. As therapists, we’ve been
taught that for couples to have good
sexual relationships, we must first help
them resolve their emotional issues.
But this doesn’t always work. This workshop offers both sex and couples therapists concrete, practical solutions to
help spouses work together to reverse
their sexual decline and reignite their
emotional connection. You’ll discover
how to:
Motivate the lower-desire partner
to feel more empathy for their higher-desire spouse

■■

End the vicious cycle of rejection
that leads to anger, more refusal, and
more anger

■■

Persuade each partner to take
personal responsibility for breaking
patterns that lead to emotional and
physical disconnection

■■

Teach clients specific educational
information that changes attitudes,
increases empathy, and triggers lasting
behavioral change

How to reach difficult and abusive
men more effectively by respecting
the power of male shame and using
“guy talk” that speaks directly to them

■■

David Wexler, PhD, is a clinical psychologist specializing in the treatment of relationship in conflict. He’s the executive director of
the Relationship Training Institute and the
author of six books.

Michele Weiner-Davis, MSW, director of
the Divorce Busting Center, is a TEDx
speaker and the author of several bestselling books, including The Sex-Starved
Marriage, Divorce Busting, and
Healing from Infidelity.

■■
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Therapy and Our Polarized and
Polarizing Culture
How We Can Promote Healing
MICHAEL ALCÉE

How can we make sense of the polarizing culture confronting us in today’s
political sphere, on the internet, and in
our client’s everyday lives? As therapists, what can we do to reconcile and
heal these divisions? This workshop will
use the relational concepts of multiplicity, enactment, and dissociation to
provide a framework for understanding
and addressing this timely issue, focusing on ways of expanding what Walt
Whitman famously referred to as our
capacity for “containing multitudes.”
You’ll discover:
How individual and collective
trauma fuel polarization and close
down possibilities for creative repair
and growth

■■

How technology, the media, and
our cultural obsession with perfection
plays into polarizing tendencies on
both sides of the political aisle, and
what can be done about it

■■

How relational concepts like multiplicity, dissociation, and enactment
can help therapists better understand
and redress these issues at an individual, group, and societal level

■■

Note: This workshop fulfills many state
board requirements for training in
cultural competency.
Michael Alcée, PhD, is a clinical psychologist
and speaker. He helps individuals, organizations, and schools make innovative connections to create systemic change.

Misc

Opioids and Chronic Pain
Uncoupling A Deadly Dyad
MARTHA TEATER & DON TEATER

The opioid epidemic is spilling into
consulting rooms as more therapists
encounter clients overusing these dangerous medicines to treat their chronic
pain. Although behavioral interventions are the treatment of choice for
pain, prescriptions for opioids—the
least effective and riskiest treatment
option—continue to rise. Led by a therapist and a physician, this workshop
digs into the epidemic, and the mindfulness and CBT approaches that bring
dramatic improvements to people with
pain. You’ll discover:
What’s behind the opioid misuse/
chronic pain link and how to reduce
your clients’ reliance on opioids

■■

How to better understand and
address clients’ fears and feelings by
recognizing the intersecting neurophysiology of pain and opioid misuse

■■

How to help clients use cutting-edge, evidence-based tools to
treat chronic pain, like modifying
thought distortions, de-catastrophizing, imagery and breathing

■■

Martha Teater, MA, LMFT, LPC, LCAS,
NCC, leads workshops in DSM-5, trauma,
and disaster mental health. She’s the
coauthor of Overcoming Compassion
Fatigue, and with Don Teater, Treating
Chronic Pain: Pill-Free Approaches to
Move People from Hurt to Hope.
Don Teater, MD, MPH, owner of Teater
Health Solutions and a family physician, is
focused on opioid misuse and overdose.
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Margaret Nichols

Jonah Paquette

Laura Jacobs

Keith Miller

Frank Anderson

Anita Mandley

Morning 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
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Hacking Happiness
Fostering Well-Being in a Digital World
JONAH PAQUETTE

Identify key practices, such as
genuine connection, gratitude, and
mindfulness, that can increase lasting
happiness and well-being

■■

Apply a positive psychology perspective as a guide to a more enlightened
use of technology

■■

Implement easy-to-use strategies,
such as limiting screen time, taking
an occasional technology fast, and
emphasizing the sharing of positive
experiences, to enhance happiness
and fulfillment

■■

Jonah Paquette, PsyD, works for Kaiser
Permanente in the San Francisco Bay Area,
where directs the clinical training for a postdoctoral residency program. He’s the author
of Real Happiness: Proven Paths for
Contentment, Peace, and Well-Being.
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An Introduction to
Gender-Affirmative Care
Latest Perspectives for the Nonspecialist
MARGARET NICHOLS & LAURA JACOBS

Therapy’s old, paternalistic gatekeeping model for working with gender-transitioning clients is out. Today,
our job is to provide gender-affirmative
care both to adults and the increasing
numbers of young people coming out
as transgender or nonconforming. This
means the average therapist needs to
know the basics of diagnosis and be
able to identify complex cases where
gender dysphoria may not be the relevant psychological issue. In this workshop, you’ll discover:
The latest perspectives on gender
diversity, including up-to-the-minute
research and definitions

■■

The basic principles of genderaffirmative care, including supporting
a client’s internal sense of identity
and helping younger clients find a
safe space to express their gender

■■

How to best assess gender dysphoria
and gender-identity issues

■■

The impact of the political climate
on the transgender community and
your role as an affirming clinician

■■

Note: This workshop fulfills many state
board requirements for training in
cultural competency.
Margaret Nichols, PhD, a psychologist
and AASECT certified sex therapy supervisor working in the LGBTQ community, is
founder of New Jersey’s Institute for
Personal Growth.
Laura Jacobs, LCSW-R, is a transgender
and genderqueer-identified psychotherapist,
activist, speaker, and author.
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Working with A@@holes
How to Engage Difficult People
KEITH MILLER

These days it seems there’s a jerk
waiting around every corner—on the
street, on your social media feed, even
in your consulting room. Is there anything therapists can do for our clients
and communities to help us successfully engage with the antagonistic people
in our lives? In this workshop, we’ll
examine how to apply the therapeutic concept of radical acceptance as
a practical and safe strategy to bring
more peace, civility, and creativity into
potentially polarizing situations. You’ll
discover how to:
Work more effectively with
narcissistic or borderline clients who
challenge our boundaries

■■

Avoid common mistakes when
dealing with an antagonistic or difficult person by paying too much or
too little attention to their behavior

■■

Keep yourself safe and sane when
interacting with clients who hold
extreme beliefs by connecting to
your own courage and creativity and
getting support from others

■■

Keith Miller, LICSW, specializes in mindfulness-based IFS therapy. He’s the author
of 21-Day Marriage Transformation:
The SIMPLE Antidote to Relationship
Conflict and Negativity and Love Under
Repair: How to Save Your Marriage and
Survive Couples Therapy.

Misc

What’s New in
Psychopharmacology?

Cultural and
Historical Traumas

Separating Myths from Reality

Invisible Barriers to Healing and Change

FRANK ANDERSON

ANITA MANDLEY

With so many controversies and contradictory research about the effectiveness
of psychopharmacological interventions, it’s hard to know how to best
work with your clients around the issue
of meds. What are the new most promising medications on the market? Are
antidepressants really any better than
placebos? Why are so many clients prescribed antipsychotics these days? What
are the prospects of breakthroughs in
the next generation of meds? Discover
the answers to these questions and
more in this comprehensive workshop.
You’ll explore the latest information
about:

If you work with African Americans,
Native Americans, holocaust survivors
and their descendants, intergenerational poverty, or refugees, then whether
you realize it or not, your work is being
influenced by the legacies of cultural
and historical trauma. If your clients
differ from you in the areas of race, culture, religion, sexuality, class or gender,
your own biases are there as well. This
workshop brings these issues out of the
shadows and into consciousness, and
opens a new path toward addressing
the hidden grief of cultural and historical wounds. You’ll discover:

How different kinds of medications
affect the brain and nervous system

■■

Current best prescribing practices
for treating depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety, PTSD, dissociation,
psychotic disorders, insomnia, ADHD,
and more

■■

New drugs on the market as well as
the next generation of psychoactive
meds

How to assess the impact of cultural
and historical traumas on clients and
yourself

■■

How to move clients from reflexive reactivity to a conscious state of
presence that allows for connection,
fluidity, and coherence in the here
and now

■■

There’s a
magic to the
Symposium
I just don’t
experience
at any other
conference.

friday Morning

These days, we’ve become so attached
to our digital gadgets, websites, and
apps that it’s easy to lose sight of a
fundamental question: aside from the
immediate rewards they provide, are
they really making us happier? Many
studies have illustrated the potential
toxic effects of technology on our happiness. But with some minor tweaks,
we can change our relationship with
technology to foster greater health and
well-being. This workshop will draw
from positive psychology, cutting-edge
neuroscience, and recent research on
the power of technology. You’ll
discover how to:

220
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How to uncover the survival narrative, validate the trauma, and move to
a strengths-based process of change
with clients

■■

■■

Frank Anderson, MD, is a psychiatrist as
well as a psychotherapist. He’s the executive director of the Foundation for Self
Leadership and a supervisor at the Trauma
Center at Justice Resource Institute.

Note: This workshop fulfills many state
board requirements for training in
cultural competency.
Anita Mandley, MS, LCPC, practices at
The Center for Contextual Change. She’s the
creator of the Integrative Trauma Recovery
Group (ITR), a group therapy process
designed specifically for adults with developmental and complex PTSD.
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Afternoon
Judith Beck

David Kessler

Morning 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
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When the Therapeutic
Relationship Is Challenged
A CBT Approach
JUDITH BECK

Identify the faulty beliefs and coping strategies of both the therapist
and client that can undermine the
therapeutic relationship

■■

Develop effective strategies for
addressing client anger, criticism, or
withholding in sessions

■■

Help clients generalize what they
learned from the therapeutic relationship to relationships outside of
treatment

■■

Judith Beck, PhD, is president of the Beck
Institute and has trained thousands of
health and mental health professionals
in CBT. She’s clinical professor of psychology in psychiatry at the University of
Pennsylvania, and the author four online
courses and six books on CBT.
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Grieving and Remembering Well
Tools for Healing
DAVID KESSLER

While most therapists are experienced
in exploring the pain of grief, their
clients may be asking for a clear direction out of their pain. How does the
therapist deal with questions of “When
will this pain end?” or “Should I be on
antidepressants?” How and when can
the therapists help the client shift from
feeling pain to experiencing healing?
In this workshop, we’ll look closely at
how the type of death may complicate
the griever’s experience, and ways
to use that information to decrease
clients’ suffering. Through video clips,
case studies, and discussion, you’ll
explore how to:
Identify the grief distortions born of
“what if’s?” that result in guilt, regret,
and complicated grief

■■

Provide practical tools that you and
the client will use for dealing with
grief bursts, painful yearning, and
anniversary reactions

■■

Assist clients in creating a life after
loss that honors their loved ones

■■

David Kessler, MA, RN, is a contributing
writer for Oprah.com, Dr. Oz’s Sharecare.
com, Anderson Cooper 360, and The
Huffington Post. He’s the founder of
grief.com and author of five books, including two with Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, and
You Can Heal Your Heart and Divorce
or Death with Louise Hay.
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and Small
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HARRIET LERNER

Psychologist Harriet Lerner has
played a major role in our understanding of the psychology of women
and families. Her scholarly publications and bestselling books, starting
with The Dance of Anger, have helped
millions of people to navigate the
swamps and quicksands of difficult
relationships with clarity, courage,
and joyous conviction.
Now, she’s shifted her research
attention to the bewildering dynamics of apologies and forgiveness.
In her latest book, Why Won’t You
Apologize?, she explores the power
of the heartfelt apology, and the
challenge of healing disconnections
when “I’m sorry” isn’t enough. She
also addresses the excruciating pain
of the hurt party who has received a
bad apology or none at all, and explains how our misguided notions of
forgiveness may deepen the injury.
In this address, with her characteristic wit and wisdom, Lerner will
take a fresh look at the complicated
and mysterious process of how we
heal the hurts we give and receive.
You’ll consider:
What drives the non-apologizer
and the female over-apologizer,
and how to help a hurt client get
through to a defensive wrongdoer

■■

Approved for 1 CE hour. To register
for this event, see page 84.
Harriet Lerner, PhD, is an expert on the
psychology of women and a bestselling
author. Her latest book is Why Won’t
You Apologize? Healing Big Betrayals
and Everyday Hurts.
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Tony Robbins
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Creating Lasting Change
and Impact
Mastering the Art of Transformation
TONY ROBBINS

The results therapists get in their
practices have more to do with what
they’re willing to tolerate in clients
than with their clients’ own limitations.
The key to having more powerful
impact with clients is having the skill
and vision to get to the heart of what
they truly want in their lives and then
being willing to lead them through
the process of change. In this special

session, Tony Robbins, who’s served
as a peak performance coach and life
strategist to the likes of Bill Clinton,
Mikhail Gorbachev, Serena Williams,
and a host of Fortune 500 execs, will
demonstrate the basic principles of his
approach to personal transformation.
You’ll discover:
How to quickly and effectively determine both what clients truly want and
what’s getting in their way

■■

Ways to shift from a focus on “resistance” to strategies for putting clients
in charge of their destinies

■■

How to actively use your genuine
love as the ultimate therapeutic tool
and the key to creating an alliance for
change with clients

■■

Note: No CE credit for this workshop.
Tony Robbins has empowered more than
50 million people from 100 countries
through his audio, video, and life-training
programs. He created the #1 personal and
professional development program, and more
than four million people have attended his
live seminars.

friday Afternoon

What do you do when clients become
angry at you in session, fail to reveal
important information, criticize you,
demand special treatment, or remain
silent? A common misunderstanding
of CBT is that it ignores the importance of the therapeutic relationship.
But CBT practitioners are just as
vulnerable to challenging therapeutic
relationships as any other practitioner.
This workshop will focus on how CBT
offers strategies for handling common
challenges to the therapist-client bond
that can derail clinical progress. You’ll
discover how to:

Workshops

Harriet Lerner
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Mary Jo Barrett

Margaret Nichols

Laura Jacobs

Michele Weiner-Davis

Frank Anderson

Sebern Fisher

Afternoon 3:00 p.m.– 5:00 p.m.
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The Dark Secret of Incest
How to Help Our Clients Heal
MARY JO BARRETT

How to work with clients who are
bystanders, victims, or perpetrators of
incest

■■

Techniques for building safety and
addressing deep attachment wounds

■■

Which family treatment approaches
to use when the sexual abuse is current or when doing family of origin
work with adult clients

■■

Mary Jo Barrett, MSW, is the founder and
director of the Center for Contextual Change
and the coauthor of Treating Complex
Trauma: A Relational Blueprint for
Collaboration and Change and The
Systemic Treatment of Incest.
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Advanced Issues in
Gender-Affirmative Therapy
Co-occurring Disorders, Detransitioners,
and Other Dilemmas
MARGARET NICHOLS & LAURA JACOBS

For even the most knowledgeable
gender-affirmative therapist, work with
transgender clients can be complex
and difficult. There are parents who
assume their gender-atypical child is
transgender and prematurely insist
on social transition, as well as young
transgender adults who decide to
“detransition.” Across age groups,
co-occurring mental disorders can
muddy treatment priorities. And it
can be hard for some therapists to sort
through their own countertransferential feelings about transgender clients.
You’ll discover how to:

Family

Identify common co-occurring conditions of gender dysphoria, including autism spectrum disorder, major
depressive disorder, and PTSD

Healing from Infidelity

■■

Assess when parental anxiety or problems are driving the referral and when
gender dysphoria may be temporary

■■

Know when countertransference
with transgender clients is normal,
and when it’s an impediment to ethical treatment

■■

Note: This workshop fulfills many state
board requirements for training in
cultural competency.
Margaret Nichols, PhD, a psychologist and
AASECT certified sex therapy supervisor working in the LGBTQ community, is founder of
New Jersey’s Institute for Personal Growth.
Laura Jacobs, LCSW-R, is a transgender
and genderqueer-identified psychotherapist,
activist, speaker, and author.
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The Path to Recovery
MICHELE WEINER-DAVIS

Without a concrete road map for
helping couples heal from infidelity, it’s
easy for therapists to get lost in the labyrinth of emotions. Using video clips,
this workshop will provide a nuts-andbolts, step-by-step plan for dealing with
different phases of recovery, from the
crisis of discovery through forgiveness.
Learn how to effectively coach both
betrayed and unfaithful partners to undertake specific tasks to heal personally,
strengthen their relationship, and master tools for navigating the complex,
zigzag road to recovery, where progress
can alternate with setbacks from week
to week. You’ll explore how to work
with an array of post-affair issues, and
consider:
When and how to discuss the details
of the betrayal, and whether to give an
ultimatum to end the affair

■■

How to handle secrets and help
partners begin to rebuild trust
through “x-treme” accountability

■■

How to help clients manage rumination and self-sabotaging thoughts, and
offer apologies that matter

■■

How to deal with inevitable setbacks
and instill hope when couples experience “recovery fatigue”

■■

Michele Weiner-Davis, MSW, the director
of the Divorce Busting Center, is a TEDx
speaker and the author of several bestselling books, including The Sex-Starved
Marriage, Divorce Busting, and Healing
from Infidelity.
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Treating Complex Trauma
Clients at the Edge

Integrating Neurofeedback
with Psychotherapy

How Brain Science Can Inform Interventions

Technology in the Treatment Room

FRANK ANDERSON

SEBERN FISHER

Therapists often get shaken and lose
confidence in their approach when
a client’s trauma response edges into
seemingly uncontrollable extremes of
rage, panic, or suicidal desperation.
This workshop provides an essential
road map for treating relational trauma
cases through a detailed exploration
of the neurobiological processes of
hyperarousal and parasympathetic withdrawal underlying extreme symptoms.
You’ll discover:

Try as we might through talk and
somatic therapies, it can be very difficult to shift the states of fear, shame,
and rage that haunt clients with early
developmental traumas. Fortunately,
recent research shows that using neurofeedback to train the brain to fire in
new ways can quiet these trauma-based
affects, and create a space for healing.
In this workshop, you’ll discover:

How to stay clear and calm while
working with clients in extreme states

■■

The difference between a compassionate and empathic response, and
how each can either benefit or escalate your client

■■

When it’s necessary to take over, be
the “auxiliary brain” for your client,
and work top-down, with the mind
first, emotions next, and body sensations last

■■

When it’s best to slow down, hand
over control, and work with the body

■■

Frank Anderson, MD, is a psychiatrist as
well as a psychotherapist. He’s the executive director of the Foundation for Self
Leadership and a supervisor at the Trauma
Center at Justice Resource Institute.

How trauma alters the developing
brain, and how, by changing brain
waves and reactivity in the brain
through biofeedback, we can regulate
or reverse those alterations

■■

Clear steps for integrating neurofeedback into your practice, including how to introduce the approach,
deliver psychoeducation, and assess its
effectiveness

■■

User-friendly guidance on how
neurofeedback works to quiet hard-totreat states of fear, rage, and shame

■■

Sebern Fisher, MA, is a trauma therapist
who has integrated neurofeedback and
psychotherapy for over twenty years. She’s
the author of Neurofeedback in the
Treatment of Developmental Trauma:
Calming the Fear Driven Brain.
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friday Afternoon

Exposing the family secret of incest is
a transgression that makes everyone
deeply uncomfortable, both in the
families in which it occurs and for the
mental health professionals who try
to help them. One reflection of this
discomfort is the avoidance of even
using the term itself in favor of the less
threatening, more generic trauma. But
at least 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 7 boys are
sexually abused before they turn 18,
and the overwhelming incidence of it
occurs within the family. This workshop
will explore our current understanding
of both the family dynamics of incest
and the tools needed to help the vast
number of trauma clients who are
incest victims. You’ll discover:
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FRIDAY
DINNER EVENT
Kate Cohen-Posey

Melissa O’Neill

Afternoon 3:00 p.m.– 5:00 p.m.
Family

Trauma
Family
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Brain Switch
Turning Reactivity into Equanimity
KATE COHEN-POSEY

The
Symposium
is unique—
a therapeutic
experience
for those of
us doing
therapy.

You may be excited about cutting-edge
advances in brain research, but do you
know how to translate them into practical methods that may reduce clients’
resistance, transform deeply disturbing
emotions, and reinforce treatment
interventions? All clients can be taught
to locate hidden strengths and dissolve distress by activating their brains’
reward centers. In this workshop, we’ll
use tools developed from memory
reconsolidation and Polyvagal Theory.
You’ll explore:
The therapeutic impact of activating
brain centers that neutralize stressful
neurochemicals

■■

How to regulate sensations from
disturbing emotions by balancing
them with uplifting neurochemicals

■■

NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM 2018

Borderline Personality Disorder
and Co-occurring Disorders
Effective Treatments for Complex Clients
MELISSA O’NEILL

We now know that along with accompanying mood disorders, 78 percent
of adults with borderline personality
disorder (BPD) will develop a substance disorder or addiction at some
point. Understanding and addressing
this complex comorbidity can make
treating these clients less overwhelming. Through experiential exercises
and case studies we’ll explore how
personal biases toward clients with BPD
can affect diagnosis, treatment, and
outcomes, and we’ll focus on a range of
evidenced-based practices for treating
this complex diagnosis. You’ll discover
how to:
Implement effective strategies
for managing impulsivity in BPD
clients, including mindfulness and
relapse-prevention planning

■■

The power of visual images to externalize distress, enhance attunement,
and create pathways to implicit memories and inner assets

■■

Ways to integrate a variety of therapeutic approaches into a three-step,
brain-based protocol that can be used
with diverse populations and ages

■■

■■

■■

Kate Cohen-Posey, LMHC, LMFT, is the
director of Lakeland Counseling Services in
Florida. She’s the creator of two psychotherapy tools, The Handy Brain Model and
Brain Change Cards, and is the author
of several books, including Empowering
Dialogues Within.
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Apply elements of Dual Focus
Schema Therapy to treatment, such as
altering clients’ negative belief systems
to help break the cycle of relapse
Utilize strategies from DBT and ACT
for co-occurring disorders, including
distress-tolerance skill implementation,
and thought diffusion
Cultivate awareness of personal
biases to avoid common traps with
BPD clients, such as blaming the client
and getting caught in their narrative

■■

Melissa O’Neill, LCSW, is the director of
program development at Timberline Knolls
Residential Treatment Center. She specializes
in co-occurring disorders and BPD and is
trained in DBT and ACT.

Cry Havoc

A Solo Play of Trauma
and Transformation
Stephan Wolfert
Host: Rich Simon
7 : 0 0 P. M .
After seven years in the US Army, and struggling with a full-blown case of
PTSD and alcohol addiction, one evening Stephan Wolfert stepped into a
local theater and saw a production of Shakespeare’s Richard III. In this classic play, he heard an echo of his own experience as a soldier. Now, using
Shakespeare’s timeless words interwoven with his own memories, actor/
veteran Wolfert has created Cry Havoc, a critically-acclaimed solo play that
brings us face-to-face with the challenges our soldiers encounter when they
return from combat and find themselves unable to be “non-combat ready.”
As The Boston Globe wrote, “When Wolfert describes or reenacts an episode of
battle from the recent past, and then suddenly unleashes a burst of Shakespeare
written more than four centuries ago, the effect is to bathe the episode in a searing, almost blinding light.” The founder of DE-CRUIT, a program helping vets
transition to civilian life, Wolfert will not only offer a powerful theater experience,
but enhance your clinical imagination. Objective: In this event, introduced by
Networker editor Rich Simon, you’ll explore the application of stage skills in
transforming trauma.
Stephan Wolfert, MFA, is an actor, director, writer, and teaching artist. The founder of DE-CRUIT,
he received a certificate of appreciation from the City Council of Los Angeles for his work with
Shakespeare & Veterans. Rich Simon, PhD, is editor of Psychotherapy Networker.

Approved for 1 CE credit. To register for this dinner event, see page 84.
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Saturday Clinical Workshops II
All-Day Workshops
All-day workshops are for exploring a clinical approach in depth. The morning
session is a prerequisite for the afternoon session. If you wish to switch from
an all-day program, they’ll be open sessions from which to choose.

401 501 L earning from Affairs
Esther Perel

John Gottman
& Julie Gottman

An Evening of
Storytelling

Highlights
7:00 a.m. Yoga
		
Amy Weintraub

402 502 T he Therapist as Healer

RICHARD SCHWARTZ

 ace In and Outside Therapy
403 503 R

KENNETH HARDY

416 C reating Safety with High-Conflict Couples

 orking in the Crucible of Complex PTSD
406 506 W

 elping Clients Unlearn Their Pain
422 H

HOWARD SCHUBINER

JANINA FISHER

423 T he Millennial Lovelink

 hat Parents Really Want
417 W

SIGNE SIMON & SIMONE HUMPHREY

LAURA MARKHAM

 Time for Senior Clinicians
418 A

 orking with Autism and Anxiety
424 W

DAVID TREADWAY

 isarming Shame
420 D

 ealing Parent-Child Cutoffs
425 H

RON TAFFEL

426 S ex Therapy for the 21st Century

DAVID WEXLER

407 507 T reating Traumatized Teens
408 508 T o Stay or Go?

MARTHA STRAUS

IAN KERNER

WILLIAM DOHERTY

515 T he Magic Trio

BEN FURMAN

411

 reventing Gray Divorce
523 P

JOHN GOTTMAN, JULIE GOTTMAN,
WILLIAM BUMBERRY & VAGDEVI MEUNIER

 illennials Rising 2.0 – This Time “It’s Personal”
516 M
RON TAFFEL

BRUCE ECKER

 ringing a Polyvagal Perspective into Therapy
517 B
 ew Perspectives on Porn
518 N

HOWARD GLASSER

413 513 T he Power of Family Attachments

IAN KERNER

 reaking the Spell of Our Digital Devices
519 B
LINDA GRAHAM

GEORGE FALLER &

JAMES FURROW

 astering the Craft of Treating Trauma
414 514 M
DEANY LALIOTIS

520 T aking in the Good

GINA BIEGEL

 hen Mind-Body Practices Go Wrong
521 W
AMY WEINTRAUB

and Collective Trauma

PATRICK DOUGHERTY

CONT I NUI NG EDUC AT I ON I NFORM AT I ON
CE credit from boards may vary for some presentations and workshops.
For more information, see page 87 or psychotherapynetworker.org for
the most up-to-date details.

 rief and Addiction
524 G

BARRY JACOBS & JULIA MAYER

DAVID KESSLER

 orking with Cross-Cultural Couples
525 W

NANCY NAPIER

 aking Your Best Sessions Happen More Often
511 M

412 512 T ransforming the Difficult Child

Afternoon Workshops

 ew Perspectives on Intergenerational
522 N
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JOAN KLAGSBRUN

MARY JO BARRETT & LINDA STONE FISH

 ccessing the Optimal Future Self
410 510 A
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421 F ocusing and the Felt Sense

TERRY REAL

1:15 p.m. Luncheon Address
		“The New Science of Couples and
Family Therapy”
John Gottman & Julie Gottman

7:00 p.m. Dinner Event
		“My Most Transformative Session:
An Evening of Storytelling”

JACK KORNFIELD & TRUDY GOODMAN

BARRY JACOBS & JULIA MAYER

 igh-Impact Couples Therapy
405 505 H

409 509 P
 layful Approaches with Kids and Teens

6:30 p.m. Exhibit Hall Closes

 ll Together Now
415 A

 romoting Positive Caregiving
419 P

CLIFTON MITCHELL

11:00 a.m. Morning Workshops
		#401–426

3:00 p.m. Afternoon Workshops
		#501–526

Morning Workshops

MARGARET WEHRENBERG

404 504 E thics Made Fun

7:45 a.m. Continental Breakfast
9:00 a.m. Keynote Address
		“The Future of Modern Love”
Esther Perel

ESTHER PEREL

— Learn from psychotherapy’s best teachers

DEB DANA

526 I t’s Time to Retool “The Talk”

KIRSTEN LIND SEAL

ALEXANDRA SOLOMON

All-Day

Workshops

Esther Perel

Morning Keynote
The Future of Modern Love
ESTHER PEREL

How today’s social changes are
entering the consulting room and
transforming our approach to
couples therapy

■■

Approved for 1 CE hour
Esther Perel, MA, LMFT, is New York
Times bestselling author of The State
of Affairs and Mating in Captivity.
Her TED talks have nearly 20 million
views, and she leads the online
clinical training platform “Sessions
with Esther Perel.”
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Richard Schwartz

Kenneth Hardy

Clifton Mitchell

Terry Real

11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

401 501

402 502

Family
Brain
Misc
Trauma
Brain Science
Misc Family
Family Family Trauma
Brain Trauma
Science
MiscScience

Learning from Affairs

Trauma

Brain Science

403 503

Misc
Family

The Therapist as Healer

Trauma

Brain Science

404 504

405 505Trauma

Misc

Race In and Outside Therapy

Family

Ethics Made Fun

Brain Science

Misc

High-Impact Couples Therapy

Rethinking Infidelity & Pathways to Intimacy

Leading Clients to Self-Leadership

Breaking Eggshells

A Game Show Approach

Going Deep with Troubled Clients

PARTS 1 & 2

PARTS 1 & 2

PARTS 1 & 2

PARTS 1 & 2

PARTS 1 & 2

ESTHER PEREL

RICHARD SCHWARTZ

KENNETH HARDY

CLIFTON MITCHELL

TERRY REAL

Conventional practices say therapists
should insist upon full disclosure
after an affair, and view all infidelity
as a traumatic event. But affairs can
also act as a powerful alarm system,
shaking couples out of complacency.
In this workshop, we’ll locate infidelity within a broader social context
of modern marriage, digital culture,
and sexuality, exploring the nuance
between an affair that breaks a relationship already dying on the vine and
one that can remake it. You’ll discover
how to:

Healing is a word derived from the
German hailjan, meaning “to make
whole.” To truly heal isn’t easy, since it
involves reconnecting with polarized
and often volatile subpersonalities,
or parts within ourselves, including
protectors, managers, and exiles. The
Internal Family Systems (IFS) model,
helps clients access an undamaged
inner essence called the Self, and from
this Self they learn to lovingly relate
to and transform their most troubling
parts. In this workshop, you’ll discover
how to help clients transform their
fragmented experience of Self. You’ll
explore how to:

The disturbing undercurrent of white
supremacists emboldened by recent
national events show us that stereotypes and tensions about race still pervade much of American society. But
even though we may want to broach
the issue of race openly, honestly, and
respectfully, too often, we feel constrained to tiptoe around the subject,
unsure of the right tone to strike. In
this workshop, we’ll discuss ways to
speak about race with colleagues and
clients, without anger or defensiveness. You’ll explore:

We all want to do what’s ethical, and
get the CEs to boot, but slogging
through most ethics courses can be
a tiresome bore. Not this time! This
workshop (back by popular demand
from previous years) features a game
show that’s entertaining, engaging,
and high-spirited. Participants will be
divided into teams and equipped with
electronic remotes for shooting answers to a computer-generated scoring
system. Along the way, you’ll explore
some of the most perplexing legal and
ethical quandaries in a clinical setting,
including:

The secret to helping couples have a
powerful, transformative experience
in therapy is to get them to deeply
explore—while in each other’s presence—their own character structure
and family-of-origin trauma. For the
therapist, this process involves six
steps: arriving at the couple’s relational diagnosis, helping them articulate
their repeating loops, getting the backstory of their childhood adaptation,
imaginatively reparenting each inner
child, loving confrontation, and helping each partner master new skills. In
this workshop, you’ll discover how to:

Create a safe and nonjudgmental
therapeutic environment to work with
secrets, confidentiality, transparency,
and truth-telling

■■

Clarify the difference between investigative and detective questions

■■

Manage the crisis of an affair from
a dual perspective that integrates partners’ meanings and motives as well as
the impact of the affair

■■

Examine the existential, clinical,
and ethical aspects involved, and how
assumptions, moral values, and personal experiences influence our therapeutic work

■■

Continued with workshop 501
Esther Perel, MA, LMFT, is New York
Times bestselling author of The State of
Affairs and Mating in Captivity. Her TED
talks have nearly 20 million views. She hosts
the Audible podcast Where Should We
Begin? and leads the online clinical training
platform “Sessions with Esther Perel.”

Apply strategies used in IFS to contact the core Self

■■

Shift the role of therapist from the
primary attachment figure to a container who opens the way for the client’s Self to emerge

■■

Use methods for transparently handling situations in which you get emotionally triggered by your client

■■

Get clients’ polarized, deeply conflicted parts to negotiate with each
other

■■

Continued with workshop 502
Richard Schwartz, PhD, director of the
Center for Self Leadership and originator of
the Internal Family Systems therapy model,
is on the faculty of Harvard Medical School.

The four critical developmental
stages for effective conversations
involving race: preparation, encounter, engagement, and execution

■■

The distinctive Tasks of the
Privileged as well as the Tasks of the
Subjugated in resolving race-related
issues within relationships, communities, and institutions

■■

Aspirational ethics, insurance fraud,
treatment mandates, advertising, and
duty to treat

■■

Informed consent, confidentiality,
court records, dual relationships, duty
to warn, and malpractice

■■

Child abuse, statutory rape, suicide,
and scope of practice

■■

The range of situations in which
racism emerges as a therapeutic issue

■■

How to address race-related issues
in the consulting room

Continued with workshop 504

■■

■■

Continued with workshop 503
Note: This workshop fulfills many
state board requirements for training
in cultural competency.
Kenneth Hardy, PhD, is director of the
Eikenberg Institute for Relationships and
professor of marriage and family therapy at
Drexel University.

Client gift giving and celebratory
events
Note: This workshop fulfills many
state board requirements for training in ethics and risk management.
It repeats the game show format used in
previous years.
Clifton Mitchell, PhD, has over 24 years of
clinical training experience. He’s a professor at East Tennessee State University and
the author of Effective Techniques for
Dealing with Highly Resistant Clients.

Quickly arrive at a clear map of the
repeating loop the couple is mired in

■■

Use their relational diagnosis to
wake them up to their patterns of dysfunction and wish to connect

■■

Smoothly transition from the dysfunctional family of origin backstory
to a reparenting dialogue

■■

Introduce relational skills like having good boundaries, speaking up for
oneself with love, and responding to
criticism nondefensively with a generous heart

■■

Continued with workshop 505
Terry Real, PhD, LICSW, is the author
of the bestselling I Don’t Want to Talk
About It: Overcoming the Secret
Legacy of Male Depression, and has been
featured on numerous national news programs. He’s the founder of The Relational
Life Institute.
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In recent years, the provocative
work of couples’ therapist Esther
Perel has resonated in the popular
culture by exploring the dynamics
of eroticism in long-term relationships and what the all-too-common
experience of infidelity can teach
us about the paradoxes of the
search for intimate connection in
today’s world. In her new book,
The State of Affairs, and her popular
podcast, Where Should We Begin?
Perel has opened up a wider
cultural conversation about our
notions of traditional couplehood
and the role therapists might play
in helping couples explore beyond
our one-size-fits-all notions of intimacy and commitment.
Perel will look at the ways our
relational lives are undergoing a
radical makeover. She’ll discuss
the rise of algorithm as matchmaker, the commodification of human
beings in the swiping culture, and
the pressure to curate enviable
lives on social media. In this
keynote, you’ll explore:

Esther Perel

Mary Jo Barrett

Linda Stone Fish

Martha Straus

William Doherty

Ben Furman

All Day 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Family

This
is the best

investment

Misc

Working in the Crucible
of Complex PTSD

Family

What to Do When Things Get Messy

Effectively build a therapeutic collaboration around each client’s individual needs

PARTS 1 & 2

■■

MARY JO BARRETT &
LINDA STONE FISH

When working with trauma cases do
you see clients go into flight, fight,
or freeze? Do they yell, insult you, or
leave the session? Are there times you
find yourself getting angry at them?
Do you recognize your own flight,
fight, and freeze response? Welcome
to the messy, often confusing world of
trauma treatment. In this workshop,
you’ll explore practical in-session techniques to help you recognize what’s
happening when things heat up and
get intense. You’ll discover how to:
Assess the client’s motivation,
stage of change, and preferred mode
of learning

■■

407 507

Trauma
TraumaFamilyBrain Science

Explore intrafamily violence and
include additional family members
in sessions

■■

Continued with workshop 506
Mary Jo Barrett, MSW, is founder of the
Center for Contextual Change and the coauthor of Treating Complex Trauma and
The Systemic Treatment of Incest.
Linda Stone Fish, MSW, PhD, the David
B. Falk Endowed Professor of Marriage and
Family Therapy at Syracuse University, is
the author of Nurturing Queer Youth.

To Stay or Go?
Working with the Mixed-Agenda Couple

PARTS 1 & 2

PARTS 1 & 2

MARTHA STRAUS

WILLIAM DOHERTY

To work with troubled and traumatized adolescents, it’s crucial for therapists to first foster their own capacity
for self-awareness and self-regulation.
It’s not easy, especially when our
young clients’ extreme reactions—
ranging from angry arousal to frozen
shutting down—can trigger our own
sense of helplessness, failure, dissociation, and rejection. In this workshop,
you’ll find out how to break free of
this nonfunctional cycle by exploring:

It’s not easy when a couple enters
treatment unsure about whether to
dissolve a marriage or try to save it—
especially when each partner leans in a
different direction. These mixed-agenda couples present challenges for even
the most skilled couples therapist,
particularly since successful therapy
usually depends on both partners being at least nominally invested in working on the relationship. This workshop
will demonstrate an approach called
Discernment Counseling that helps
partners develop clarity and confidence about whether to divorce or
work on their relationship in therapy.
You’ll discover how to:

Specific adolescent attachment styles
that interact with or trigger your own

■■

The React, Reflect, and Respond
model to get unhooked when
triggered

■■

The Four M’s—mirroring, mentalizing, mindfulness, and modulation—
to increase connection and mood
regulation
How to use adult presence, validation, self-disclosure, and enactments
to bring traumatized teens back into
relationships with themselves and you

■■

Continued with workshop 507
Martha Straus, PhD, a professor at
Antioch University New England, is the
author of No-Talk Therapy for Children
and Adolescents, Adolescent Girls in
Crisis: Intervention and Hope, and
Treating Traumatized Adolescents:
Development, Attachment, and the
Therapeutic Relationship.
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How to Get Unhooked

■■
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408 508Trauma

Family
Misc

Treating Traumatized Teens

■■

Understand the importance of
therapist transparency, and empower
clients by making the therapy process
as safe and explicit as possible

Brain Science
Misc

409 509Trauma

Misc
Family

Brain Science

Misc

Playful Approaches with
Kids and Teens
A Crash Course in the Kids’ Skills Method
PARTS 1 & 2

Identify mixed-agenda couples and
avoid common mistakes in treatment,
such as siding with the distancer

■■

Help both parties own their contributions to the marital problems and
weigh the pros and cons of exiting the
marriage or trying couples therapy

■■

Develop a detailed protocol of
joint and separate conversations with
spouses to clarify each partner’s goals

■■

Explore with couples what they can
learn from the crisis of divorce

■■

Continued with workshop 508
William Doherty, PhD, is a professor and
director of Minnesota Couples on the Brink
Project at the University of Minnesota. His
books include Take Back Your Marriage
and Take Back Your Kids.

BEN FURMAN

If you’ve been under the impression
that therapy with children and teenagers always needs to be serious business,
be prepared to change your mind.
In this workshop, we’ll explore Kids’
Skills, a systemic approach that offers
a solution-focused, fun way of helping
children and teens who suffer from
behavioral problems, anxieties, and
other psychosocial issues. The key is
the provocative notion that children
don’t have any problems—they have
incipient skills they need to improve
with the support of those around
them. You’ll discover how to:
Instill hope in young clients, even
when they don’t feel any

■■

Establish collaboration between
kids and important people in their
lives, even when everyone seems
disconnected

■■

Generate a playful, creative mood,
even when everyone seems gloomy

■■

Facilitate client-based solutions,
even when the clients are focused on
how insurmountable their problems
seem to be

■■

Continued with workshop 509
Ben Furman, MD, is a psychiatrist and
director of the Helsinki Brief Therapy
Institute. His books include Never Too
Late to Have a Happy Childhood,
Hosting Therapeutic Conversations,
and Kids’ Skills in Action.
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I can make in
myself and my
practice.

Brain Science
406 506

Trauma

Nancy Napier

Bruce Ecker

George Faller

Howard Glasser

James Furrow

Deany Laliotis

All Day 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
410 510

uma
Brain Science
rain Science
Misc

Misc

Family

Trauma
Family

411 511

Brain Science
Misc
Trauma
Brain Science

Misc

412 512 Trauma

Family

Brain Science

Misc

413 513 Trauma

Family

Brain Science
Family

Brain Science
414 514

Misc
Trauma

Misc

Accessing the
Optimal Future Self

Making Your Best
Sessions Happen More Often

Transforming the
Difficult Child

The Power of
Family Attachments

Mastering the Craft of
Treating Trauma

A Somatically Based Resource

The Art and Science of Memory
Reconsolidation

The Nurtured Heart Approach
PARTS 1 & 2

An Introduction to Emotionally
Focused Therapy with Families

Four Core Skills

PARTS 1 & 2
NANCY NAPIER

PARTS 1 & 2

HOWARD GLASSER

PARTS 1 & 2

Use hypnosis, guided imagery,
and felt-sense to help clients identify
new opportunities, and enhance
self-compassion

■■

Reframe limiting beliefs that block
clients on their optimal journey

■■

Take risks such as breaking family
rules that have previously felt too
dangerous to challenge

■■

Fully harness the power of positive
states like expansiveness, receptivity,
curiosity, and strength in the
change process

■■

There’s a world of difference between
liberating, lasting therapeutic breakthroughs and incremental changes
that are readily undone by relapses.
What controls that difference is memory reconsolidation, the brain’s innate
process for nullifying the ingrained
emotional schemas and core beliefs
that maintain PTSD, insecure attachment, anxiety, depression, and many
other forms of distress. In this workshop, we’ll see how reconsolidation
can create transformational change
in different therapies, and view videos
of the process being carried out in
diverse ways. You’ll discover:
The series of steps in the brain’s
core process of profound unlearning

■■

Too often therapists working with difficult or intense children inadvertently
reward a child’s negativity by increasing
their own energy level in counter
therapeutic ways. They may also lower
their own energy level when considering what these children do well—
sometimes even ignoring the positives
altogether. As a result, these kids may
come to believe that their inherent
goodness goes unseen by adults. A
better way to handle intense kids is to
embrace their successes in highly
energized ways that help them build
“inner wealth.” You’ll discover how to:
Use techniques to encourage positive behavior and help children
internalize a growing sense of inner
competence

■■

Convey deeply nourishing expressions of appreciation that fulfill the
child’s craving for connection

■■

Transtheoretical knowledge of how
change occurs that will enhance your
clinical effectiveness

■■

How to shift unconscious, implicit
emotional learnings into richly felt,
conscious targets of change

■■

■■

How to set up the “juxtaposition
experience” that unlocks and rewrites
the neural encoding of a target emotional learning

■■

Offer families clear and empowering feedback about how their
traditional, well-intentioned
parenting strategies are backfiring
Inspire intense and difficult children
to become more collaborative and
make wiser choices

■■

Continued with workshop 510

Continued with workshop 511

Continued with workshop 512

Nancy Napier, LMFT, is a psychotherapist
and hypnotherapist. She’s on the faculty of
the Somatic Experiencing Trauma Institute
and is the author of Recreating Your Self,
Getting through the Day, and Sacred
Practices for Conscious Living.

Bruce Ecker, MA, LMFT, is codirector of
the Coherence Psychology Institute, co-originator of Coherence Therapy, and coauthor
of Unlocking the Emotional Brain and
Depth Oriented Brief Therapy.

Howard Glasser, MA, is the founder and
board chairman of the Children’s Success
Foundation, creator of the Nurtured Heart
Approach, and author of Transforming
the Difficult Child.
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GEORGE FALLER & JAMES FURROW

By zeroing in on underlying attachment
needs, Emotionally Focused Family
Therapy (EFFT) offers a powerful
process for transformational change.
This workshop will show you how to
help family members work through
distress and past injuries to create new
relational patterns, bond with each
other, and experience a fuller sense
of security. Whether you work with
individuals, couples, or families, you’ll
discover how to:
Use EEFT to understand a family’s
emotional dynamics and access
attachment issues

■■

Create new patterns of emotional
healing that unblock a family’s natural
ability to repair

■■

Identify protection patterns that
keep individuals from opening to
vulnerability

■■

Use a three-stage process for
creating deeper family connections
that involves modeling positive new
interaction patterns

■■

Continued with workshop 513
George Faller, LMFT, founder of the New
York Center for EFT, teaches at the Ackerman
Institute for the Family and is the director of
training at the Center for Hope and Renewal.
James Furrow, PhD, is a leader in the
development and practice of EFT. He’s
coauthor, with Susan Johnson, of
Becoming an EFT Therapist, and
editor of The EFT Casebook.

DEANY LALIOTIS

Underlying all the techniques and
methodologies for treating trauma
today is a core set of fundamental skills
that determine a clinician’s effectiveness
in this challenging arena of practice.
This workshop will identify and explore
in depth the clinical skills that transcend theoretical paradigms, bringing
together all that we know about trauma
treatment. You’ll discover:
How to increase your ability to track
and respond to a client’s moment-tomoment experience, especially during
extreme states of distress that carry
the danger of retraumatization

■■

How to rise to the challenge of
negotiating with difficult parts of the
client’s inner self that can become
activated without warning

■■

The importance of helping clients
access their strengths and reinforce
their resilience, rather than allowing
them to define themselves as victims
of trauma

■■

How to expand your ability to work
with the “radical aloneness” that lies
at trauma’s core

■■

Continued with workshop 514
Deany Laliotis, LICSW, is a trainer, clinical consultant, and practitioner of EMDR.
She’s the Director of Training for EMDR
Institute, Inc., and is the codirector of
EMDR of Greater Washington.

So many
great teachers
under one
roof!

saturday All Day

We’ve all internalized rules growing
up that defined who and what we
could be. Attempts to break these
largely unconscious rules can elicit
powerful physical and psychological
survival responses that stop us in our
tracks and block our potential. But by
tapping into our optimal future self—a
wiser, more evolved aspect of who we
are—we can access a variety of new
experiences. The optimal future self can
lead to new body states and perceptions, heal shame and trauma-based
responses, and mobilize internal
resources with your clients. In this
workshop, you’ll explore how to:

BRUCE ECKER

PARTS 1 & 2

Morning
Workshops

Jack Kornfield

Trudy Goodman

Janina Fisher

Laura Markham

David Treadway

11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Family

Trauma
Family

415

Brain Science
Misc
Trauma
Brain Science

Misc

All Together Now
Mindfulness, Psychotherapy, Identity, and Love
Supported by neuroscience research,
mindfulness practice has demonstrated its ability to ease stress, control
anxiety and depression, and improve
cognition, focus, and memory. As its
reach and influence has increased,
mindfulness has raised fundamental
questions about its role in therapy.
How do these modalities fit together, what might mindfulness add to
psychological treatment, and what
might it tell us about who we are underneath it all? Through story, clinical
examples, and experiential practice,
this workshop will explore the gifts,
meanings, and new conundrums of
the practice of mindfulness and loving
awareness for clients. You’ll discover:
How to help clients understand the
connection between mindfulness and
the heartfelt experience of love

■■

Ways to address the potential
downsides to mindfulness training,
including unhealthy detachment,
spiritual bypass, and an overfocus on
personal, psychological dramas

■■

The benefits of integrating the revolutionary elements of good mindfulness
training into your clinical approach

■■

Jack Kornfield, PhD, trained as a Buddhist
monk and clinical psychologist, is cofounder
of the Insight Meditation Society and of Spirit
Rock Center. His many books include The Wise
Heart and After the Ecstasy, the Laundry.
Trudy Goodman, PhD, founder of Insight
LA, is a psychotherapist and senior teacher
in Zen and mindfulness traditions. She
cofounded the nation’s first Institute for
Meditation and Psychotherapy.

Trauma

Brain Science

Creating Safety with
High-Conflict Couples
A Nonverbal Approach
JANINA FISHER

High-conflict couples can stymie
even the most experienced therapist,
turning the office into a verbal boxing
ring, and us into referees or speechless bystanders. When our usual ways
of working don’t slow the battle, much
less transform it, nonverbal approaches can help volatile couples move
beyond their habitual escalations. This
workshop provides simple interventions drawn from Sensorimotor Psychotherapy that teach couples how to
create safety and real intimacy in their
relationships. You’ll discover how to:
Increase the ability of both partners
to communicate using body language,
gesture, and movement.

■■

Inspire couples to practice new
patterns of interacting that increase
safety and intimacy, such as deliberately relaxing their bodies and pausing for ceasefires

■■

Help highly reactive couples slow
their pace and avoid confrontation
by observing their physical and
emotional responses to each other

■■

Reframe clients’ reactivity as
“triggering” rather than trying to assign
blame for hurt and distressed feelings

■■

Janina Fisher, PhD, is a licensed clinical
psychologist and instructor at the trauma
Center in Boston, a senior faculty member
of the Sensorimotor Psychotherapy Institute,
and a former instructor at Harvard
Medical School.
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What Parents Really Want

A Time for Senior Clinicians

Cooperation without Punishment

Facing Our Late Career Challenges

LAURA MARKHAM

DAVID TREADWAY

Clients challenged by their children often resort to old-fashioned reward and
threat strategies like timeouts, sticker
charts, and consequences. But the best
parenting tool is always the relationship with, not control over, the child. By
emphasizing parental self-regulation,
strengthening parent-child connection,
and welcoming emotions while setting
limits, the Peaceful Parenting approach
offers hope for parents who don’t want
to punish but don’t know what else to
do. In this workshop, you’ll discover
how to:

As they move through the more advanced stages of their careers, senior
therapists can enhance their work by
exploring the impact of their own
aging on their lives and clinical
perspective. In this workshop, we’ll
discuss the insights we’ve gleaned
through decades of experience that
have changed the way we work with
and relate to our clients. We’ll share
how clients’ projections on us as allwise elders, the loss of colleagues and
friends, run-ins with medical issues,
and the prospect of retirement all
shape our experience as healers.
You’ll discover:

Transform your clients’ relationships with their children with preventive maintenance rituals, like purposeful roughhousing, special time,
and scheduled meltdowns, that help
children work through emotions and
connect with parents

■■

Adapt mindfulness techniques like
body scans and the PAUSE Button
to help parents become more aware
of their emotions in the moment,
and ultimately rewire their brains for
greater presence and empathy

■■

Empower clients to help their children want to cooperate by using emotion coaching to stay connected with
their child even while setting limits

■■

Laura Markham, PhD, is author
of Peaceful Parents, Happy Kids,
Peaceful Parents, Happy Siblings,
and The Peaceful Parent,
Happy Kids Workbook.

How your evolving therapeutic
style and role that comes with age can
benefit your clients

■■

How other older therapists have
effectively responded to shifts in the
field and the proliferation of new
methods in ways that have best served
their clients

■■

How your own issues with aging
effect your work with your clients and
how theirs can be helpful to you

■■

Methods for navigating the challenges of moving into the next stage
of your personal and professional life

■■

David Treadway, PhD, is a therapist
who’s been giving workshops and trainings
for 40 years. He’s a long-time contributor
to Psychotherapy Networker, and the
author of Treating Couples Well and four
other books.
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This is such
a wonderful experience.
It’s educational, entertaining,
and energizing.

JACK KORNFIELD & TRUDY GOODMAN

416

Family

Barry Jacobs

Julia Mayer

David Wexler

Joan Klagsbrun

Howard Schubiner

Morning 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
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Promoting Positive Caregiving

Family
Trauma
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Trauma
Brain Science
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Disarming Shame

Misc

Family

Trauma

422

Brain Science

Misc

Focusing and
the Felt Sense

Helping Clients
Unlearn Their Pain

Engaging the Wisdom of the Body

The New Neuroscience of Pain

How Therapist Self-Disclosure Can Engage
Male Clients

BARRY JACOBS & JULIA MAYER

DAVID WEXLER

JOAN KLAGSBRUN

HOWARD SCHUBINER

While caring for aging parents is often
portrayed as a physical, psychological, and financial burden, there’s a
growing body of research suggesting
that caregivers can derive important
benefits from their role, including
increased life satisfaction and even
improved health. In fact, caregivers
have the potential to get stronger as
they gain the skills to provide care
more effectively, even in the face of
a loved one’s decline. This workshop
will explore how therapists can enable
caregivers to experience the growth
potential in their mission. You’ll focus
on how to:

If you’ve ever worked with men, you
know how intensely sensitive they can
be to shame and feelings of incompetence. If therapists can’t de-shame the
therapeutic experience, men won’t
stay for very long, and won’t be as real
as they need to be to benefit from the
experience. Therapist self-disclosure,
carefully calibrated, can be extremely
effective in disarming male shame and
its behavioral cousins: denial, minimization, defensiveness, and avoidance.
Through video and case examples,
you’ll explore how to:

There’s a resource, implicit in each of
us, that has the capacity to accelerate
the healing process and make therapy
more effective. Focusing invites clients
to pause and access their “felt sense,”
or implicit body wisdom, which lies
right at the edge of awareness. Once
they’ve discovered their felt sense,
clients can speak from their feelings
instead of about them, and are often
released from stuck places. This workshop will demonstrate how the Focusing process can be integrated into any
kind of therapeutic orientation. You’ll
discover how to:

Nearly half of all clients in therapy
have physical pain, yet for the majority
of these individuals, their pain has no
clear medical cause. This is particularly true for those with back and neck
pain, headaches, fibromyalgia, and
abdominal-pelvic pain. Neuroscientists
now know that all pain is constructed
by the brain’s alarm mechanism,
which can be activated by either
physical injury or perceived emotional
threat. This workshop will provide
tools and step-by-step techniques to
help therapists simultaneously address
physical and emotional pain.
You’ll discover:

Clarify clients’ sense of purpose in
deciding to provide hands-on care,
and normalize the ambivalence and
frustration that comes with it

■■

Teach intentional practices—including mindful awareness, daily reflection, and prospective retrospection—
to help them savor the meaning of
their undertaking

■■

Identify and nurture positive beliefs
that will sustain caregiving

■■

Barry Jacobs, PsyD, is the director of behavioral sciences for the Crozer-Keystone Family
Medicine Residency Program. He’s author
of The Emotional Survival Guide for
Caregivers, and coauthor with Julia Mayer
of AARP Meditations for Caregivers.
Julia Mayer, PsyD, is a clinical psychologist
specializing in women’s identity, caregivers,
and relationship issues. She’s author of
A Fleeting State of Mind.
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Develop the “twinship experience”
with clients to disarm male defenses
and activate male engagement

■■

Carefully craft effective therapist
self-disclosure to facilitate engagement
and sharing, while also recognizing
when not to self-disclose

■■

Establish more authentic, human-tohuman connection with even the most
defended male clients by revealing
emotional reactions in the moment
and personal experiences from the past

■■

David Wexler, PhD, is a clinical psychologist specializing in the treatment of relationship in conflict. He’s the executive director of
the Relationship Training Institute and the
author of six books and many articles and
book chapters.

Apply Focusing to your current
therapeutic approach and expand
clients’ access to their somatic self and
nonverbal awareness

■■

Use Focusing to enhance clients’
capacity for insight and to work with
emotional issues in a gentle yet powerful manner

■■

Implement Focusing with specific
types of cases, including clients
dealing with serious illness, anxiety,
or depression

■■

Use Focusing to enhance your own
well-being as a therapist

■■

Joan Klagsbrun, PhD, a clinical psychologist, is adjunct faculty at Lesley University.
She developed the CD “Focusing- Listening
to the Deeper Self,” and the video “A
Focusing Approach to Life-Changing
Illness.”

An approach to distinguishing
clients with psychophysiologic pain
from those with more structurally
caused pain

■■

How to help clients understand the
psychophysiological process for pain
in ways that encourage their commitment to positive action

■■

How to use mindfulness-based cognitive-behavioral techniques to address
psychophysiologic pain in clients

■■

Howard Schubiner, MD, is an internist
at Providence Hospital and a professor at
Michigan State University. He’s the author
of Unlearn Your Pain, Unlearn Your
Anxiety and Depression and coauthor of
Hidden from View.
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Gratitude and Meaning in Caring for
Aging Parents

Signe Simon

Simone Humphrey

Margaret Wehrenberg

Ron Taffel

John & Julie Gottman

Ian Kerner

Morning 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Family

Trauma

Brain Science

Luncheon Address
423

Misc

Family

The Millenial Lovelink

Working with Autism
and Anxiety

425

Family

Trauma

Brain Science

Healing Parent-Child Cutoffs

426

Misc
Family

Trauma

Brain Science

Sex Therapy for the
21st Century

Hidden Problems and Effective Solutions

Helping the Rejected Parent Make Things
Right Again

SIGNE SIMON & SIMONE HUMPHREY

MARGARET WEHRENBERG

RON TAFFEL

IAN KERNER

Many millennials are choosing to
ditch gender identifiers like male and
female, and shed labels like single, taken,
gay, or straight. They’re shucking them
in favor of fluidity—the belief that
one’s deeply personal sense of gender,
sexuality, or in-relationship identity
can be more elusive and shifting than
previous generations acknowledged.
We’ll explore how working with fluid
millennial clients can be both enlightening and challenging, especially
when helping them navigate issues of
intimacy, love, and sex. In this workshop, led by two millennial therapists,
you’ll discover:

High-functioning autism isn’t always
easy to spot. But when clients who
enter therapy for panic, anxiety,
or social phobia fail to respond to
standard treatment protocols, autism
might be a complicating factor. Often
undiagnosed in women and academically successful people who are over
30, autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
creates anxiety, which can then appear
as the primary issue. In this workshop,
you’ll discover how people on the
spectrum experience anxiety, and how
treatment for generalized anxiety,
panic disorder, or social anxiety can
be adjusted for the diagnosis. You’ll
explore how to:

Well-meaning parents who’ve been
rejected by their children of all ages
are often in tremendous pain. While
they may be outwardly hurt and angry,
internally they’re silently wrestling
with shame and questions like “How
could my own child seem to not love
me, or even like me?” They may feel
less than human, and worry if anything can be done to heal ruptures
with their children that seem destined
to last a lifetime. This workshop will
help therapists address failed relationships between a parent and children
of all ages. You’ll discover:

Effective sex therapy goes beyond what
happens in the consulting room and
requires behavioral interventions that
clients can work on between sessions.
Although “homework” is a regular part
of sex therapy, clinicians’ standard
packages of exercises are often woefully incomplete and outdated. While
our understanding of sexuality has
evolved considerably since the work of
Masters and Johnson, many therapists
still commonly assign homework that
originated with them. This workshop
takes sex-therapy interventions into
the 21st century. You’ll discover:

Parent and therapist guidelines
for reengaging children alienated by
seemingly unforgivable acts, bitter
divorces, and ongoing family triangulation

■■

How millennials approach romantic
love differently, including the challenge of committing to relationships
despite the endless options of dating
apps, and squaring desire for independence with commitment needs

■■

The qualities that millennials most
value in therapists, like directness and
self-disclosure, and how to embody
them
How to truly connect with millennial
clients by speaking their distinctive
language, which includes tinder, bumble,
ghosting, benching, and breadcrumbing

■■

Signe Simon, MSE, is a psychology doctoral
student and cofounder of LOVELINK, an
online resource and podcast on modern love.
Simone Humphrey, MA, is a psychology
doctoral student and cofounder of
LOVELINK.
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A Therapist’s Guide to Modern Love, Sex,
and Identity

■■
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Accurately identify when generalized anxiety, panic, or social fears are
caused by ASD

■■

Unblock obstacles to releasing worry
in ASD clients, like illogical thinking
and idiosyncratic use of language

■■

Assess when panic attacks are really
ASD meltdowns and apply appropriate interventions, such as learning to
predict patterns and preparing a safe
place

■■

Relieve social anxiety by strengthening the underdeveloped capacity
of people with ASD to self-soothe and
change their self-talk

■■

Margaret Wehrenberg, PsyD, is a psychologist, speaker, and author of The 10 Best
Anxiety Busters and The 10 Best-Ever
Depression Management Techniques.

■■

Strategies that stop mutually abusive
dances due to temperamental differences, compulsive criticism, and holding on to hurts and disappointments

■■

Beyond Masters and Johnson

The latest science of sexual desire,
including the distinction between
spontaneous vs. responsive desire, and
the dual-control model
How to intervene with a client’s lack
of desire, or a couple’s desire discrepancy, by using “willingness windows,”
core erotic theme development, and
sex-script expansion

■■

Innovations for addressing a client’s erectile disorder, premature or
delayed ejaculation, inhibited arousal,
and sexual-pain and orgasm issues

Techniques to foster nondefensive
listening, metaphors that reframe the
past, and rituals that ease intergenerational trauma

■■

How to turn unrelenting rejection
around by stopping the pursuer-distancer dynamic, lessening angry martyrdom, and easing the paralyzing fear
of making things worse

■■

■■

■■

Ron Taffel, PhD, chair of the Institute for
Contemporary Psychotherapy, is the author
of eight professional and popular books and
over 100 articles on therapy and family life.

How to use the data and feedback
from client homework to enhance
your treatment outcomes
Ian Kerner, PhD, LMFT, is a sex therapist
and the bestselling author of She Comes
First. He writes for CNN and Prevention
Magazine, and is on the Board of Directors
of AASECT.

Misc

The New Science of Couples and
Family Therapy
JOHN GOTTMAN & JULIE GOTTMAN

The names John and Julie Gottman
have become synonymous with
scientifically sound couples practice.
They’ve spent decades developing an evidence base for the field
through their work, and have honed
their techniques for stabilizing marriage through research with nearly
3,000 couples.
In their latest book, The Science of
Couples and Family Therapy, the Gottmans note that, while it’s a mainstay
of couples and family training,
general systems theory hasn’t established an impressive track record as
a therapeutic method. They believe
it’s time to integrate recent research
findings into clinical approaches
grounded in a second wave of science-based systems theory. In
this address, you’ll explore:
How to better help couples
develop the trust, enduring commitment, and physiological calm that
are the key to yielding more robust
and measurable clinical outcomes

■■

Approved for 1 CE hour. To register
for this event, see page 84.
John Gottman, PhD, is cofounder of
the Gottman Institute. The author
of hundreds of journal articles and 48
books, he’s received numerous awards for
his marriage and family research.
Julie Gottman, PhD, is cofounder and
President of the Gottman Institute. The
author of five books, she’s cocreator of
The Art and Science of Love weekend
workshops for couples, and the Gottman
international clinical training program.
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It was
awesome
to dance,
connect,
and listen
to fabulous
speakers.

424

Trauma

Afternoon
Workshops

John Gottman

Julie Gottman

William Bumberry

Vagdevi Meunier

Ron Taffel

Deb Dana

Ian Kerner

Linda Graham

3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
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Family
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The Magic Trio
What We Know Makes Couples Therapy Work
JOHN GOTTMAN, JULIE GOTTMAN,
WILLIAM BUMBERRY &
VAGDEVI MEUNIER

How to enhance a couple’s capacity
for gratitude, cherishing, and
commitment

■■

Trauma
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Interventions that increase couples’
ability to deescalate anger, manage
conflict, and repair ruptures in the
relationship

■■

How to stay calm in the midst of
couples’ relationship conflicts and
have hope when they feel hopeless

■■

John Gottman, PhD, is cofounder of The
Gottman Institute.
Julie Gottman, PhD, is cofounder and
president of The Gottman Institute.
William Bumberry, PhD, is a psychologist,
a Gottman Therapist and Master Trainer.
Vagdevi Meunier, PsyD, is a psychologist,
a Gottman Therapist and Master Trainer,
and the founder and executive director of
The Center for Relationships.
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Millennials Rising 2.0 – This
Time “It’s Personal”
How Young Adults Are Changing the Therapy
Relationship Forever
RON TAFFEL

Millennials are coming into therapy
with challenging new expectations
about the therapeutic relationship.
These 18- to 35-year-olds—with their
staunch belief in collaboration,
attunement to power-based microaggression, and impatience with anything
remotely dull or canned—are pushing
therapists to adjust their roles in unexpected ways. In this workshop, we’ll
explore how to create a secure therapeutic connection with millennials,
and surprising ways to engage them.
You’ll discover:
How to incorporate texting into
therapy to create greater openness and
connection, use as a mindfulness tool,
and help repair damaged relationships

■■

How the therapist’s nonlinear
role-flexibility and willingness to
self-disclose, discuss sensitive biases,
and address cultural phenomena can
deepen the treatment relationship

■■

Guidelines for different types of
self-disclosure, emotional sharing, and
storytelling that millennials need to
fully trust their therapists
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Bringing a Polyvagal
Perspective into Therapy
How to Safely Navigate Emotional Storms
DEB DANA

When life—and therapy—brings scary
moments, it’s the body’s autonomic nervous system that takes action.
Polyvagal Theory has revolutionized
our understanding of both how this
system works, and how to create safety
and connection. In this workshop,
you’ll learn how to harness the healing
potential of the autonomic nervous
system to help your clients navigate
the storms of fight, flight, and
collapse. You’ll discover how to:
Use your own autonomic nervous
system to create an environment of
safety for your clients

■■

Develop the expressive range of your
eyes, voice, breath, and body to enrich
your nonverbal attunement skills

■■

Help your clients listen to their
internal state and let go of their problem story

■■

Reliably guide your clients from
state to state and enhance their capacity for self-regulation

■■

■■

Strategies to get your advice and
therapeutic directives across in ways
that can match the power of the millennial friend group, their online habits, and contemporary multitasking
■■

Ron Taffel, PhD, chair of the Institute for
Contemporary Psychotherapy, is author of
eight books and over 100 articles on therapy
and family life.
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Deb Dana, LCSW, is coeditor, with Stephen
Porges, of Clinical Applications of the
Polyvagal Theory: The Emergence
of Polyvagal-Informed Therapies and
the author of The Polyvagal Theory in
Therapy: Engaging the Rhythm of
Regulation.
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New Perspectives on Porn
Its Uses and Misuses
IAN KERNER

True or false: porn desensitizes people
to genuine intimacy? Or wait, true or
false: porn use is a normal, healthy
expression of human sexuality? Porn
is a confusing and polarizing topic
that can easily trigger therapists’
negative countertransference. But the
fact is that people in the United States
visit more porn sites each month than
they do Amazon, Netflix, and Twitter
combined. In this workshop,
you’ll discover:
How to assess if porn is or isn’t a
problem in relationships, and how
to avoid therapeutic potholes in the
process

■■

How to handle clients’ self-diagnosis of “porn addict” and explore the
context and assumptions surrounding
their self-assessment

■■

A CBT-based program that uses
harm reduction, mindfulness, and
cognitive reframing to regulate problematic relationships to porn

■■

A review of “ethical porn” and how
it can be used to help patients with a
range of common sexual problems

■■

Ian Kerner, PhD, LMFT, is a sex therapist and the author of She Comes
First. He writes about sexuality for CNN
and Prevention Magazine, and is on
the Board of Directors of the American
Association of Sexuality Educators,
Counselors and Therapists.
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Breaking the Spell
of Our Digital Devices
Helping Clients Embrace a More
Embodied Life
LINDA GRAHAM

There’s no question that our near
constant use of the internet, apps,
and texting have transformed how we
relate to each other. The ubiquity of
our devices and the huge bite they’ve
taken out of authentic, in-person
communication has become a pressing
mental health concern that therapists
are just beginning to address. In this
workshop, you’ll explore how to help
clients assess the impact of their overuse of digital technologies and balance
it out for a more fully embodied life.
You’ll discover:
Emerging research on the long-term
effect of digital devices on attention,
empathy, friendships, and self-reflection

■■

How technology contributes to digital addiction and emotional constriction in clients’ lives

■■

Protocols for digital detoxes that
can reduce brain fog, mood swings,
and isolation, all while promoting better sleep, authentic relationality, and
enhanced well-being

■■

How to help clients reawaken to
“real life” relationships, tolerate messy
emotions, and get comfortable with
solitude and intimacy

■■

Linda Graham, MFT, is a psychotherapist
who integrates relational psychology,
mindfulness, and neuroscience in her trainings. She’s the author of Bouncing Back:
Rewiring Your Brain for Maximum
Resilience and Well-Being.
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saturday Afternoon

In recent years, research has identified
key, measurable elements of happy
and stable long-term relationships.
They include trust, attunement, listening compassionately and nondefensively within conflict, a relational safe
haven, and emotional commitment.
In this workshop, you’ll acquire tools
for approaching couples therapy more
effectively. You’ll discover:

MiscFamily

uma

Gina Biegel

Amy Weintraub

Patrick Dougherty

Barry Jacobs

Julia Mayer

Afternoon 3:00 p.m.– 5:00 p.m.
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Taking in the Good
Mindfulness for Teens and Young Adults
GINA BIEGEL

How to help teens and young adults
turn positive experiences into lasting
resources for safety, satisfaction, and
connection

■■

When Mind-Body Practices
Go Wrong
How to Match Clients with the Right Methods
AMY WEINTRAUB

Have you ever had clients try a mindfulness exercise that made them more
anxious, or get emotionally flooded
when you asked them to breathe
deeply? What about clients who are
quick to tell you, “I don’t like that
breathing stuff!”? If you’re applying
mind–body practices like pranayama
breathing, meditation, mudras, or
mantras in your session, it’s important
to understand which practices are best
suited to which conditions, such as
depression, anxiety, and disassociated
states, and what effects and possible
abreactions these practices can evoke.
You’ll discover how to:
Apply appropriate breathing and
meditation practices based on your
client’s presenting mood and diagnosis

■■

Recent advances in positive neuroplasticity that cultivate the four levels
of self-care for clients

■■

How to teach teens and young adults
to shift from reacting impulsively to
responding mindfully to stress

■■

■■

■■

Gina Biegel, MA, LMFT, is a therapist,
researcher, and author of Be Mindful
& Stress Less, The Stress Reduction
Workbook for Teens, and the Be
Mindful Card Deck for Teens. She’s the
founder of the Mindfulness-Based Stress
Reduction Program for Teens (MBSR-T)
and CEO of Stressed Teens.
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Help clients learn breathing,
toning, and hand-gesture practices to
self-regulate between sessions
Incorporate simple yoga skills like
adapted breathing and meditations
in clinical settings, even when clients
express cultural, religious, or personal
resistance to practicing yoga
Note: No CE credit for this workshop.
Amy Weintraub, MFA, ERYT 500, C-IAYT,
author of Yoga Skills for Therapists
and Yoga for Depression, is the founder
of LifeForce Yoga, and offers trainings for
health and yoga professionals worldwide.

Misc

New Perspectives
on Intergenerational and
Collective Trauma
Widening the Frame
PATRICK DOUGHERTY

Our growing understanding of intergenerational and collective trauma
is challenging therapists’ standard
treatment methods. Recognizing that
some trauma can be inherited—or be
shared by groups, communities, ethnicities, and nationalities—can open
up new avenues of healing, especially
for clients who otherwise seem stuck.
In this workshop, you’ll learn to identify and process the subtle signs of intergenerational and collective trauma in
your clients. You’ll explore how to:
Develop a framework and language
for understanding how intergenerational and collective trauma can complicate a client’s personal trauma

■■

Engage clients with specific techniques, including active imagination,
body posture, and using therapeutically evocative language to help them
process their intergenerational and
collective trauma

■■

Design a protocol for responding to
acute collective trauma events so your
own emotional reactions don’t distract
from your client’s response

■■

Patrick Dougherty, MA, LP, is a psychologist with nearly 40 years of experience. He’s
part of an international training group
developing quantifiable methods for dealing with intergenerational and collective
trauma.
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Preventing Gray Divorce
Addressing the Stresses of Late-Life Marriage
BARRY JACOBS & JULIA MAYER

While there’s an expectation that
marital happiness will increase in the
last third of life, when many couples
are freer of family responsibilities,
the reality is more complicated than
that. Empty-nest syndrome, decreased
physical intimacy, poor adjustment to
retirement, and the advent of chronic
illness are all driving rates of so-called
“gray divorce” to record highs. Spouses over 50 are now twice as likely to
divorce than they were in 1990. For
those over 65, the likelihood is three
times higher. In this workshop, we’ll
look at the stresses of long-term, latelife marriages, and examine couples
therapy modifications for older clients. You’ll discover how to:
Identify each spouse’s existential
mission and whether it’s supported by
the relationship

■■

Create effective frameworks for
couples’ negotiations of life changes

■■

Facilitate the processing of loss
through mindful reflection and grief
rituals

■■

Support couples in setting new
boundaries and expectations with
family members

■■

Barry Jacobs, PsyD, is director of behavioral sciences for the Crozer-Keystone Family
Medicine Residency Program and author
of The Emotional Survival Guide for
Caregivers.
Julia Mayer, PsyD, is a clinical psychologist
and author of A Fleeting State of Mind.

The Symposium keeps me
on top of everything that’s
happening in the field.

saturday Afternoon

As they try to navigate the demands
of school, online social lives, and daily
pressures, many teens and young
adults today are worried, in pain,
angry, and even out of control. In fact,
1 in 5 of them currently has or will
have a serious mental illness. To make
it through the emotional dysregulation of these complex years, they need
a strong inner compass, and in this
workshop, you’ll discover the evidence-based protocol that combines
mindfulness and positive neuroplasticity to help establish that compass.
You’ll explore:
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SATURDAY
DINNER EVENT
David Kessler

Kirsten Lind Seal

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

Alexandra Solomon

Afternoon 3:00 p.m.– 5:00 p.m.
524
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Grief and Addiction
Dealing with the “if only’s”
DAVID KESSLER

As a result of the opioid epidemic, the
United States saw its largest recorded increase in overdose deaths last
year. Overdoes are now officially the
leading cause of death among adults
under 50. What do we need to do differently for clients grieving for a loved
one who overdosed? And how do
therapists themselves deal with the loss
of an addicted client? Full of strategies
for healing after the trauma of loss,
this workshop will help you explore:
Why addiction grief is often
weighted in self-blame and guilt

■■

How to help loved ones sort
through the shame, isolation, and
the roles they played in an addiction
death

■■

Particular tools for helping clients
deal with addiction grief and the “if
only’s” that accompany it, such as
responsibility clarification and separating out the loved one’s voice from the
addiction

■■

David Kessler, MA, RN, is a contributing
writer for Oprah.com, Dr. Oz’s Sharecare.
com, Anderson Cooper 360, and The
Huffington Post. He’s the founder of grief.
com and the author of five books, including
two with Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, and You
Can Heal Your Heart and Divorce or
Death with Louise Hay.
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Working with
Cross-Cultural Couples

It’s Time to Retool
“The Talk”

Unexplored Issues in Therapy

Helping Millennials Navigate the Brave
New World of Intimate Relationships

KIRSTEN LIND SEAL

In the United States, 1 in 6 new marriages is interethnic or interracial. Today’s
therapists need to be equipped to help
cross-cultural couples not only navigate
the usual intimacy and communication
concerns, but also address issues of
identity, privilege and cultural differences, which are often ignored in traditional couples therapy. To do this well, and
enhance our therapeutic effectiveness,
we must examine our own blind spots
and biases around race and culture. In
this workshop, you’ll explore:
The issues most often encountered
with cross-cultural couples, such as an
uneven awareness of privilege and the
hidden relational impact of cultural
assumptions and values

■■

How to help couples name and navigate their differences by exploring
conflicting cultural norms around
gender roles and couple formation

■■

Interventions designed specifically
to treat cross-cultural couples, including attending to pacing to ensure full
language comprehension, and validating the more marginalized partner’s
experiences of racism

■■

Note: This workshop fulfills many state
board requirements for training in
cultural competency.
Kirsten Lind Seal, PhD, is a marriage and
family therapist and an adjunct assistant
professor of MFT at Saint Mary’s University
of Minnesota. She appears regularly on
Relationship Reboot, a weekly segment on
WCCO (CBS) TV’s Midmorning show.
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ALEXANDRA SOLOMON

Modern love presents us with a dizzying array of choices and challenges,
but young adults in particular are
navigating a brave new world of intimate relationships. Sex education for
them, while vital, tends to be absent or
limited. Although new research tells
us that young adults crave input about
love, sex, and marriage from “elders”
like clinicians, parents, and teachers,
for some of us, these intergenerational
love dialogs (ILDs) can feel difficult, if
not impossible, to foster. In this workshop, you’ll discover how to:
Offer your young clients a “wholehearted” relationship education
that prepares them to make choices
aligned with who they are and who
they want to be

■■

Misc

My Most
Transformative Session:
An Evening of Storytelling

With Susan Johnson, Martha Manning,
David Treadway, Kirsten Lind Seal, David Kessler
Host: Rich Simon
7 : 0 0 P. M .
This evening of candid storytelling about the intimate moments of therapeutic practice has become such a hit for attendees that we’re bringing it back for
the third year in a row!
Join five Master Therapists as they invite you into an evening of deep listening and authentic experience. As in the acclaimed first-person storytelling
program The Moth, each therapist will recount a deeply felt, real-life experience that will inspire, provoke, and enchant. The more you listen, the more
you’ll feel like you’re huddled around a campfire exchanging stories and insights in an

Examine intrapsychic, relational,
and larger systemic constraints to
ILDs, especially how these constraints
create either silence or dead-ends

experience of communal discovery. Each therapist will reveal a tale from the heart about

Set the stage for ILDs that utilize
wisdom, curiosity, and authenticity,
and yield relational self-awareness

out—and leave with a deepened sense of what it means at the core to be a therapist.

■■

■■

Alexandra Solomon, PhD, is a licensed
clinical psychologist and clinical assistant
professor at Northwestern University. She’s
the author of Loving Bravely: 20 Lessons
of Self-Discovery to Help You Get the
Love You Want.

a session, a client, or a therapeutic moment that stands out from all the others because
it was . . . the most touching? Surprising? Humbling? Explosive? Hilarious? Come find
Objective: You’ll explore aspects and implications of the therapy experience that may
be applied to clients in your practice.
Susan Johnson, EdD, developer of EFT, is the author of Love Sense. Martha Manning, PhD, is a writer
and clinical psychologist. David Treadway, PhD, is the author of Treating Couples Well. David Kessler,
MA, RN, is an author and the founder of grief.com. Kirsten Lind Seal, PhD, is a marriage and family
therapist and a contributor on Relationship Reboot.

Approved for 1 CE credit. To register for this dinner event, see page 84.
REGISTER AT PSYCHOTHERAPYNETWORKER.ORG
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Sunday

— Bring home new possibilities for your practice

Sunday Workshops
601

M
 aintaining the Heart and Soul of Therapy
IRVIN YALOM & SUSAN JOHNSON

Irvin Yalom

Susan Johnson

Jody Wager

Highlights
7:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast
7:30 a.m. Sunday Bookstore
8:30 a.m. Keynote Address
		
Networker Lifetime
Achievement Award
“Reflections on the
Therapist’s Journey”
Irvin Yalom
10:00 a.m. Sunday Workshops
		#601–619
1:00 p.m. Workshops End

CO N T INU ING E DUC ATI ON IN FORMATION
CE credit from boards may vary for some presentations and
workshops. For more information, see page 87 or
psychotherapynetworker.org for the most up-to-date details.
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602 C ouples Therapy for Treating Trauma

611 T herapeutic Activities with Kids and Families
MARTHA STRAUS

JULIE GOTTMAN &

612 T he Last-Chance Couple

616 C reating Secure Connection in Couples Therapy
KATHRYN RHEEM

PETER FRAENKEL

 aking Couples Therapy Stick
617 M

STEVEN STOSNY

JOHN GOTTMAN

603 T herapy with a Coaching Edge

613 T he Fundamentals of Sport Psychology
LYNN GRODZKI

604 Demystifying Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)

614 T he Myth of Sex Addiction

615 T he Power of Embodied Presence
KENNETH HARDY

606 F rom Dysfunction to Erotic Discovery

 DMA and Psychotherapy
607 M
608 F rom Ego to Self

SUZANNE IASENZA

MICHAEL MITHOEFER

LOCH KELLY

609 E MDR as a Model for Practice
610 The New Monogamy

DEANY LALIOTIS

TAMMY NELSON

JOE BAVONESE

 eeping the Inspiration Alive
619 K
JOE KORT

DJ MORAN

605 I ssues for Therapists of Color

618 C reating a Group Practice

MITCHELL GREENE

SUEANNE PILIERO

JODY WAGER & NAOMI NIM

Sunday

Workshops

Irvin Yalom

Sunday Keynote
Reflections on the
Therapist’s Journey
IRVIN YALOM

How therapists can deepen the
impact of their work as they move
through the different stages of
their career

■■

Approved for 1 CE hour
Irvin Yalom, PhD, is the author of many
books, including his latest, Becoming
Myself: A Psychiatrist’s Memoir.
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Susan Johnson

John Gottman

Julie Gottman

Lynn Grodzki

DJ Moran

Kenneth Hardy

10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
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Maintaining the Heart
and Soul of Therapy

Couples Therapy
for Treating Trauma

A Dialogue with Irvin Yalom

The Gottman Method Approach

IRVIN YALOM & SUSAN JOHNSON

JULIE GOTTMAN & JOHN GOTTMAN

LYNN GRODZKI

DJ MORAN

At a time when our lives continue to
speed up and our engagement with
digital devices continues to siphon off
attention from our intimate connections, is therapy as we’ve known it
doomed to be replaced by apps and
computer programs? In this session,
two of our field’s most noted practitioners, both of whom view therapy
as a deeply personal experience, will
explore how the therapeutic encounter can remain relevant in a rapidly
changing world. Using video to bring
more detail and immediacy to their
conversation, they’ll focus on the need
to go beyond theory and technique
to highlight the therapist’s emotional
engagement and use of self as being at
the core of what makes therapy work.
You’ll explore:

Trauma treatments have largely
ignored the interpersonal symptoms
of PTSD. But whether caused by
early abandonment, childhood abuse,
military combat, or other traumatic
experiences, the impact of trauma on
committed relationships is commonly
encountered in everyday practice. In
this workshop, using some recorded
materials, we’ll focus on a therapy that
interweaves individual PTSD treatment with the interpersonal orientation of Gottman Method Couples
Therapy. You’ll discover how to:

Many therapists have incorporated
some coaching into their practice, in
part because the style of client interaction feels unaffected and natural, and
often accelerates results. But to truly
improve outcomes, therapists need
to apply coaching skills specifically
designed for therapy sessions. This
workshop will explore skills that create
“ah-ha” moments, foster readiness for
action, and help clients go farther,
faster. You’ll discover:

Despite the popularity of mindfulness,
not all our clients want to embrace an
Eastern philosophy and sit on a meditation cushion every day. Acceptance
and Commitment Therapy (ACT)
offers a way to use the power of contemplative practice while promoting
concrete and quantifiable change. In
this workshop, you’ll focus on specific
ACT strategies and tools to integrate
into your practice, including how to:

The role of emotion in enriching
and driving the therapeutic process

■■

The main barriers to therapeutic
connection and how to overcome them

■■

How confronting your own issues
and fears is essential to helping your
clients deal with the existential terrors
that underlie so much of their suffering

■■

Irvin Yalom, PhD, is an emeritus professor
of psychiatry at Stanford University and the
author of many books, including his latest,
Becoming Myself.
Susan Johnson, EdD, developer of
Emotionally Focused Therapy, is the director
of The International Center for Excellence
in EFT. She’s the author of Hold Me Tight
and Love Sense.

Better recognize the signs of trauma
and the impact it has on a relationship

■■

Help one or both partners surface
and address past trauma

■■

Foster the couple’s transformation
of trauma into greater compassion for
each other, deeper insight, and meaningful growth

■■

Julie Gottman, PhD, is cofounder and president of The Gottman Institute. The author
of five books, she’s cocreator of the The Art
and Science of Love weekend workshops for
couples, and the Gottman international
clinical training program.
John Gottman, PhD, is cofounder of The
Gottman Institute. The author of hundreds
of journal articles and 48 books, he’s
received numerous awards for his marriage
and family research.

Therapy with a Coaching Edge
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Introducing Action and Possibility
into Every Session

The differences and overlap
between therapy and coaching, and
how to incorporate the components
of a coaching approach for therapy

■■

How to distinguish between clients who are suited to a faster-paced,
action-oriented therapy experience
and those who aren’t

■■

Four key elements to adopting a collaborative stance that reduces client
resistance to behavioral change

■■

Specific coaching skills, like asking
pointed, powerful questions, calling
clients into action, and delivering a
“coaching edge” that boosts motivation and keeps clients on track

■■

Lynn Grodzki, LCSW, MCC, is a psychotherapist, a master certified coach,
and the author of Therapy with a
Coaching Edge: Partnership, Action
and Possibility in Every Session and
Building Your Ideal Private Practice.

Demystifying Acceptance
and Commitment Therapy (ACT)
A Mindful Approach to Value-Based Action

Use ACT to increase psychological
flexibility to cope with a wide variety of clinical problems—including
depression, anxiety, stress, and substance abuse—by helping clients to
not believe their thoughts

■■

Apply the Mindful Action Plan
(MAP) to help clients keep solid, values-based commitments

■■

Respect cultural diversity while
teaching contemplative practices

■■

Seamlessly weave the ACT model
into your current therapeutic practices

■■

DJ Moran, PhD, BCBA-D, is the founder
of the MidAmerican Psychological Institute
and Pickslyde Consulting, and pastpresident of the Association for Contextual
Behavioral Science. He’s coauthor of ACT
in Practice and has appeared on The
Learning Channel, Animal Planet,
and the Oprah Winfrey Network.
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Issues for Therapists of Color
Reclaiming Our Voices
KENNETH HARDY

Despite the progressive political
attitude prevalent in our field, clinicians of color often still face certain
challenges around issues of race in our
work with clients, and struggle to find a
strong therapeutic voice with which to
address them. This day-long experiential session is an opportunity to create
a community in which we can consider
the role of race in our clients’ day-today experiences as well as our own
work and lives. You’ll explore:
How to deal with issues of race both
with clients in the therapy room and
in our work and training settings

■■

The distinctive challenges of
addressing issues of psychological
homelessness, devaluation, and voicelessness with minority clients

■■

The dynamics of victim/victimizer
relationships and how there may be a
piece of oppressor in many well-intentioned people

■■

How to approach issues of social
justice that go beyond the purview of
the traditional therapeutic worldview

■■

Kenneth Hardy, PhD, is director of the
Eikenberg Institute for Relationships and
professor of marriage and family therapy at
Drexel University.
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This year the Networker will honor
Irvin Yalom with its Lifetime
Achievement Award for more than
a half-century of work that offers a
more encompassing vision of life
than can ever be conveyed through
a therapy manual. Known for his pioneering role in establishing group
therapy as a disciplined clinical approach, he’s also celebrated as the
foremost practitioner of existential
psychotherapy, grounded in the
belief that the only real antidote to
our fear of meaninglessness is the
life-giving force of human engagement and commitment. With his
acclaimed works of fiction, including
Love’s Executioner, When Nietzche Wept,
and Momma and the Meaning of Life,
he’s widely renowned as psychotherapy’s most famous storyteller.
Yalom will explore what he
believes lies at the heart of what we
do—our ability to forge a true connection with the client. At a time
when therapy seems to be getting
more technical and impersonal,
he’ll focus on the what he sees as
the fundamental principle of therapeutic healing—“Let the patient
matter to you.” In this keynote,
you’ll consider:

Irvin Yalom

Suzanne Iasenza

Loch Kelly

Michael Mithoefer

Deany Laliotis

Sunday 10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
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From Dysfunction to
Erotic Discovery
Transforming the Sexual Narrative

607

Misc
Trauma
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When couples come to therapy with
problems involving desire, arousal, and
orgasm, therapists often fall into the
trap of thinking of them as somehow
broken and in need of fixing. Instead,
this workshop offers an approach that
guides couples from a state of disconnection to one of becoming a sexual-discovery team that explores their
own idiosyncratic pathway to pleasure.
You’ll learn a three-part therapeutic
process to help couples find alternatives to rigid scripts about what fulfilling sexuality is supposed to be like.
You’ll explore how to:

For millennia, cultures around the
world have embraced mind-altering
substances to catalyze healing. Western
psychotherapy has generally resisted
the healing potential of such substances, but the FDA has lately approved
clinical trials using MDMA—also
known as Ecstasy, or Molly—to treat
PTSD. Psychotherapists have a major role to play in these treatments,
by helping clients process the healing shifts in consciousness that can
occur on the drug. In this workshop,
you’ll explore what this potentially
field-changing treatment means for
therapists, including:

Help couples use sensate focus as a
meditative tool to enhance their sexual development

■■

Integrate psychodynamic, systems,
and cognitive behavioral approaches
in couple sex therapy

■■

Suzanne Iasenza, PhD, is faculty at the
Institute for Contemporary Psychotherapy
and Psychoanalysis and the postgraduate
program in Couples and Family Therapy of
Adelphi University’s Derner Institute. She’s
coeditor of Lesbians and Psychoanalysis.
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Effortless Heart Mindfulness Therapy

What typically happens in the eighthour therapy sessions that accompany
the administering of MDMA

■■

The history of MDMA and how its
pharmacologic profile makes it effective against treatment-resistant PTSD

■■

LOCH KELLY

I love the
feeling of
being here
with my
professional
tribe.

Family

Misc

Trauma
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Move clients from cognitive mindfulness to effortless heart mindfulness to
access well-being and transform trauma

■■

Teach clients to go beyond selfcompassion to a natural, deep
compassion from the Self for all parts

■■

The essential Self is who we’ve always
been and the wise, loving presence
we’ve all been looking for. Self is not
your ego, a core state, a subpersonality,
an archetype, or a mindful witness.
Ego-centeredness is a partial identity
that’s the root cause of suffering, from
narcissism to low self-esteem. Rather
than treating the symptoms of egocenteredness, we can introduce clients
to their essential Self. Effortless Heart
Mindfulness Therapy helps clients
and therapists discover their already
compassionate Self, which welcomes all
subpersonalities and transforms even
the deepest traumas. In this experiential workshop, you’ll discover how to:

Shift clients from thought-based
ego-centeredness to open-hearted
Self using methods such as unhooking
from thinking and dropping from
head to heart

■■

Transform difficult emotions and
repressed, shadow parts by helping
clients enhance their true Self’s
compassionate, relational capacity

■■

Loch Kelly, MDiv, LCSW, is a therapist,
meditation teacher, and author of the awardwinning book Shift into Freedom. Founder
of the Open-Hearted Awareness Institute, he
collaborates with neuroscientists at Yale,
UPenn and NYU.

Misc

EMDR as a Model
for Practice
From Specialized Technique to Broad-based
Treatment Approach
DEANY LALIOTIS

While EMDR is best known for its
highly effective approach to trauma,
it’s also developed into a comprehensive psychotherapy approach used
to treat a broad spectrum of issues
including anxiety, depression, relationship problems, and a wide range of
emotional difficulties. In this workshop, you’ll discover how to integrate
the therapeutic use of the self with the
power of EMDR to bring the past into
present day awareness. You’ll discover
how to:
Bring into conscious awareness and
treat the earlier life experiences that
inform the client’s current difficulties

■■

Follow the linkages among clients’
experiences as they unfold momentto-moment in the session

■■

Clarify clients’ confusions about
personal agency and misattributions of
appropriate responsibility in the past

■■

Deany Laliotis, LICSW, is a trainer, clinical consultant, and practitioner of EMDR.
She’s the Director of Training for EMDR
Institute, Inc., and is the codirector of
EMDR of Greater Washington.

Michael Mithoefer, MD, specializes in experiential methods of psychotherapy to treat
PTSD. Now focused on MDMA clinical
research, he’s completed studies with treatment-resistant PTSD, and trains therapists
for a nonprofit, phase-3 clinical trial of
MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for PTSD.
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Empower both partners to make
explicit their “menus” for preferred
sexual activities as a way of expanding
their repertoire for more genuine
erotic satisfaction

■■

Specifics of the role therapists play
in the healing process of MDMAassisted psychotherapy, including balancing a non-directive approach with
interventions based on the therapist’s
training and intuition

■■

608

Brain Science

From Ego to Self

Facilitating Psychoactive Drug Treatments
for Trauma
MICHAEL MITHOEFER

Conduct a detailed sexual history
for partners to help them understand
their current sexual narratives and
how to create more liberating stories

Trauma

MDMA and Psychotherapy

SUZANNE IASENZA

■■

Family

Tammy Nelson

Martha Straus

Peter Fraenkel

Mitchell Greene

Joe Kort

Sunday 10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
610
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The New Monogamy
The Changing Face of Open Relationships
TAMMY NELSON

As the flurry of recent press coverage
indicates, more couples today are
negotiating monogamy in new and
creative ways, including through open
marriages, polyamory, group marriages,
and a variety of intentional partnerships. This is especially true among
younger couples, and if therapists
haven’t encountered this new reality
already, they’ll soon need to know how
to work with monogamy agreements
and open-relationship structures. In
this workshop, you’ll develop the skills
necessary to help clients in alternative types of committed partnerships.
You’ll explore:

How to support integrity in these
new arrangements through transparency, honesty, and agreement on a
new type of sexual fidelity

■■

What clients will need to be able
to negotiate flexible monogamy
arrangements

■■

The signs that an open marriage is
working or failing, and how to
help couples recover after an openrelationship betrayal

■■

Tammy Nelson, PhD, is a board-certified
sexologist, an AASECT certified supervisor,
a certified Imago therapist, a licensed
professional counselor, and the author of
Getting the Sex You Want and The New
Monogamy.
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Therapeutic Activities
with Kids and Families

The Last-Chance Couple

Coregulating Together
MARTHA STRAUS

To regulate with distressed kids and
families, we need to have three skills:
the ability to stay calm and present
ourselves, a way to gather both verbal
and nonverbal session feedback to
improve effectiveness and encourage
collaboration, and a toolbox of
techniques that teach and practice
coregulation in the therapy room.
This workshop will explore the developmental importance of coregulation.
You’ll discover:
How to help concerned adults
(including therapists) become better
regulated with activities, such as
Setting the Intention, Knowing
Your Hooks, and Conversations with
Your Younger Self

■■

Fun and useful ways of collecting
and integrating child feedback about
sessions, including asking the best
questions that tap into therapeutic
engagement, and using evidencebased feedback measures like the
Child Outcome Rating Scale

■■

Building a toolbox of developmentally appropriate techniques like
Grounding Together, Back-to-Back
Breathing, and The Passing Storm

■■

Martha Straus, PhD, a professor in the
Department of Clinical Psychology at
Antioch University New England, is author
of No-Talk Therapy for Children and
Adolescents and Treating Traumatized
Adolescents: Development, Attachment,
and the Therapeutic Relationship.
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I always feel
a renewed
sense of purpose
after the
Symposium.
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The Myth of Sex Addiction

Saving Relationships on the Eve
of Destruction

Working with Kids and Their Parents

A Non-Pathologizing Approach to
Out-of-Control Sexual Behavior

PETER FRAENKEL

MITCHELL GREENE

JOE KORT

Unhappy couples often present in
ways that offer little promise their
relationship can be saved, leaving the
partners feeling helpless and the therapist feeling stumped. But hope can
spring anew when we have a toolbox
of techniques to help these couples
interact in different ways, turning even
the most toxic marriage into one of
positive growth. In this workshop, we’ll
use recorded demonstrations that
focus on four types of last-chance couples, and show how to engage them in
transforming their relationship. You’ll
discover how to:

Sports, even at the youngest developmental levels, has become a source of
great stress for kids and their parents.
The final results of games and kids’
individual statistics are immediately
broadcast on the internet, and recruiting videos of middle school age athletes are all over YouTube. Recreation
has been replaced with expectation, and
practitioners need to be ready to help
frustrated young athletes and their
parents navigate the choppy waters
of youth sports. In this workshop on
the fundamentals of sport psychology,
you’ll focus on:

Rather than providing a pathway to
healing, the sex addiction model too
often contributes to clients being sexually lost and at odds with their own
nature. Therapists are left with both
being unable to help clients with their
continued out-of-control sexual behaviors and also with the consequences
of being the recipient of a pathologizing label. This workshop will educate
therapists on having a sexual health
and strength-based dialogue with their
clients as an alternative to the sex addiction model. You’ll explore how to:

Restore hope by making immediate
alterations in how couples communicate, and offering reconciliation
activities that reframe problems into
unappreciated assets

■■

■■

Carry out a nonthreatening first
session by honoring ambivalence,
inviting partners to evaluate the therapy, and creating a nonbinding, session-by-session contract

■■

Offer strategies—like the reflective
listening technique Beginning Anew,
or the sensual 60-Second Pleasure
Point—to safeguard communication
and restart passion

■■

Peter Fraenkel, PhD, is an associate professor of psychology at the City College of New
York, and former director of the Center for
Work and Family at the Ackerman Institute.
He received the 2012 American Family
Therapy Award for Innovative Contribution
to Family Therapy.

In-office strategies to help athletes
(and parents) discover a mindset
that’s more about enjoying the journey than worrying about the results
How practitioners can incorporate
their clinical training, including family therapy techniques, into their work
with sport families

■■

How to help athletes see when
they’re playing distracting “side
games” in addition to the game they
chose to play, and how that impacts
performance

■■

How to work with parents who are
overly invested in their child’s performances on the field

■■

Mitchell Greene, PhD, is a clinical and sport
psychologist who specializes in working with
athletes. He’s the owner of Greenepsych Clinical
& Sport Psychology in Haverford, PA.

Help clients develop a non-pathologizing understanding of their own
individual sexuality and erotic identity

■■

Develop a comprehensive assessment and alternative treatment that
emphasizes the nonsexual meanings
of sexual behaviors and fantasies

■■

Understand your own countertransference with clients struggling with
sexual behaviors you may experience
as problematic

■■

Differentiate normative male sexuality from out-of-control sexual behaviors around the use of porn, fetishes,
and sex with partners

■■

Joe Kort, PhD, is a certified Imago therapist
and author of LGBT Clients in Therapy:
Clinical Issues and Treatment Strategies
and Is My Husband Gay, Straight, or Bi?
A Guide for Women Concerned about
Their Men.
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What’s behind an open-marriage
decision, including the search for
individuation, intensity, and relational
flexibility

■■
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mily

SueAnne Piliero

Kathryn Rheem

Steven Stosny

Joe Bavonese

Jody Wager

Naomi Nim

Sunday 10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
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The Power of
Embodied Presence

Creating Secure Connection
in Couples Therapy

Transform Trauma with AEDP

An Emotionally Focused Approach

SUEANNE PILIERO

KATHRYN RHEEM

Working with trauma and attachment
wounds requires a strong therapeutic
presence. When clients see and feel
only darkness, it’s up to us to lead
boldly, attune closely, and fiercely
champion their capacity to heal and
be whole. Accelerated Experiential
Dynamic Psychotherapy (AEDP)
emphasizes the undoing of aloneness
for clients in crisis and establishes the
therapeutic relationship as a safe haven and secure base. In this workshop,
with the help of recorded sessions
showing clinicians exhibiting a strong,
embodied presence, you’ll discover:

Volatile, emotionally escalated clients
can be among the most challenging
cases couples therapists regularly work
with. Such clients can often be set off
by seemingly negligible events, making
sessions difficult for both partners and
their therapist. Typically, core issues of
attachment distress are at the heart of
these outbursts. Emotionally Focused
Therapy (EFT) offers a clear road map
for working with such hard-to-treat
couples by helping them access and
share primary emotions. In this workshop, you’ll discover how to:

How to work with clients’ wounded
child parts to build self-compassion,
minimize defenses, and reduce shame

■■

Specific tools, such as cognitive
restricting and uncoupling dynamics,
to transform maladaptive beliefs like
I’m unworthy of love, It was all my fault,
or you’ll hurt me if I get close to you

■■

SueAnne Piliero, PhD, is senior faculty and
a founding member of the AEDP Institute.
She provides AEDP training and consultation to mental health professionals around
the world.
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Differentiate each partner’s emotions in order to contain reactive emotion and evoke vulnerabilities

■■

Recognize and assess each
partner’s role in destructive patterns
of interaction

■■

Restructure couples’ negative
patterns and stay in process when they
become emotionally activated

■■

Use voice, reflection, and validation
to help partners share their deepest
vulnerabilities

■■

Kathryn Rheem, EdD, LMFT, is an
ICEEFT certified trainer, supervisor,
and therapist. She’s the director of the
Washington Baltimore Center for EFT and
conducts EFT trainings internationally.
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Making Couples
Therapy Stick
How to Stress-Proof a Relationship
STEVEN STOSNY

Couples often lose the skills they learn
in therapy during times of stress,
retreating to entrenched habits of
emotion regulation and interaction
based on childhood coping mechanisms of blame, denial, and avoidance.
Our task is to help them develop stressproof habits that engage prefrontal
cortex abilities to improve, appreciate,
connect, and protect. This workshop
will illuminate the brain science that
helps us create new positive emotional
habits. You’ll explore how to help clients:
Switch from “toddler brain” to
“adult brain” coping mechanisms by
focusing on improving, appreciating,
connecting, or protecting

■■

Act on their deeper values rather
than temporary feelings by discovering what’s most important to them
and which behavior choices make
them truly like themselves

■■

Turn guilt and shame into love
motivators that help them show compassion and kindness

■■

Use the power of habituation to
help them reinforce love and
affection into their daily routine

■■

Steven Stosny, PhD, is the director of
Compassion Power. He’s the author
of Living and Loving after Betrayal and
Love without Hurt, and the coauthor of
How to Improve Your Marriage without
Talking about It.
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Creating a Group Practice
Key Strategies for Generating Passive Income
JOE BAVONESE

You may be one of the many private
practitioners who’s learned how to create a full and successful solo practice.
But do you sometimes feel as if the
income you’re generating isn’t quite
enough to allow you to create the
lifestyle you really want, save for retirement, pay for your kids’ college, and
take the occasional grand vacation?
It’s possible a group practice could be
the answer. Led by the head of a practice that employs 26 therapists in three
locations, and last year generated $2
million in revenue, this practical workshop will cover all the key elements of
creating a successful group practice.
You’ll discover:
The benefits and risks of group
practices, such as fewer hours and
more money, along with an increase
in liability

■■

How to design an initial business
plan that includes marketing, branding, staffing, admin, and a company
culture for your group practice

■■

How to find and hire the right
associates

■■

The best way to determine pay
structure for your associates

■■

Note: Check with your board to verify
it accepts CE credit for professional
development.

Misc

Keeping the
Inspiration Alive
Ways to Embody Your Symposium Experience
JODY WAGER & NAOMI NIM

While at Symposium’s end you
may feel exhilarated by all the new
ideas you’ve been exposed to, that
excitement may, despite your best
intentions, dissipate once you return
to your habitual routines. In this
experiential workshop, you’ll have
the opportunity to consolidate your
Symposium learnings through structured movement improvisation, free
writing, and embodied self-awareness.
You’ll explore:
An integrative mind-body approach
to embody learning from the
Symposium

■■

Three dance/movement therapy
skills to help you be more present,
grounded, and self-aware while working with clients

■■

The role of witnessing oneself
and others through the Authentic
Movement model of dance/movement therapy

■■

Jody Wager, MS, BC-DMT, is director of the
Expressive Therapy Department and a senior
dance therapist at Dominion Hospital. She
currently serves as president of the American
Dance Therapy Association.
Naomi Nim, EdD, MS, LPC, BC-DMT, is
a psychotherapist and dance/movement
therapist in Washington, DC.

Joe Bavonese, PhD, is the director of the
Relationship Institute of Michigan, and of
Uncommon Practices, which helps psychotherapists build successful practices.
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How to use your Self as a healing
mechanism through disclosure about
your feelings, explicit sharing of your
clients’ impact on you, and offering clients, in the here and now, the support
they never received from caregivers

■■

Misc

EMOTIONAL FREEDOM
TECHNIQUES

An international calendar of
psychotherapy training events

Level 1

New classes begin
every 2 months

A rapid, evidence-based, mind-body
approach to healing

Next class starts
February 19

The freedom of online training & the intimacy of live, virtual practice.

Save $100 when you register
by November 30.
Promo code EFT100

• Attend weekly, virtual live small group practice sessions with a trained facilitator

• Watch incredible lectures & demonstrations – as often as you like
• Integrate EFT with trauma-informed practice & neuroscience
• Earn 14 CE/CME/CNE hrs

Get a Taste of the Course: Free Miniseries free-eftcourse.org
Learn More & Register eftonline.org

th

Anniversary
1942-2017

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK

Join the College’s Newest Academic Program—
the Online Doctor of Social Work
for advanced clinical practice and leadership

www.csw.utk.edu or (865) 974-6481
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Workshop
Finder

• Outstanding doctoral education designed for working
practitioners
• 3-year online program - Clinical skills and leadership
• 2 night classes per semester - Cutting edge knowledge
and skills for career/professional advancement
• Class sessions utilize state of the art video conferencing
to engage students with each other and the material

Sign up for Biweekly Email Event Alerts by Category!
Finding local, regional, and international professional training events and
workshops that fit your calendar and your interests has never been easier.
Check out our new Workshop Finder training calendar with over 150 listings,
including 30 states and international destinations, by using our easy to
navigate filters: Category, Date, Location, and Event Sponsor.
Sign up for Biweekly Email Event Alerts by Category at
www.psychotherapynetworker.org/workshopfinder/eventalerts
You’ll receive biweekly event alerts by your chosen categories of interest:
` Addictions
` Anxiety, Depression, Grief, & Trauma
` Couples, Kids, Families, & Sexuality
` Mind, Body, & Brain
` Personal & Professional Development
Effortlessly add and keep track of live events in your community and
conveniently forward and post events using email, Facebook, Twitter,
and LinkedIn. Stay informed about the latest CE events, workshops, book
launches, and more.

For information on advertising, email
events@psychnetworker.org
“What a great service you
have started!”
—Maureen T., Burlington, VT

“It is amazing how simple yet practical,
creative and innovative Workshop Finder is.”
—Flori W.. Ellicott City, MD

“The Workshop Finder is wonderful!
Thank you for developing this concept!”
—Jill L., Kensington, MD

www.workshopfinder.org

CALL FOR
EXHIBITORS

Heart-Centered Hypnotherapy
Six-Day Training

at the

NETWORKER
SYMPOSIUM

Download the Course Guide

March 22-25, 2018
Omni Shoreham Hotel
Washington, DC

Certification course in six days
•
•

Come join your colleagues
as they greet the 4,000+
therapists who attend the
most exciting conference in
the mental health field.

Experiential training with ready to use skills
Begin using with your clients immediately

Dramatically grow your practice
•
•

For further information:
Mike McKenna

Be a specialist and receive referrals from colleagues
Benefit from more word of mouth referrals

Help clients make rapid progress with overcoming:
•

Exhibit Show Manager

(888) 396-1257

addictions, depression/anxiety, PTSD, codependency…

Ask us how to obtain 60 hours of continuing education

mmckenna@psychnetworker.org

View the Course Guide in our Resource Library

www.wellness-institute.org

What is Heart-Centered
Hypnotherapy?

Schedule of Six-Day Trainings:
• Seattle, WA Feb 1-6
• Ft. Lauderdale, FL Feb 15-20
• The Cleveland Clinic, OH Feb 21-26
• New York, NY Mar 22-27
• Chicago, IL Apr 12-17
The Wellness Institute

(800) 326-4418 or (425) 391-9716
www.wellness-institute.org
View reviews by our graduates at:
www.facebook.com/wellnessinstitute/reviews
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At The Wellness Institute, we teach a highly
effective treatment model that addresses body,
mind, and spirit called Heart-Centered
Hypnotherapy. This model leads clients down
their own profoundly exciting road to selfdiscovery and healing.

Our unique approach enhances:
•
•
•
•
•

Talk therapy
CBT and EMDR therapies
Integrative / Holistic therapy
Gestalt therapy
Existential therapy

T H I S Y E A R’S S Y M P O S I U M W I L L

sell out. R E G I S T E R N O W !

Sign up online before

January 8

and get

special online-only Early Bird prices!

2 O 1 8

SY M POS I U M
Registration Options

Register at psychotherapynetworker.org

Check now for online-only Early Bird prices—the best Symposium value!

GET THE M OST F ROM YOUR

There’s nothing like a learning environment that fully engages your mind, body, and spirit.
The Networker Symposium is a one-of-a-kind chance to make face-to-face connections
with the field’s innovators and be part of a community of colleagues who share your interests
and aspirations. To take advantage of the full range of the Symposium experience, consider
the following registration options and special benefits:
Immerse yourself in the flow of the Symposium for 3 full days at
one special affordable price.

Full PASS+PLUS (4 Days)

Add an extra day to your package and deepen your

Symposium experience.

DAY RATE

Of course, you can also come for 1 or 2 days, as your schedule allows, and
take your pick of workshops taught by the field’s leading innovators and thinkers.
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Ends Midnight
January 8

Ends Midnight
January 31

ADVANCED I

ADVANCED II
Ends Midnight
February 20

After
February 20

$459.99

$519.99

$559.99

$ 629.99

Full PASS+PLUS (4 days)

$559.99

$619.99

$649.99

$719.99

DAY RATE

$199.99

$229.99

$239.99

$249.99

Full PASS (3 days)

Thursday, Friday & Saturday or
Friday, Saturday & Sunday

T hursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Groups Save up to 15% with Online Registration
n Groups of 11 or more save 15% off each registration.
 roups of 5-10 get 10% off each registration.
nG
n S ee Group Registration at psychotherapynetworker.org.

general Information

Full PASS (3 Days)

Online-Only

EARLY BIRD

Student Scholarships Are Available Online Only
n
n

Take advantage of our special offer for full-time graduate students.
See Student Scholarships at psychotherapynetworker.org .

For each workshop’s learning objectives, visit psychotherapynetworker.org.

REGISTER AT PSYCHOTHERAPYNETWORKER.ORG
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Lunchtime

Networking Groups

The following networking tables
will be available for seating at the
Symposium Luncheon events.
Enjoy a meal with fellow attendees who share your interests, or
connect with a new community
of colleagues!

Register Now

n F
 irst-time Attendees

1. Online-only Early Bird prices—
best value (see page 83)

n Brain Science

2. Priority Placement in workshops

n C
 areer/Business &

n Children & Adolescents

Need More Information?
Email our Registration Office at symposium@promesaweb.com
or call (800) 379-1733. Answers to many of your questions and
the latest information on workshops and hotel-room availability
will be posted on our website: psychotherapynetworker.org.

n

2020 Networker Symposium
March 19 – 22
Omni Shoreham Hotel
Washington, DC

Forms must be postmarked by February 20 to
qualify for the final Advanced Discount.
n

Don’t send snail mail registrations after February 28.
We’ll only accept online registrations after that date.
n

$559. 99

$629. 99

FULL PASS PLUS (4 days)
o Thursday, Friday,
Saturday & Sunday

$619. 99

$649. 99

$719. 99

Networker Symposium
14607 Felton Court – Suite 116
Apple Valley, MN 55124

$229. 99

$239. 99

1st
Choice

2nd
Choice

3rd
Choice

4th
Choice

t h u rs day , m a r c h 22

Workshop (#101-123)

Groups must register online for a discounted price.
Student scholarships are also available online.

LUNCH/DINNER CHOICES

f r i day , m a r c h 23

Morning Workshop (#201-225)
Afternoon Workshop (#301-319)
sat u r day , m a r c h 24

F r i day L u n c h eo n : “Healing Betrayals Large and Small”
with Harriet Lerner

Morning Workshop (#401-426)
Afternoon Workshop (#501-526)

o Pesto-crusted chicken breast with pasta salad
@ $59.99 each $

F r i day D i n n e r : “Cry Havoc: Transforming Trauma through Theater”
with Stephan Wolfert

s u n day , m a r c h 25

Workshop (#601-619)

o Seared chicken with artichoke barigoule and vegetables
o Beluga lentils with carrot puree and vegetables
o Glazed Rockfish with Vegetables

@ $79.99 each $

S at u r day L u n c h eo n : “The New Science of Couples and Family Therapy”

with John Gottman & Julie Gottman

o Grilled chicken with thyme and vegetables
o Potato gnocchi with kale and

S at u r day D i n n e r : “My Most Unforgettable Session:
An Evening of Storytelling”
o Short ribs with potato gratin and vegetables
o Pan-seared salmon with mushroom risotto and vegetables
o Tagolini with wild mushrooms in
a spicy marinara

SPECIAL REQUESTS
o I have a physical disability and will need support services.
We are happy to accommodate your ADA needs if you register at
least three weeks prior to the beginning of the symposium.
Please send me:

@ $59.99 each $

o the room-sharing list

o the ride-sharing list

o This is my first Symposium.

PAY M E N T
An agency purchase order or check payable to the
Psychotherapy Networker should be enclosed with this form.

@ $79.99 each $
CARDHOLDER’S NAME

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM 2018

WORKSHOP CHOICES

$249. 99

Meal Subtotal $

84

PROFESSION

n ot e : Please provide your top 3 choices. If you’re submitting this form after
January 25, please provide a 4th choice.

butternut squash

Mail your Form & Payment to:

LAST NAME

general Information

2019 Networker Symposium
March 21 – 24
Omni Shoreham Hotel
Washington, DC

simply fill in the form on the opposite page and send it
in with your payment.

PHONE

MAILING ADDRESS

Registration Fee Subtotal $

If you’d rather register via snail mail,

THESE DATES!

After
February 20

$519. 99

o Thursday
o Friday
o Saturday
o Sunday

n

EMAIL		

FIRST NAME

FULL PASS (3 days)
o Thursday, Friday & Saturday
o Friday, Saturday & Sunday

o Honey ginger tofu with vegetables

Save

ADVANCED
II
Ends
Midnight
February 20

DAY RATE

psychotherapynetworker.org

n M
 ind-Body

n T
 rauma Treatment

ADVANCED
I
Ends
Midnight
January 31

But only if you register online at

n C
 ouples Therapy

n Spirituality

Check the appropriate box and circle the corresponding fee, depending on
when your form is postmarked.
Register online before midnight January 8 for online-only Early
Bird prices—best value! See psychotherapynetworker.org.

3. A chance to win an iPad Mini

Coaching

Federal ID: 26-3896894

C O N TA C T I N F O R M AT I O N

R E G I S T R AT I O N

If you register online, you’ll get

n B
 eginning Therapists

n P
 rivate Practice

Networker Symposium 2018 Registration Form

CARD NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE

CARDHOLDER’S SIGNATURE

REGISTER AT PSYCHOTHERAPYNETWORKER.ORG
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General Information
Attendees with Disabilities
We’re happy to accommodate your ADA
needs if you register at least three weeks
prior to the beginning of the symposium.
If you have a disability and need support
services, please check the box when you
register online and describe what you
need. We’ll contact you to determine
your needs so that we can make advanced
arrangements.

Symposium Recordings
Recordings of nearly all Symposium sessions
are available for purchase at special onsite
Symposium pricing at the Playback Now
booth. Orders can also be placed online
at PlaybackNetworker.com, by phone at
(770) 447-0616, or through the mail at
Playback Now, 3139 Campus Drive, Suite
700, Norcross GA 30071.

Changing Workshops
For attendees who want to change workshops during the Symposium, there will
be four to six open workshops, held in
large ballrooms, during each time block.
To avoid disruptions and overcrowded
rooms, all other workshops will be closed to
anyone who hasn’t been assigned to them
in advance. The list of open workshops will
be printed in the Symposium Onsite Guide,
which you’ll receive at the hotel.

Child Care
If you need child care during the Symposium, call the Omni Shoreham concierge
at (202) 234-0700 at least two to three
weeks before your arrival.

Exhibit Hall

Hotel Accommodations
The Omni Shoreham Hotel, located at
2500 Calvert Street, NW, Washington, DC
20008, is offering a special Symposium rate:
$239 plus tax per night for single- or double-
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occupancy rooms, $259 for triples $279 for
quads. Although this rate is guaranteed for
those registering by February 27, we urge you
to make hotel reservations as early as possible.
To receive the special rate, access the
Omni Shoreham website at psychotherapy
networker.org by clicking on Hotel Reservation, or call the Omni Shoreham directly at
(888) 444-6664 and indicate your affiliation
with the Psychotherapy Networker Symposium. When rooms are no longer available
at the Omni Shoreham, please see the
website psychotherapynetworker.org for
the names of nearby hotels offering a
discount to Symposium attendees.

suggest that you dress in layers, so that you
can adjust your apparel to the temperature
of the particular conference room you’re in.

Lunches

Cancellations and Refunds

The volume of Symposium attendees will
likely put a strain on nearby eating facilities
and make it difficult to have a quick meal.
There will be seated luncheons with speakers
on Friday and Saturday. Speaker luncheon
reservations must be made in advance when
you register online. You may not order
these lunches onsite during the Symposium.
Box lunches during the conference will be
available for purchase in the hotel lobby,
snack shop, and exhibit hall.

Room and/or Ride Sharing
If you wish to share a hotel room and don’t
already have a roommate, check the space
provided when you register online. Beginning the middle of January, each participant
in the room-sharing service will receive a
list of others interested in sharing a room.
If you’re driving to the Symposium, either
locally or from a distance, and are willing
to provide a ride to other attendees, or if
you need a ride, check the Ride Sharing
box when you register online. Contact
symposium@promesaweb.com to receive a
Room Sharing or a Ride Sharing List.

Tax Deduction
Registration fees, transportation, lodging,
and meals are tax deductible as educational
expenses when attending continuing education seminars. It’s recommended that you
consult your tax advisor with any questions.

What to Wear for the Symposium
We can guarantee that the temperature in
the hotel conference rooms will fluctuate
dramatically from hot to cold. We strongly

Work-Exchange Volunteers
Please don’t call or e-mail the Networker
office or our Registration Office about
work-exchange volunteer positions. If
you’re interested in being a volunteer at
the 2018 Symposium, just go to our website
psychotherapynetworker.org after
November 27, 2017 and register by
clicking “Symposium” and “Volunteers.”
If you have any questions, please email
us at: symposium@promesaweb.com.

Requests for refunds must be made in
writing and must be postmarked by
February 28 for a full refund, less a $50
administrative service charge.

Getting to the Symposium
Your destination is the Omni Shoreham
Hotel, 2500 Calvert Street, NW, in
Washington, DC 20008. For driving
directions, parking instructions, and information about taking the train or subway,
please visit psychotherapynetworker.org,
or call the hotel at (202) 234-0700.

Additional Information
If you have any further questions regarding
the Symposium, please contact the Symposium Registration Office by emailing us at
symposium@promesaweb.com or by calling
(800) 379-1733. Answers to many of your
questions, and the latest information on
workshop and hotel room availability, will
be posted on psychotherapynetworker.org.

Receiving Continuing Education
Credit for Your Attendance
The 41st Annual Networker Symposium is
proud to offer continuing education hours.
The following national professional organizations and state boards are available for a
maximum total of 24 continuing education
hours: (Thursday, up to 5.5 CE hours;
Friday up to 7 CE hours; Saturday up to 7.5
CE hours; and Sunday up to 4 CE hours).
Target Audience: Psychologists, Physicians,
Addiction Counselors, Counselors, Social
Workers, Marriage & Family Therapists,
Nurses, and other Behavioral Health Professionals. Education boards are continuously
updating policies. For the most up-to-date
and complete CE information including
outlines, visit psychotherapynetworker.org.
Note that the following sessions do not
qualify for CE credit: Thursday Welcoming
Event, 102, 103, 105-110, 112, 113, 312,
521. CE certificates will be available online
after the Symposium after completing the
Evaluation Form.
Continuing education credit is administered by PESI, Inc. Psychotherapy Networker
is a division of PESI, Inc.

Continuing Education Approvals
PSYCHOLOGISTS

 merican Psychological Association
A
n Florida Board of Psychology
n Canadian Psychological Association
n

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS
n

Health Counseling
Ohio Counselor, Social Worker and Marriage & Family Therapists Board (Not all
sessions offer Ohio Counselor, Social Worker and
Marriage & Family Therapist credit. Please see
our website for credit details.)
n New York State Education Department’s
(NYSED) State Board for Mental Health
Practitioners (Not all sessions offer NYSED
credit. Please see our website for credit details.)
n South Carolina Board of Examiners for
Professional Counselors & Marriage and
Family Therapy
n Texas State Board of Examiners of Professional Counselors

n

n

 lorida Board of Clinical Social Work,
F
Marriage & Family Therapy, and Mental

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELORS

 alifornia Association of Alcoholism and
C
Drug Abuse Counselors (CAADAC)
n National Association of Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse Counselors (NAADAC)
n Connecticut Certification Board
n

SOCIAL WORKERS

 ssociation of Social Work Boards
A
Colorado Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers
n Florida Board of Clinical Social Work,
Marriage & Family Therapy, and Mental
Health Counseling
n Illinois Department of Professional
Regulation
n Kansas Behavioral Sciences Regulatory
Board
n New York State Education Department’s
(NYSED) State Board for Social Work
(Not all sessions offer NYSED credit. Please see
our website for credit details.)
n
n

 hio Counselor, Social Worker and MarO
riage & Family Therapists Board (Not all
sessions offer Ohio Counselor, Social Worker and Marriage & Family Therapist credit.
Please see our website for credit details.)

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPISTS

 lorida Board of Clinical Social Work, MarF
riage & Family Therapy, and Mental Health
Counseling
n Illinois Department of Professional Regulation
n Ohio Counselor, Social Worker and Marriage & Family Therapists Board (Not all
sessions offer Ohio Counselor, Social Worker and
Marriage & Family Therapist credit. Please see
our website for credit details.)
n New York State Education Department’s
(NYSED) State Board for Mental Health
Practitioners (Not all sessions offer NYSED credit.
Please see our website for credit details.)
n South Carolina Board of Examiners for Professional Counselors & Marriage and Family
Therapy
n Texas Board of Examiners of Marriage &
Family Therapists
n

PHYSICIANS
n

 ccreditation Council for Continuing
A
Medical Education

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH NURSES/NURSE
PRACTITIONERS/CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALISTS
n
n

 alifornia Board of Registered Nursing
C
Florida Board of Nursings

If do not see your board listed here or for
more details, see psychotherapynetworker.org/
symposium.

Hotel Reservations for the Symposium
Through February 27, 2018, the Omni Shoreham Hotel is offering a special discount rate to Symposium
Attendees: $239 plus tax per night for single- or double-occupancy rooms, $259 for triples, and $279 for quads
(if space is available). To receive the discounted rate, please make your reservation in one of the following ways:

Access the Omni Shoreham website at
psychotherapynetworker.org by clicking
on Hotel Reservation. This is efficient, easy,
and provides an instant confirmation number.

or

Telephone the Omni Shoreham
at (888) 444-6664 and request
the Psychotherapy Networker
Symposium discount rate.

Be sure to mention that you’re with the Networker Symposium when you make
your reservation to receive your discount rate. Rates can’t be changed at check-in or

check-out for those who forgot to mention the affiliation when reserving the room. Rooms
may not be available for check-in until after 3:00 p.m. Check-out time is noon.
Note: The Omni Shoreham Hotel fills up quickly each year. We suggest you reserve your room

as soon as possible. Please check the website for additional information.
REGISTER AT PSYCHOTHERAPYNETWORKER.ORG
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general Information

The Symposium Exhibit Hall will be filled
with opportunities for attendees to learn
more about the latest products and services
to help them in their therapy practice. It’s a
fun atmosphere with prizes, entertainment,
book signings, and receptions. Open
Thursday 3:30–6:30 p.m., Friday 7:30 a.m.–
7:00 p.m. and Saturday 7:30 a.m.–6:30 p.m.

Continuing Education

Our launch of BookShelf offers a great new way to review and search for books of interest to mental
health professionals. Check out the ONLINE edition of BookShelf for detailed information on authors,
books and publishers, and a more extensive listing of books and links to ordering info at:

psychotherapynetworker.org/bookshelf

Loving Bravely: Twenty Lessons
of Self-Discovery to Help You Get
the Love You Want
by Alexandra H. Solomon
Real love starts with you. In order to attract
a partner and build a healthy intimate relationship, you must first become a good
partner to yourself. This book offers twenty
invaluable lessons that will help you explore
and commit to your own emotional and psychological well-being
so you can be ready, resilient, and confident in love. In Loving
Bravely, psychologist, professor and relationship expert Alexandra
H. Solomon introduces the idea of relational self-awareness,
encouraging you to explore your own relational patterns, as well
as your strengths and weaknesses in relationships. By doing so—
you’ll be ready to find the healthy, lasting love your heart desires.

newharbinger.com/loving-bravely
Unwrapped: Integrative Therapy
with Gay Men…
the Gift of Presence

Mindfulness for Emerging Adults
by Donna Torney, MA, LMHC, RYT
Mindfulness for Emerging Adults is
written for both young adults and their
mentors. For the emerging adult (somewhere between 19 and 30) the mindfulness
skills learned in this book will help them
take control of stress and manage difficult
emotions in this fast-paced digital world.
Highlighted sections entitled Thoughts
for Mentors will guide mentors and therapists to better relate to
young adult challenges. Mindfulness for Emerging Adults is a great
resource for therapists to use with their clients to help them find
balance, belonging, focus, and meaning in the digital age.

WholePerson.com
Sacred Stress
by George Faller, MS, LMFT and
The Rev. Dr. Heather Wright

by Rick Miller, LICSW
Unwrapped is the ultimate guide for working
with gay men. The mind-body connection
is a priority for effective therapy; after all,
wasn’t it the body’s signals that betrayed
him in childhood? In this pivotal contribution,
Miller, a longtime therapist, who is himself
a gay man, helps readers to understand how early internalized
messages of being the proverbial outsider take root for a lifetime.
In addition to grounding experiential exercises, the book contains
key interventions for working with gay male clients at various life
stages. The ample case material brings Miller’s keen insights and
therapeutic strategies into clear focus.

zeigtucker.com

Stress takes life and gives life. It is an
inescapable part of our existence. The key
to successful living is managing stress
effectively and efficiently. Rather than letting
stress shut us down and insidiously ravage
our bodies, we need to embrace it as an
opportunity to deepen self-awareness, form
richer relationships and find spiritual vitality. Filled with inspirational
stories and pearls of wisdom, this book with help you to befriend
stress. Some of the many pioneers in the field of psychotherapy to
endorse Sacred Stress include Susan Johnson, Diana Fosha, Esther
Perel, Dan Hughes and Froma Walsh.

sacredstress.com
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BookShelf

BookShelf

Treating the Traumatized Child:
A Step-by-Step Family
Systems Approach

CBT Made Simple: A Clinician’s
Guide to Practicing Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy

by Scott P. Sells, PhD, MSW, LCSW,
LMFT and Ellen Souder, MA, LPCC-S

by Nina Josefowitz and David Myran

Treating the Traumatized Child is the first
book to deliver a research-based, step-bystep approach to address trauma in the
entire family, not just the individual child.
The book provides practical step-by-step
tools, a multitude of handouts, and case examples to treat trauma
within the entire family. Child and family therapists, social workers,
mental health counselors, and psychologists working in a variety of
settings will find this book a valuable resource.

springerpub.com/treating-the-traumatized-child.html

Writing to Awaken

She Comes First

by Mark Matousek

by Ian Kerner

In CBT Made Simple, two psychologists and
experts in cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
offer the ultimate “how-to” manual based
on the principles of effective adult learning.
Structured around these evidence-based
principles, this user-friendly guide will help you learn CBT and
deliver it to your clients in the most optimal way. Each chapter
presents key elements of CBT in clear, accessible language, and
includes client dialogue and clinical examples. Practical exercises
are incorporated throughout, enabling you to practice and
consolidate your learning. If you are a clinician or student interested
in learning more about CBT, this book has everything you need to
hit the ground running.

“Many of history’s greatest (philosophical)
texts—think the confessions of Augustine—
are based on the kind of self-reflections
that this book insists on.” Publishers Weekly
Writing to Awaken is an intimate
exploration of personal identity through
radical truth-telling and self-inquiry. Exploring
your life stories helps to dispel the
destructive narratives that prevent you for reaching your full potential. “When you tell the truth, your story changes. When your story
changes, your life is transformed,” Matousek teaches. This uniquely
powerful guide of 48 lessons is an excellent companion tool for
therapeutic practice, a catalyst to real and lasting personal change.
Join Mark’s Writing to Awaken seminar at 2018 Psychotherapy
Networker Symposium.

The New York Times declared She Comes
First “the Encyclopedia Britannica of the
clitoris” and it has been the best-selling sex
advice book of the last decade. A must-have
for your patient library, She Comes First
demystifies the female orgasm and offers
a vibrant manifesto of sexual pleasure that
both men and women alike find accessible, inspiring and empowering. As Rhett Butler said to Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind:
“You should be kissed, and often, and by someone who knows
how.” She Comes First is stamping out “ill-cliteracy” one orgasm at
a time. Viva La Vulva!

newharbinger.com/cbt-made-simple

markmatousek.com/writing-to-awaken-book

amazon.com/She-Comes-First-Thinking-Pleasuring/dp/0060538260

Out of the Doghouse: A
Relationship-Saving Guide for
Men Caught Cheating

The Therapeutic “Aha!”:
10 Strategies for Getting
Your Clients Unstuck

by Robert Weiss LCSW, CSAT-S

by Courtney Armstrong

The Stress Reduction Workbook
for Teens: Mindfulness Skills
to Help You Deal with Stress,
Second Edition
by Gina M. Biegel

Robert Weiss, a nationally acclaimed expert
in the treatment of sexual infidelity and relationship intimacy, has spent over 25 years
helping couples affected by cheating find
peace and healing. In Out of the Doghouse
he offers: Insight into how sexual and
romantic betrayal affect relationship intimacy; a list of ways unfaithful men tend to make things worse; concrete ways unfaithful men
can help their partner (and family) heal from betrayal; direction for
growing beyond the immaturity of infidelity into healthy attachment.
Out of the Doghouse offers men insight and empathy into how
betrayal affects their committed female partners, while presenting concrete guidelines and direction toward healthy relationship
renewal. A must read for every couple’s therapist, and every client
hoping to heal the painful wounds of relationship infidelity.

robertweissmsw.com/my-books

Courtney Armstrong’s The Therapeutic “Aha”
explores the thrilling and rare moment when
a client reaches an elusive realization, allowing them to make meaningful change. In
10 straightforward strategies, this practical
book demonstrates how to shake things up
in therapy when a client is stuck or stalled to
jumpstart progress. Readers will learn how to positively spark
the “emotional brain” by creating uplifting experiences in their
sessions that engage and advance the healing process. Examples
include new spins on techniques that use imagery, music,
movement, storytelling, play, and humor with clear case examples
and worksheets you can use in your sessions.

courtneyarmstrong.net/the-therapeutic-aha-book

Between school, friends, and planning for
the future, it’s easy to feel stressed out.
Written by a psychotherapist specializing in
mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR)
and featuring brand new exercises, The Stress Reduction Workbook
for Teens, Second Edition shows how mindfulness skills can help
you relax, prioritize, and keep calm during stressful times. This
collection of simple workbook activities will teach you to reduce
your worries using mindfulness. Mindfulness is a way to be aware
of your thoughts and feelings in the present moment. You can
use mindfulness when you start to feel stressed, so you can stop
worrying about what might happen and focus instead on what’s
happening now.

newharbinger.com/SRWBT
Break Through with Breathwork

Sign up for the MONTHLY BOOK GIVEAWAY

Authors and publishers are sending us books to give away to our Online readers!
Check out the Networker’s ONLINE edition of BookShelf –
an exciting showcase for mental-health books, authors, and publishers!

Managing Trauma Workbook
by John J. Liptak, EdD &
Ester R.A. Leutenberg
Managing Trauma Workbook is full of
strategies, worksheets, and activities,
designed to guide your clients toward
recovery. It’s just one of Whole Person
Associates’ many resources filled with
reproducible assessment tools and worksheets for use with your clients to get them actively involved in the
healing process. Our books cover a wide variety of mental health
topics including, Anxiety, Anger & Aggression, Domestic Violence,
Substance Abuse, Resiliency, Grief, Teen Mental Health & Life
Skills, Stress Management, and more. If you’re looking for fresh
ideas and practical tools, check out our website and visit us at the
2018 Psychotherapy Networker Symposium.

WholePerson.com
Eyes of the Jaguar

by Jim Morningstar, PhD

by Irene R. Siegel

Therapeutic Breathwork can help facilitate
astonishing breakthroughs within a single session.
Jim Morningstar, PhD, originator, author, and master
practitioner, explains how therapists can reinforce
these breakthroughs with additional techniques for
self-regulation, dramatically reducing recovery time
and often resolving challenges that might never have
been worked through in standard practice.
northatlanticbooks.com/shop/break-through

Eyes of the Jaguar reveals one woman’s first steps on
the shamanic path, a journey into the sacred. While a
clinical supervisor at a psychiatric center, the call of this
ancient wisdom tradition whisked her into the
mountains of Peru, the home of the Inca, revealing the
mystical teachings of this ancient body of knowledge,
and changing her path forever.
drirenesiegel.com/jaguar.htm

Go to networkerbookshelf.com and sign up for the Monthly Giveaway TODAY!
No matter what your clinical specialty, keep up to date on the latest books at networkerbookshelf.com.
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BookShelf
From Real Life to Cyberspace
(and Back Again) — Helping Our
Young Clients Develop a Strong
Inner Selfie

The Resilience Workbook:
Essential Skills to Recover from
Stress, Trauma, and Adversity
by Glenn R. Schiraldi

by Tobi B. Goldfus, LCSW-C
Ms. Goldfus presents a totally contemporary
perspective on working with young people.
Essential to reaching this wonderful
population is understanding their world.
Drawing on years of professional experience
and study, Goldfus has established a repertoire of powerful ways
to collaborate with young clients as they navigate the promises and
pitfalls of social media alongside the challenges and triumphs of
real-life developmental stages. Clinical guidance attuned to digital
vocabulary jumpstarts the exploration and consolidation of
a healthy, happy “inner selfie.” The hypnotic and experiential
activities are a perfect fit for young people — and the clinicians
who work with them.

zeigtucker.com
Pathways to Possibility
by Rosamund Stone Zander
Pathways to Possibility is both more personal
and far-reaching than Rosamund Zander’s
best-selling book, The Art of Possibility.
Life is about growth, she asserts, and
demonstrates that we develop ourselves
by dismantling and “rewriting” into an adult
form, the inherited or child-based stories that
make up our beliefs from our earliest days.
This book takes the reader on a journey of becoming, starting in
the cradle where patterns of perception and identity are launched.
A new possibility emerges along the way: a wholly global self
where changing definitions of “I” increase our power to be effective
in the world.

rosamundzander.com

Why do some people sail through life’s
storms, while others are knocked down?
Resilience is the key. Resilience is the ability
to recover from difficult experiences, such
as death of loved one, job loss, serious
illness, terrorist attacks, or even just daily
stressors and challenges. Resilience is the strength of body, mind,
and character that enables people to respond well to adversity. In
short, resilience is the cornerstone of mental health. Combining
evidence-based approaches including positive psychology,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), mindfulness, and skills for
regulating stress, The Resilience Workbook will show you how to
bounce back and thrive in any difficult situation.

Magination Press publishes books designed to help children and their caregivers
confront, understand, and deal with a range of social and emotional concerns,
lifeskills, and special needs.

NEW THIS FALL

newharbinger.com/resilience-workbook
Sex Addiction 101: A Basic Guide
to Healing from Sex, Porn, and
Love Addiction

ISBN 978-1-4338-2718-1

ISBN 978-1-4338-2721-1

ISBN 978-1-4338-2720-4

ISBN 978-1-4338-2682-5

ISBN 978-1-4338-2719-8

ISBN 978-1-4338-2759-4

ISBN 978-1-4338-2337-4

ISBN 978-1-4338-2723-5

ISBN 978-1-4338-2722-8

ISBN 978-1-4338-2758-7

ISBN 978-1-4338-2713-6

by Robert Weiss LCSW, CSAT-S
Isn’t it time you learned to identify and treat
problem sexual behaviors? Typically, neither
therapists nor people struggling with sex,
porn, and love addiction have more than
a cursory understanding of this incredibly
complicated disease. Sex Addiction 101 and
its companion volume, Sex Addiction 101, the Workbook enlighten
both clinicians and addicts. These books should be core titles in
every addiction collection. How are sex, porn, and love addiction
identified and diagnosed? What are the most effective ways to treat
sex, porn, and love addiction? How does early attachment trauma
affect adult intimacy? How do sex, porn, and love addiction affect
women, teens, and sexual minorities? How does sex addiction
relate to drug, alcohol, and other addictions?

robertweissmsw.com/my-books

Check the ONLINE edition of BookShelf for these and other books of interest,
with direct links to ordering information at: networkerbookshelf.com
To advertise in the ONLINE edition or future special PRINT editions of BookShelf,
please contact Mike McKenna at (888) 396-1257 or email him at books@psychnetworker.org

www.maginationpress.com/PNS18

A listing of programs for Networker readers to review in making recommendations to clients seeking
treatment and recovery. It’s also available online with direct links to each organization, at:

psychotherapynetworker.org/TreatmentRecovery/Programs

THE FOUNDATIONS OF WELL-BEING
An Online Program for Resilient Happiness

SAV

$40E
!

See
bel
for d
etaiow
ls.

Develop an unshakable core of inner strength and peace.

The Center for Eating Disorders at Sheppard Pratt offers
comprehensive care for children, adolescents, adults, and older
adults with eating disorders. A national leader in evidence-based
treatment since 1989, The Center for Eating Disorders provides
highly specialized individual, group, family, occupational, art, and
nutritional therapies. Our full continuum of care includes a 24 hour/
day inpatient program, 12 hour/day partial hospital program (PHP),
4 hour/day, 4 day/week intensive outpatient program (IOP), and free
support groups and collaborative care workshops for caregivers.
(410) 938-5252.

Sheppard Pratt Health System’s Trauma Disorders Program is an
internationally recognized program for the treatment of individuals
with trauma-related conditions, including dissociative disorders and
other complex post-traumatic conditions. Our specialized,
recovery-oriented care includes both inpatient and outpatient
clinical services. The inpatient program utilizes an intensive,
multidisciplinary treatment approach through individual therapy,
milieu therapy, and process-oriented, experiential, and
psychoeducational group therapies. We provide a structured and
supportive environment, with a focus on safety and stabilization.
(410) 938-3584.

eatingdisorder.org

traumaatsp.org

The Retreat at Sheppard Pratt provides highly personalized, expert
care in a healing environment to treat depression, anxiety, mood,
personality, and substance use disorders, among others. Our
residents have access to a full range of resources and specialized
expertise during their all-inclusive, three-week stay. The Retreat is a
source of hope, and as a private-pay program, has the freedom, the
flexibility, and the focus to turn lives around. (410) 938-3891.

Sheppard Pratt Health System (SPHS) is the largest non-profit
provider of mental health, substance use, special education, and
social services in the country. SPHS provides 2.3 million services
annually across a comprehensive continuum of care, spanning both
hospital- and community-based services. Since 1853, SPHS has
been an innovator in research and best practice implementation,
with a focus on improving the quality of mental health care globally.
SPHS has been consistently ranked as a top national psychiatric
hospital by U.S. News & World Report for the past 27 years.
(410) 938-3000.

retreat.sheppardpratt.org

sheppardpratt.org

In just an hour a week, learn how to turn everyday experiences into self-compassion, confidence,
and other psychological resources hardwired into the nervous system.
Join New York Times bestselling author
Rick Hanson, Ph.D. and use the science of
positive neuroplasticity to:
• be more mindful, resilient, and hopeful
• have more fulfilling relationships
• be free from past painful experiences
• feel less stressed, hurt, or worried
• cultivate lasting well-being in a changing
world

“ This program gave me solid theoretical
knowledge and real practical strategies for
change. I find myself more mindful and
more able to support clients with strategies
for their well-being.”
-Allison W.

www.thefoundationsofwellbeing.com
SAVE $40 WITH COUPON CODE PSYCHNET40
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Mindfulness
Coaching
School

The Symposium Virtually Anywhere!
PRE-ORDER PSYCHOTHERAPY NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM RECORDINGS NOW!

The World Needs You!

It’s easier than ever!
with the Playback Now
Mobile App or USB Flash Drive
Simple Online Access

“In a world that reinvents itself on a daily basis, we empower
students and credentialed coaches to adapt, integrate, and flourish
from the inside out – for the betterment of all sentient beings.”
– Founder & Director Ann-Marie McKelvey, LPCC, MCC
ICF Master Certified Coach, Licensed Psychotherapist, Buddhist Chaplain

REGISTRATION OPEN FOR 2018
You at Your Best: Mindfulness, Wellness & Somatic Coaching
Mondays, January 8 – February 26, 2018
The Dynamic Trio: EMDR, Positive Psychology & Somatic Coaching
Tuesdays, January 9 – February 27, 2018
The Art of Engaged Mindfulness: Settling the Mind for Intuition to Emerge
Tuesdays, January 9 – February 27, 2018
Weight Loss Through Mindful Coaching
Wednesdays, January 10 – February 28, 2018

Get the training needed to obtain ICF credentialing!
Classes are live and interactive via phone or Internet video.
ICF CCEs and Counseling CEUs are available.

John and Julie Gottman

SPECIAL Pre-Order Offer Expires March 1, 2018.

Pre-Order a Package Now! SAVE $100!
Packages

Pre-Order Regular

Fast Pass

$195

$295

On Demand (6) Months of Streaming-Only
Access

Season Pass

$249

$349

On Demand (12) Months of Streaming
+ Download Access

Works Package

$295

$395

On USB Flash Drive Shipped Free + (12) Months
of Streaming + Download Access

Order
www.MindfulnessCoachingSchool.com
(505) 906-6700
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NETWORKER SYMPOSIUM 2018

Includes All (90+) Sessions Delivered…

Online: PlaybackNetworker.com/preorder
Call: +1-770-447-0616
(When ordering use priority code: PREORDER)

Download
Our easy to
use APP
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Frank Anderson
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WHAT’S NEW IN
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316
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Mary Jo Barrett
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313
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TRANSFORMATION
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TO STAY OR GO?

Patrick Dougherty
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BECOMING A MORE MAGICAL
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INSPIRATION
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421

FOCUSING AND THE FELT SENSE

Jack Kornfield
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ALL TOGETHER NOW

Joe Kort
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THE MYTH OF SEX ADDICTION

Dana LaCroix
108

SING FROM YOUR SOUL
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MASTERING THE CRAFT OF
TREATING TRAUMA
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Dafna Lender
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BECOMING A MORE MAGICAL
THERAPIST

Daniel Leven
113

AWAKEN YOUR HEART
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WELCOMING THE BODY TO
TALK THERAPY

Kirsten Lind Seal
525
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THE DOS AND DON’TS OF
WORKING WITH CHILDREN

223

CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL
TRAUMAS

Laura Markham
WHAT PARENTS REALLY WANT

Mark Matousek
WRITING TO AWAKEN

Julia Mayer
419

PROMOTING POSITIVE
CAREGIVING
PREVENTING GRAY DIVORCE

Vagdevi Meunier
213

ENHANCING ASSESSMENT IN
COUPLES THERAPY

515

THE MAGIC TRIO

Keith Miller
221

WORKING WITH A@@HOLES

Clifton Mitchell
404 504

ETHICS MADE FUN

Michael Mithoefer
607

Tammy Nelson
118

EXPANDING YOUR SEXUAL
COMFORT ZONE

610

THE NEW MONOGAMY

Margaret Nichols
220

AN INTRODUCTION TO GENDERAFFIRMATIVE CARE

Naomi Nim
KEEPING THE INSPIRATION
ALIVE

Anita Mandley

523

USING GROUP PROCESS
TO PROMOTE HEALING

619

M-N

105

209 309

313 ADVANCED ISSUES IN GENDERAFFIRMATIVE THERAPY

Lynn Lyons

417

Sabrina N’Diaye

MDMA AND PSYCHOTHERAPY

DJ Moran
604

DEMYSTIFYING ACCEPTANCE
AND COMMITMENT THERAPY (ACT)

Jim Morningstar
114 BREAK THROUGH WITH
BREATHWORK

Melissa O’Neill
319

BORDERLINE PERSONALITY
DISORDER AND CO-OCCURRING
DISORDERS

Jonah Paquette
121 PUTTING POSITIVE
PSYCHOLOGY INTO PRACTICE
219

HACKING HAPPINESS

Esther Perel
212 THERAPY AND THE PROMISE OF
TRANSFORMATION
401 501

Howard Schubiner
422 HELPING CLIENTS UNLEARN
THEIR PAIN
Richard Schwartz
212

THERAPY AND THE PROMISE
OF TRANSFORMATION

402 502

LEARNING FROM AFFAIRS

Sueanne Piliero
615

THE POWER OF EMBODIED
PRESENCE

THE THERAPIST AS HEALER

Scott Sells
210 310 TREATING THE
TRAUMATIZED CHILD AND FAMILY
Irene Siegel
106

THE PATH OF THE SHAMAN

Signe Simon
423

0-R

David Treadway

S

THE MILLENNIAL LOVELINK

Alexandra Solomon
526 IT’S TIME TO RETOOL
“THE TALK”
Linda Stone Fish
116 THE ETHICAL DILEMMAS NO
ONE TALKS ABOUT
406 506 WORKING IN THE

CRUCIBLE OF COMPLEX PTSD

Steven Stosny
617 MAKING COUPLES THERAPY
STICK

418

A TIME FOR SENIOR CLINICIANS

Jody Wager
619

KEEPING THE INSPIRATION
ALIVE

Margaret Wehrenberg
207 307

DISRUPTING RUMINATION

424 WORKING WITH AUTISM
AND ANXIETY
Michele Weiner-Davis
216

THE SEX-STARVED MARRIAGE

315

HEALING FROM INFIDELITY

Amy Weintraub
107 YOGA AND IFS TO CLEAR
THE CONSTRICTIONS
521

WHEN MIND-BODY PRACTICES
GO WRONG

Halko Weiss
211 311

THE POWER OF HAKOMI

David Wexler
214 THE FOUR MYTHS ABOUT
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
420

DISARMING SHAME

Irvin Yalom
601

MAINTAINING THE HEART
AND SOUL OF THERAPY

Martha Straus
407 507 TREATING TRAUMATIZED
TEENS

611

THERAPEUTIC ACTIVITIES WITH
KIDS AND FAMILIES

Betsy Polatin
103

THE ACTOR’S SECRET

Terry Real
205 305

T-Z
Ron Taffel

THE CRISIS IN MASCULINITY

405 505

HIGH-IMPACT COUPLES
THERAPY

Kathryn Rheem
616

CREATING SECURE
CONNECTION IN COUPLES THERAPY

Tony Robbins
312 CREATING LASTING CHANGE
AND IMPACT Special Session

425 HEALING PARENT-CHILD
CUTOFFS
516 MILLENNIALS RISING 2.0 — THIS
TIME “IT’S PERSONAL”
Don Teater
218

OPIOIDS AND CHRONIC PAIN

Martha Teater
218

OPIOIDS AND CHRONIC PAIN

Nancy Napier
410 510 ACCESSING THE OPTIMAL
FUTURE SELF

EMDR AS A MODEL FOR PRACTICE

REGISTER AT PSYCHOTHERAPYNETWORKER.ORG
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Somatic Experiencing®
Trauma Resolution
Somatic Experiencing® (SE™), developed by
Peter A. Levine, PhD, author of the bestseller,
“Waking the Tiger: Healing Trauma,” is a
potent psychobiological approach to
resolving the symptoms of trauma and
chronic stress. Whether you are a medical or
mental health professional, addictions
counselor, rst responder, body worker,
educator, alternative medicine practitioner, or
other helping professional, the three-year SE™
Professional Training is a continuing education
program that will help you make an even
greater diﬀerence with your clients who suﬀer.
SE oﬀers a framework to assess where your
client is “stuck” in the ght, ight, or freeze
responses and provides clinical tools to resolve
these xated physiological states that underlie
so many trauma symptoms. Our educational
theo
model is both theoretical
and highly
experiential, oﬀering you eﬀective skills for
restoring nervous system regulation and
resolving trauma that can be immediately

Upcoming Training Start Dates (US)
*New York, NY
February 9-12, 2018
*Tucson, AZ
February 16-19, 2018
*Austin, TX
February 16-19, 2018
*Berkeley, CA (waitlisted)
March 2-5, 2018
*Upper Montclair, NJ
April 6-9, 2018
*Glen Ellyn, IL
April 20-23, 2018
*Seattle, WA
April 20-23, 2018
*Asheville, NC
May 4-7, 2018
*Atlanta, GA
June 22-25, 2018
*Yellow Springs, OH
June 29-July 2, 2018
*Dana Point, CA
July 27-30, 2018
Additional trainings are being scheduled for
2018 in Louisiana, New Jersey, Colorado and
California.
Introductory Workshops
Basic Principles of Somatic Experiencing
December 14, 2017 - Online
Visit our website at www.traumahealing.org
or call us at (303) 652-4035 for more
information regarding registration, additional
locations, full location schedules and
international start dates.

How SE May Beneet Your Practice:
• Learn practical and eﬀective skills that help resolve trauma without re-traumatization. These
gentle, powerful interventions will inspire and empower your clients, restoring resilience and
providing them with a greater capacity to enjoy life.
• Improve clinical outcomes. Enhance the depth and eﬀectiveness of therapy by including body
based awareness, somatic interventions and knowledge of the nervous systems response to trauma.
• Have an extraordinary life experience. Many students nd the SE training professionally and
personally transformative. Experience the power of compassionate healing and meaningful growth
for yourself and those you serve.
• Reduce compassion fatigue. The SE training helps increase your own resilience as a provider so
that you have more energy and stamina for your work and experience greater pleasure and
satisfaction

Visit our booth in the Psychotherapy Networker Symposium Exhibit Hall
to learn more about SE and the SE Professional Training!

We’ve got
you covered.
For over 40 years, we have provided exceptional protection
and service for Social Workers, Psychologists and Mental Health
Professionals. We offer comprehensive insurance coverage
and superior risk management support through an “A” rated
carrier. In addition to superior protection, our clients receive
individual attention, underwriting expertise and low rates with
no deductible or membership requirement in most programs.
OUR PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• Free Licensing Board Defense
Coverage; $35,000 for
Social Workers, $5,000 for
Psychologists and Mental
Health Professionals (higher
limits available for all)
• Easy Online Application for
most programs – Credit Cards
and V-check Accepted
• Risk Management Services
Available for Emergencies and
Practice Related Inquiries
• Insuring Company rated
“A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best

• $25,000 for Information
Privacy Coverage (HIPAA)
• $100,000 in Medical
Payments for Bodily Injury
• $15,000 for Emergency
Aid Expenses
• $25,000 for Assault and
Battery Coverage
• Live Switchboard During
Business Hours – You
will be Assisted by a
Representative Immediately
• Confirmation usually
within one business day

Visit us at AmericanProfessional.com or call 800.421.6694 to learn more.

L E A D E R S I N M E N TA L H E A LT H P R O F E S S I O N A L L I A B I L I T Y I N S U R A N C E

5135 MacArthur Blvd., Washington, DC 20016
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